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Abstract 
 
Making Planning Popular explores the extent to which the design of new forms of 
online communication platform might enable a more mutual, agonistic relationship 
between popular discourse and public planning in England. Building upon an 
analysis of extant ‘planning’ discourse on popular online forums in the UK, a 
process of research through design led to a prototype platform, Building Rights, 
which provides a provisional test of how such a relationship might be created and 
reinforced online, in a manner that builds on the sympathies and practices already 
present in the popular domain. 
By failing to address the dichotomy between planning and the popular, the promise 
of a wider citizen engagement in public planning made in the era of Localism (for 
instance DCLG, 2012A: 6) has not been fulfilled, both on its own terms and in the 
context of a wider societal rejection of extant models of representative democracy. 
Meanwhile, recent critiques of contemporary public planning and of the democratic 
project in which it sits, such as in the work of Colin Ward, Leonie Sandercock and 
Chantal Mouffe, strongly suggest that a more mutual, agonistic relationship 
between planning and its ‘people’ is not only possible but desirable.  
Can the planning system, or part of it, be reconceptualised as an ‘open’, ‘agonistic’ 
political space in which the role of the public is as vital as the role of the trained 
professional? Can the emerging paradigm of the ‘collaborative’ planner be fulfilled 
or expanded upon by exposure to the popular? Can the paradigm shift represented 
by the ever-increasing significance of social media, and new forms of design, be 
used to aid in these transformations? 
This research firstly explores contemporary popular on-line discourse related to 
building activity and built environment decision-making in order to explore how 
the English public currently relate to and understand the planning system, and the 
terms through which ‘planning discourse’ is actually undertaken using social 
media and online discourse platforms. In parallel, a design research practice led to 
the development of a prototype digital platform, Building Rights. To test this 
prototype, a charrette (a design workshop wherein the on-line life of the platform 
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could be simulated and tested) was staged, the results from which form an analysis 
of the potential and limitations of such platforms in reconnecting English public 
planning with its public. 
Making Planning Popular is the first investigation of popular online discourse 
concerning public planning, the first to explore popular perceptions of public 
planning within social media and online discourse, and the first to test the role of 
the designer in expanding the significance of that discourse in the transformation 
of the built environment.  
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1 Introduction 
 
 
Making Planning Popular is a study into the relationship between public planning 
and the activities and discourses of wider society, and proposes a transformation of 
that relationship. Though critical of the current relationship between planning and 
people, the study is undertaken in the belief that ‘public planning’, defined herein 
as the political tool which we collectively use to decide the future of our environment, 
is of fundamental importance to addressing the problems of a world facing 
enormous social, political, cultural and environmental challenges. It seeks to 
deploy emerging forms of on-line platform, within which planning discourse of a 
kind already takes place, to help in the building of a more mutually-supportive 
relationship between the public and public planning. 
When I was 14, I discovered that Bungalow Town (fig. 1), a ‘plotland’ development 
of expressive and imaginative dwellings ranging from bungalows derived from 
railway carriages to multi-storey timber castles, which had once existed in my 
home town, had been deliberately destroyed by the local council in the immediate 
aftermath of World War 2. In the face of much local opposition, and in a very early 
example of the utilisation of the new powers of Town and Country Planning Act 
1947, the local authority compulsory purchased the settlement and in the following 
years replanned it along conventional suburban lines. 
I didn’t know then that the erasure of Bungalow Town was part of a paradigmatic 
moment in the history of town planning in the UK, but its story (Hardy and Ward, 
1984:91-102) revealed that, in that very familiar context, there had existed in the 
recent past and in the same space, two radically competing models of development. 
The former was ad-hoc, emergent, joyful and imaginative; the latter statutory, 
paternalistic and concerned with order and propriety. It seemed to me that the 
post-war model, however well-intentioned, had made a mistake in disregarding the 
efforts of that ‘other’ model. 
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Figure 1. Bungalow Town circa. 1910. Researcher’s collection. 
 
These discoveries and intuitions, gathered out of the ruins of Bungalow Town, led 
to an overwhelming interest in the politics of development, in the role of the state 
in development processes, and the relationship between state and popular 
practices which is embodied in this study and also in my on-going teaching at the 
Royal College of Art and elsewhere. 
As the story of Bungalow Town plays out in Hardy & Ward’s history (2002:91-102), 
the slow fading of the settlement plays out in the pages of official reports and in 
the spaces of the court, the enquiry and the committee room. The formal and 
abstract quality of the spaces and the language used are as striking as the wider 
political and spatial story that they frame: the spaces and languages that frame 
public planning decision-making are the politics of that system, a notion that 
informed this study’s focus on the mediation of planning discourse and a 
commitment to the idea that there might be a powerful role for design practice in 
building a better connection between public planning and the public. 
Making Planning Popular proposes that popular discourse has something to offer 
in freeing English public planning from its current, profound ideological crisis, and 
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that a better system might be built in which state and popular practices form a 
collective bulwark against the dominance of neoliberalism (as defined by Harvey, 
2005) and global capital.  
It also proposes that the skills of the socially-engaged planner, architect and 
communications designer have a role to play in this liberation, and as a work of 
research by design sets out to explore the possibilities of that role through design, 
asking whether the design of new forms of communication, discourse and socially-
distributed knowledge could establish an agency for popular discourse within the 
English public planning system that not only enables a better, more mutual 
relationship between ‘people’ and ‘planning’, but which offers a revitalization of 
public planning’s democratic potential. This work is underlined, crucially, by the 
conviction that merely ‘engaging’ people within extant planning processes and 
procedures in the prescribed and limited manner of current planning policy, or 
allowing for ‘participation’ within the terms of the present system and as defined 
since 2011 by the project of Localism, are not adequate relations between planning 
and its public(s) and do not represent the full potential of public planning as a 
democratic practice. 
The research took place in an emergent (and perpetually shifting) context in which 
new forms of online platform – and new media more generally – have shifted how 
discourse and knowledge exchange work in wider society, in the UK as elsewhere. 
Online discourse was firmly established when the study began, but since that time 
an explosion of new forms of sharing, discourse, knowledge-exchange, community-
building and collaboration has taken place which represents a paradigm shift in 
how knowledge and opinion travel in society. Whilst acknowledging the limits and 
issues of this shift, particularly in relation to the corporate spaces of new media 
such as Facebook or Twitter, the study has attempted to ‘keep up’ with these 
transformations – through design – and applying them to the extant system of 
public planning, which as yet has not responded to this shift. Design, in this study 
and reflecting the researcher’s own ongoing pedagogic and design practice, is 
understood to combine spatial design, policy design and communication design 
(therefore requiring the collaboration of graphic designers in the research method), 
plus a revisiting of the idea of ‘public practice’ which is currently emergent in 
architectural and planning practice. This revisiting, evident in the work of Public 
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Practice, HECTOR, Assemble, We Made That and the researcher’s own practice 
DK-CM, to name just a few, represents a re-engagement with the public that 
attempts to avoid the generalisations, hegemonies and hierarchies of past forms of 
public practice in favour of something more open to challenge, dissent, adversity – 
ultimately to new forms of democracy – the roots of which can be traced, in part to 
the critical positions explored in Chapters 2 and 3. Design in this context, and as 
explored throughout this thesis, is understood as a practice of interlocution and 
connection, whether the output is a physical space, policy transformation or digital 
platform.  
Can the planning system, or part of it, be reconceptualised as an ‘open’, ‘agonistic’ 
political space in which the role of the public is as vital as the role of the trained 
professional, ‘agonistic’ because following the theory developed by Mouffe et. al. 
(see Chapter 3, section 3.2) that the aim of democratic politics is to create, rather 
than to evade or suppress, adversaries and adversarial relations within political 
discourse.  
Can the emerging paradigm of the ‘collaborative’ planner be fulfilled or expanded 
upon by exposure to the popular? 
Can the paradigm shift represented by the ever-increasing significance of social 
media be captured to aid in these transformations? 
The structure of this thesis has been designed in a way that represents the 
research process followed. In broad terms, Chapters 2 and 3 together form a 
literature review in which the research is contextualised. Chapter 4 then sets out a 
research methodology made up of two distinct but complementary research 
strands, that of qualitative discourse analysis of extant online planning discourse 
(Chapter 5) and research through design to establish the potential role and agency 
of design in building ‘bridges’ between that extant discourse and public planning 
(Chapter 6). The findings from these two strands are set out in Chapter 7 and 
Chapter 8 forms a conclusion, setting the research back into context and 
considering its limitations and consequences. 
The first literature review chapter, Chapter 2, is concerned with the contemporary 
and recent contextualisation of planning in relation to participation and the 
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popular. It begins (2.1) with a survey of the promise of ‘participation’ in recent 
political rhetoric in relation to the wider story of what is happening to public 
planning in the present day, and suggests that this promise remains unfulfilled. 
The need for greater and more profound participation than currently offered is 
revealed (2.2) through reference to Attitudes to Town and Country Planning (DoE, 
1995), the last time the public perception of the planning system was 
systematically studied in the UK, and further contextualised through a discussion 
(2.3) of various practitioners and theorists from the late twentieth century through 
to the present day, each of which makes a different but complementary claim for 
an enriched participatory practice in planning. 
Chapter 3 shifts the review to consider broader political theories of participation 
and democracy, toward the idea of a radical democracy above, and considering the 
potential agency of the popular from a cultural theory standpoint (3.1) and by 
using the political theory of agonism (3.2). These theories are updated and applied 
by turning to readings of the emerging role of new media and online platforms in 
creating (or supporting) new forms of popular discourse and democratic space, seen 
through the counter-hegemonic and pro-agonist lens established in the preceding 
chapters. 
Following this, Chapter 4 sets out a methodology for the research, initially through 
a discussion (4.1) of how the contextualisation of the preceding chapters is to be 
applied to the research itself. The rationale and design of the two research strands 
is then set out (4.2). Additionally, a direct precedent for the design research in the 
researcher’s own teaching and design practice is described as important 
methodological context for the work (4.3) and a survey of existing participatory 
planning tools is carried out (4.4) which further frames the aims and objectives of 
the design research; how it will be evaluated in relation to the its ‘competitors’ in 
the field of digital mediation. 
The first research chapter, Chapter 5, critically analyses, in line with the method 
already set out (4.2), a sample of extant online planning discourse from selected 
extant online platforms. Here, qualitative  discourse analysis is used to explore 
contemporary popular discourse related to building activity and built environment 
decision-making through the close analysis of planning-related discourse on 
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existing online forums. The discourse, derived from a number of forums, is 
analysed in order to explore the terms through which ‘planning discourse’ is 
actually undertaken using digital mediation and discourse by the public at large. 
The purpose is firstly to establish an insight into current perceptions of public 
planning amongst the public as discussed in the public sphere, and which to the 
researcher’s knowledge has never before involved the direct interrogation of 
unselfconscious, unreflexively popular dialogue about public planning, and 
secondly to set out some parameters through which such popular online discourse 
might be of use to the building of a mutual relationship between the public and 
public planning. 
The second research chapter, Chapter 6, describes the process of research through 
design which led to the Building Rights prototype to an ‘alpha’ level of design 
resolution. This platform is a test of the kind of space envisaged within the 
literature review and partially latent in the fora studied in Chapter 5: that of a 
bridge between statutory and popular planning practices.  
Findings from both research strands are aggregated in Chapter 7, and these can be 
summarised as follows: 
• There remains a public seeking a more open planning system, and one that 
has faith in the values of planning; 
• Language is no longer a barrier, but a bridge; 
• The paradigm shift in popular communications represented by new media is 
a means of creating a more open system and can also shift the paradigm of 
the ‘open’ public planner; 
• Mutual relations between public planning and the popular already exist; 
design is crucial to making spaces where this can play out and become 
operative. 
In the light of these findings, the thesis concludes (Chapter 8) that there is a 
crucial role for design in capitalising on existing transformations in popular 
planning discourse, and sets out some parameters derived from that extant 
discourse about how this might best be achieved. Building Rights in its current 
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iteration is understood not as the final resolution of this goal but as a prototype 
through which the design of such a tool has been substantially defined. Its own 
limitations, and the potential revealed in its testing, form a brief for further 
research and further design.  
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2 Public planning and participation today 
 
2.1 ‘Participation’ in the age of Localism: rhetoric, practice, mediation 
 
This chapter explores participatory rhetoric and practice in the era of Localism 
ushered in by the 2010 Coalition government in the UK. It situates the ‘promise’ of 
participation within wider transformations to the public planning sector over the 
same timeframe. It questions whether Localism and contemporaneous forms of 
mediation have lived up to its ‘promise’. This opens up the possibility of more 
radical and transformative forms of mediation, particularly ones that exploit the 
capabilities of online discourse. 
 
* 
 
Participation, defined as an ‘active part’ for the public ‘throughout the plan-making 
process’ (DoE, 1969:1, citied in Parry, 1992:29) formally entered English public 
planning following the ‘Skeffington Report’ or People and Planning (DoE, 1969, see 
also Parry, 1992:29 and Froud, 2017) and the subsequent Town and Country 
Planning Act 1968, which, following Skeffington’s recommendations, made it a 
statutory requirement that participation be incorporated into the planning process. 
As can be traced in histories of English planning (Hall & Tewdwr-Jones, 2011; 
Cullingworth & Nadin, 2006), this incorporation of participation into the processes 
of public planning was a correction to the more centralised ‘expert’ planning system 
ushered in during the post-war period and was already a long-established 
component of the system before the advent of Localism. 
David Cameron’s coalition government took power in 2010 with the promise that 
‘the time had come to disperse power more widely in Britain’ (Coalition Agreement, 
May 2010, cited in DCLG, 2012A:4), and ushered in an era of policies in which 
powerful phrases like ‘decentralisation’, ‘the Big Society’ and ‘Localism’ played a 
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key rhetorical and polemical role. Prior to that election, questions of planning were 
a pillar of the Conservative party’s policies, closely framed by ideas of the dispersal 
of power to the ‘community’ and the local. The party’s critique of public planning 
characterised it as a centralized, bureaucratic and autocratic system in which little 
power resided at the level of the local and of the community. Open Source 
Planning, a position paper party issued in the run-up to the election, had this to 
say about the question of participation in planning: 
To establish a successful democracy, we need participation and social 
engagement. But our present planning system is almost wholly negative 
and adversarial. It creates bureaucratic barriers rather than enabling 
communities to formulate a positive vision of their future development. 
(Conservative Party, 2010: 1) 
Beyond this rhetoric, the position paper stated a number of policy intentions in 
relation to ideas of participation couched in a language of progressive ‘openness’:  
‘giving local people the power to engage’, ‘collaborative democracy’ and so on 
(2010:3). 
‘Open Source Planning’ referred explicitly (2010:1) to emerging trends in software 
design, highlighting both the political principle of openness and the economic 
advantages perceived in such a model. 
Beyond seeking ‘collaborative democratic methods’ (2010:8), the green paper did 
not suggest any particular tools, methods or spaces for the increases in 
participation and ‘openness’ that it advocated, other than through the mechanisms 
of local government. 
With the passing into law of the Localism Act (2011), the new government 
promised ‘new rights and powers for communities and individuals’ through a 
reformed public planning system, and ‘reform to make the planning system more 
democratic and more effective’ (DCLG, 2012A: 6). In planning and developmental 
terms, the new policy tools placed in the hands of communities included the 
‘Community right to bid’ (designed to give communities and community groups the 
right to bid on nominated ‘assets of community value’ when such assets entered the 
open market), abolition of regional strategies (a tier of planning characterized by 
the then-government as undemocratic), neighbourhood planning (a new tier of 
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policy below the local plan and generated at the scale of the ‘neighbourhood’, but 
compliant with local and national policy), and the ‘Community right to build’, a 
system through which neighbourhoods and communities engaged in neighbourhood 
planning could bypass traditional planning application processes in order to more 
quickly and efficiently deliver development in their local environment (DCLG, 
2012A: 11-15). 
In the wake of the Localism Act and the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF) (DCLG, 2012), the primary national-level policy document of this new era, 
the tensions at the heart of the Conservative Localism project became clearer. The 
‘presumption in favour of sustainable development’ introduced by the NPPF led to 
assertions in the press and from public bodies including CPRE that ill-defined 
‘sustainable development’ would be empowered to overwhelm any increases in 
local, neighbourhood or community ‘power’ (see for instance Derounian, 2011). The 
valuing of ‘England’s green and pleasant land’, a position of great value to a huge 
swathe of Conservative voters, began to exist in direct tension with the then-
government’s liberal approach to development, for instance as played out in the 
Daily Telegraph’s ‘Hands Off Our Land’ campaign (see, for example, 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/hands-off-our-land/, Accessed 24.11.2017). 
The project of Localism, in practice, has been beset with tensions and conflicts that 
leave it ineffective as a decisive policy shift, and through which centralization 
occurred alongside decentralization (Parker, 2015: 109-111). Decentralization 
became a useful way of shifting responsibility for cutting public services toward the 
local and away from the national, whilst changes to planning allowed detail-level 
increases in local voice without increasing the ‘say’ of a community in a substantial 
local development question (2015: 110). 
In 2014, a survey commissioned by the Royal Town Planning Institute suggested 
that 79% of the public wanted ‘more say’ on planning and community development 
(Populous, 2014), suggesting that in the years following the advent of Localism 
popular impressions of public impact on the planning process remained deeply 
unsatisfactory, a stark contrast to the importance of a more democratic, 
decentralized system to government rhetoric.  
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The promise of Localism was offered in the midst of a period of profound crisis for 
public planning. Indeed, the idea of Localism sits within, and in some instances 
has been used to justify, a wider set of policy changes and initiatives that have 
seen local authority budgets cut, with planning departments disproportionately 
suffering. In 2015, the Royal Town Planning Institute and Arup (RTPI, 2015) found 
that significant reductions in local planning authority budgets and staffing since 
2010 had led to a ‘decrease on average of 37% in planning policy staff and 27% in 
development staff’ (RTPI, 2015:3) and, in parallel, reductions in managerial and 
senior personnel and an increase in temporary staff, such that the actual overall 
loss in planning expertise within the public sector is worse than the bare figures 
suggest. For the RTPI, the ability of planning departments to deliver the ‘housing 
growth and development’ that are cornerstones of current UK government policy 
(2015:2) is fundamentally threatened by this. 
The transformation is taking place within an atmosphere of public sector austerity 
which originates in the May 2010 Budget, such that the very viability of local 
authorities in the UK is under threat, with planning teams cut disproportionately 
(RTPI, 2015:2). In its 2017 State of Local Government Finance Survey (LGIU, 
2017), the Local Government Intelligence Unit found that 42% of local authorities 
felt that the 2017 budget would lead to ‘cuts that are evident to the public’, 79% 
had ‘none or very little confidence in the sustainability of local government finance’ 
and 13% felt that ‘there was a danger they would no longer have enough funding to 
fulfil their statutory duties in the coming year.’ (ibid.), and supported by research 
by the Local Government Association (LGA, 2014, cited in RTPI, 2015). 
The LGIU (2017) also found that 77% of councils were considering the 
commercialisation of council services as a way out of their financial predicaments, 
with planning departments one of those in which such commercialisation would be 
explored. This was prefigured in the early days of the Coalition by the council of 
the London Borough of Barnet, who launched a new approach to public services 
which, quickly branded ‘easyCouncil’, shifted the provision of services from a 
‘blanket coverage’(Mulholland, 2010) to a multi-tiered, multi-cost approach 
inspired by low-cost airlines (fig. 2). Less visible forms of this tiered system have 
emerged across local authorities in subsequent years. 
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Figure 2. UNISON strikes against the ‘easyCouncil’ model. Image via 
http://www.barnettradescouncil.org.uk, Accessed 29.12.2017. 
 
The RTPI’s call in 2015 was for ‘greater reinvestment in public sector planning 
services alongside the continuation and further development of strong 
relationships between the public and private sector’ (2015:2). Given that such 
reinvestment is spectacularly unlikely in the current political climate, it is 
understandable that public/private relationships, and the commercialisation of 
services discussed above, are becoming increasingly common, whether through 
charging for planning services for members of the public, through to increasingly 
intimate relationships between planning departments and private sector 
developers. But this dependency has been challenged, most particularly in urban 
contexts such as London where the politics of housing viability, which have come to 
the fore since viability was explicitly cited in the 2012 National Planning Policy 
Framework (DCLG, 2012) has come under scrutiny. To give a high profile example, 
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in 2015, Oliver Wainwright of The Guardian explored the viability assessment for 
a major residential scheme in the London Borough of Southwark that had been 
issued following a ‘freedom of information’ request by a local resident and three 
years’ worth of tribunals and appeals (Wainwright, 2015) and found not only a 
system which enabled the developer to ignore the local authority’s affordable 
housing policies, but also that the viability assessment itself, not disclosable to the 
public or the planning committee, was also invisible to the borough’s planning 
team as they did not have the right software to open the document (fig. 3). 
 
Figure 3. Redacted viability statement. Video still via http://www.architecturefoundation.org.uk, 
Accessed 29.11.2017. 
 
Planning theorists have observed this situation for some time. In 2002, writing in 
Philip Allmendinger and Mark Tewdwr-Jones’ Planning Futures on the experience 
of public sector planning practitioners in the early 2000s, Heather Campbell and 
Robert Marshall cited an interview with a senior public sector planner, 
commenting on a recent UDP enquiry:  
The more widespread use of planning consultants had raised the quality 
of argument. But to make that work the authority needs to be resourced 
adequately. Trying to operate an inquiry on the resources we’ve had has 
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put us in an invidious position. All the work we have put in could go 
down the swanny because we haven’t had the resource to counter the 
arguments of private consultants. (Campbell & Marshall, 2002: 100). 
At the time, Campbell and Marshall summarised their interviews thus: 
Uncertainty and disquietude concerning the current operational context 
of planning in Britain was a constant undercurrent in our discussions 
with practitioners. A picture emerged of a beleaguered and embattled 
profession which is misunderstood and maligned both by politicians, 
especially at central government level, and by the public. All members of 
the focus groups were struggling with their professional identities in an 
increasingly broken and shifting terrain of practice. Paradoxically, given 
intellectual developments, the one thing which seemed to provide a 
stable and legitimising frame of reference as they faced the frustrations 
and challenges of their everyday practical concerns was a professional 
idealism premised on the traditional claims of a unique body of 
knowledge and skills which equipped them to make expert judgements 
on technical matters. (Campbell & Marshall: 2002:108)  
In the 15 years since then, this imbalance has clearly increased and with little 
prospect of reversal. And it is a situation that has not improved in the intervening 
years (RTPI, 2015; Hall & Tewdwr-Jones, 2011; Clifford & Tewdwr-Jones, 2013; 
Ellis & Henderson, 2016). 
Having summarised this highly charged, emotive and challenging political context, 
the study turns now to the transformations in the mediation of planning that have 
taken place since the advent of political Localism in order to explore the extent to 
which they have fulfilled or failed to fulfil the ‘promise’ of Localism.  
The Coalition government launched the National Planning Policy Framework 
(2011) focussing unusually not only on the quality of the policy but also of its 
brevity. As the DCLG put it in 2012: 
The new 50 page document… replaces over 1,300 pages of inherited 
policy in 44 separate documents. 
(https://www.gov.uk/government/news/planning-reforms-will-deliver-
local-growth-with-community-support--2, Accessed 25.11.2017) 
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This brevity was quickly attacked by high profile planning lawyers, local 
authorities and the specialist media (CLGC, 2011), who argued that much 
important detail had been lost in the quest for ‘red tape’ headlines, and in 
response, in 2014, the government published its National Planning Practice 
Guidance (NPPG), a series of on-line guidance documents that replaced a number 
of circulars that had been marked as obsolete since the publishing of the NPPF. 
The NPPG added both explanation and complexity to the NPPF, diluting its 
apparent brevity whilst, to many users, simultaneously erasing many years of 
more-or-less effective guidance. The planning lawyer Martin Goodall echoed the 
feelings of many when he wrote: 
The shiny new “National Planning Practice Guidance” is precisely the 
opposite of what the government purportedly intended, yet they have 
brought this about by the sheer folly of their blinkered determination to 
“reform” the planning system by removing the very ministerial guidance 
that has underpinned the operation of the planning system for the past 
65 years. Far from “making it simpler, clearer and easier for people to 
use”, this change will have precisely the opposite effect. Those of us 
who are thoroughly familiar with the planning system are well aware of 
the way the system works, but pity the poor layman who has only the 
NPPG to go on!  
(http://planninglawblog.blogspot.co.uk/2014/03/useless-new-planning-
guidance.html, Accessed 25.11.2017) 
In parallel to the NPPG, which existed within the government’s gov.uk website, 
there were changes to national government’s other key planning information 
resource, the Planning Portal (fig. 4). This site had existed since 2002 as a primary 
public-facing information resource for planning information, a digital means of 
applying for planning permission, the ‘official’ source of Building Regulations 
documentation and the only electronic route for lodging planning appeals. At the 
time, and still at the time of writing, the Planning Portal is likely to be the top few 
listings that result from a search for ‘planning’ within the United Kingdom.  
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Figure 4. Screenshot of www.planningportal.gov.uk (Accessed 26.7.2012. An updated version of 
the site is now available at www.planningportal.co.uk 
 
In 2013, the DCLG initiated a proposed investment programme for the Planning 
Portal which led, in 2015, to its reformulation as a private entity, PortalPlanQuest 
Ltd., a joint venture between the DCLG and TerraQuest Ltd, a company owned by 
Mears Group, a large housing and social care provider. The published vision of the 
new private company is as follows: 
to be a successful, energetic and ethical company that values its 
employees, respects its customers and provides a first class service to 
the development industry. (https://www.planningportal.co.uk, Accessed 
25.11.2017.) 
Established as a ‘brand’ and a ‘successful business’ (DCLG, 2013:3), the Planning 
Portal was effectively privatized by stealth, and whilst subsequent changes to the 
portal’s structure and interface have been largely cosmetic (and concerned with 
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streamlining the online application process), it is troubling for anyone concerned 
with the democratic potential of planning for such a primary information source 
and mediation tool to become a privatized system, and one that places the 
‘development industry’ at the heart of its mission statement, rather than the needs 
of society as a whole. 
 
* 
 
The early participatory promise of Localism has not been fulfilled. Whilst 
neighbourhood planning and other tools have opened up new avenues for local-
level participation in planning (albeit ones which can add detail, but not directly 
challenge, existing levels of policy), wider structural and financial transformations 
to the working of local-level planning departments, ‘austerity’ and the paradoxes of 
the Localist project (and its abandonment during the recent years of Conservative 
government) have all meant that participation in public planning remains limited 
and demands for greater levels of participation remain strong (Populous, 2014). 
Given its vaunted early interest in the politics of open source software, the project 
of Localism has also not yet delivered upon the promise of a planning system 
wherein communication and mediation are more open and democratic. Whilst the 
NPPF and NPPG are simpler and shorter than their predecessors, they have 
opened up significant territories of litigation and doubt within the world of 
professional planning and there is no evidence that they offer the public a more 
engaging, open or clear source of planning information. In parallel, government 
moves to centralize and privatize other key electronic forums of planning 
knowledge exchange can only have the opposite effect to that promised, whilst the 
publishing or ‘broadcast’ model, of static on-line publishing of content, fails to grasp 
the paradigmatic shift represented by new media. 
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2.2 Attitudes to Town and Country Planning 
 
This chapter explores a single piece of research which, prior to the present study, 
was the most recent sustained attempt to understand the perception of public 
planning by the English public: Attitudes to Town and Country Planning (DoE, 
1995).  
This study was undertaken by Prism Research (Telford) and the University of the 
West of England (Bristol), commissioned by the Department of the Environment, 
and within its wide-ranging findings, the general public made up only one category 
within a larger investigation of perceptions of planning from a variety of 
viewpoints. It is the findings regarding this category that are explored here, the 
key lessons of which concern language, communication, and the political space in 
which planning discourse takes place. These are all themes which, the present 
study will go on to argue, are central to the creation of a more mutual, democratic 
relationship between planning and people. 
In terms of language and terminology, DoE (1995) found that ‘simple planning 
terms were recognized by a relatively high proportion of the population’, with a 
drop-off of more technical terms, and that recognition of terms related to 
development control was more widespread than of those related to development 
plans and policy development (DoE, 1995:18(, but that knowledge among the wider 
public was substantially lower than amongst developers and businesses (1995:83). 
The study also found demographic variation in levels of recognition, identifying 
‘those between the ages of 35 and 64, men, people with higher levels of educational 
attainment and in high status employment, owner occupiers and people resident in 
different [south-eastern and north-eastern] parts of the country’ identified as 
having a higher average level of recognition than other groups, with ‘those under 
25… those with lower levels of educational attainment and members of minority 
ethnic groups’ identified as having a lower average level of recognition (1995:18). 
The considerable demographic variance was identified by the report as a key issue 
in terms of ‘command[ing] support’ [1995:83) across the different social groups in 
society. 
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In comparison to knowledge of technical terms associated with the profession and 
practice of public planning, the study found that levels of ‘intuitive knowledge 
about planning’ were high, in a manner that was surprising in the context of term 
recognition, particularly in relation to development control. The study concludes 
therefore that the processes of development control, whilst not necessarily 
understood on a technical or procedural level with any precision, have been 
‘internalised’ to some degree in the wider population such that it is now ‘taken for 
granted and very little questioned’ (1995:18). Knowledge of the development plan 
process, of policy research and creation, was far less widespread, on a technical or 
intuitive level, with again a demographic of educated, late middle-age, retired and 
ethnic majority having most engagement with such processes, most often on the 
basis of opposition to a development or to a policy. The study concluded in relation 
to this issue that the use of technical language was a ‘barrier to knowledge and 
understanding’ (1995:91) of the system. 
In terms of values, public planning was generally found to be a ‘valuable public 
service’, though posters expressed ‘a degree of suspicion’ about planning’s ‘fairness 
and responsiveness’. An imbalance was also identified in the way that planning 
was perceived to serve different agents: 
They are also of the opinion that too much attention is given to property 
interests and business, and too little to the needs of the general public 
and individual citizens. (1995:18) 
In a section of the study concerned with people who had made householder 
planning applications, it was found that direct engagement with the planning 
system had not, generally, substantially increased ‘general levels of knowledge and 
understanding about planning’ (1995:30), and where such an increase occurred it 
took place only in the context of development control rather than in relation to 
wider planning processes. The knowledge was therefore restricted to the impact of 
policy and ‘the plan’ rather than the meaning behind those things. It can be 
concluded from this that the opportunity presented by a ‘direct engagement’ with 
public planning to educate and inform, a key chance to connect people to plan-
making processes, at least in terms of the justification for a refusal or a permission, 
was not being exploited. 
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The study concludes with a discussion (1995:92-3) regarding ‘the adversarial issue’, 
or the perception that an adversarial tendency in the culture and process of 
planning reinforces a ‘win or lose’ ethos. This issue arose as a key aspect of users’ 
perceptions of the planning user, and the study asserts is a key challenge to better 
public support of the planning system, recommending several measures to address 
this challenge: 
• Easy access to planning officers ‘perceived as competent’ 
• Improve ‘manner of discussion and negotiation’, avoiding ‘an inability to 
listen, to discuss an application in the terms [or language] of an applicant, 
dogmatism and the adoption of a [non problem-solving] stance’ 
• Confront the pressures perceived to be put on officers by their relationship 
with elected members (this is a particular perception of repeat, professional 
users of development control processes) 
• Access to more senior planning officers of planning committee 
members/chairs in the event of particularly important or contentious 
scenarios 
• And above all, to foster: 
Other practices that facilitate a willingness on the part of applicants to 
co-operate in the search for solutions to problems, generalized in terms 
of a planning authority culture that inspires the confidence to talk and to 
negotiate (1995:93) 
In relation to the general public, the findings of Attitudes are ultimately concerned, 
by implication, with two key issues: the language used to discuss ‘planning’ 
matters, and the framing political space/context of this discussion. 
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2.3 Participation in theory: ‘Localist’ participation in context 
 
Having explored the promise of ‘participation’ in post-2011 public planning 
(Chapter 2, sections 2.1-2.2), this section explores a wider field of critiques of public 
planning with a focus on its hegemonic character. They have been selected for what 
they say about the political structure and process of public planning: in each case a 
call for a refinement, expansion or consolidation of citizen power. Together they 
allow an exploration of the deeper potential of participation within public planning 
through the demands and arguments of planning theorists and practitioners of the 
period since the idea first emerged.  
 
Figure 5. ‘The Eight Rungs of Citizen Participation’, illustration from Arnstein, 1969. 
Participation is here defined not in the ‘safe’ terms of the Skeffington Report and 
related polices (DoE, 1969, Parry, 1992) but in the terms outlined by planner 
Sherry Arnstein in her ‘ladder of participation’ (Arnstein, 1969 and discussed in 
Ward, 2008:83-84, see also fig. 5 above). 
Arnstein defines participation as a genuine transfer of power toward the citizen 
public, and accordingly her ‘ladder’ categorises degrees of participation from non-
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participation masquerading as participation, through to tokenism and ‘citizen 
power’ – it is only at these higher levels of the ladder that efforts toward 
participation meet Arnstein’s definition of genuine power transfer. 
Each of the critiques in this section represents a call for a climb of the ladder, and 
collectively they remain a challenge to the current status of participation within 
public planning.  
Planning theorist Nigel Taylor has asserted (after Hobsbawm) that ‘the period 
from 1945 to the late 1960s was… a kind of golden age for British town planning… 
a broad ‘social democratic’ consensus reigned in politics under which both major 
political parties endorsed an enhanced role for the state in managing society, 
including town planning’ (1998:38). This was the achievement of town planning’s 
early pioneers, (Ashworth, 1954; Cherry, 1981), but also of far wider social, 
political and economic transformations of the post-war age. By the time the first of 
these critiques was written, this social-democratic golden age and its 
accompanying certainties of the period were at an end. 
 
Asserting pluralism and dissent 
American planner Paul Davidoff (1930-1984) was among the first planning 
theorists to assert the political nature of planning (Taylor, 1998:83). His early 
work, ‘A Choice Theory of Planning’ (1962) with Thomas Reiner, distinguished 
between ‘technical’ planning issues and ‘values’-based ones, asserting that the 
planner should confine their work to the former and recognize that their own 
political, professional or ethical values might be contentious or problematic within 
a planning process (Davidoff & Reiner, 1962: 22). 
This assertion was a direct challenge to a planning practice predicated on an 
assumed expert consensus, as can be summarised in two quotes of the years 
preceding Davidoff’s writing: 
I think it is necessary to lead the citizen- guide him. The citizen does not 
always know exactly what is best. (Lewis Silkin, Labour Minister for 
Town and Country Planning, cited in Taylor, 1998:43) 
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The dwellers in a slum area are almost a separate race of people, with 
different values, aspirations and ways of living… Most people who live in 
slums have no views on their environment at all. (Wilfred Burns, Chief 
Planning Officer of Newcastle-upon-Tyne City Council, cited in Ward, 
1989:37) 
In both these citations, made by notable practitioners of town planning in the post-
war period, we find a series of assumptions that Davidoff and Reiner would have 
found problematic, but which could be confidently asserted within the post-war 
planning consensus and its rejection of non-professional opinions ‘because 
professional judgements about what constituted a good living environment were 
assumed to be uncontentious’ (Taylor, 1998: 43). For Davidoff and Reiner, ‘what 
planners failed to appreciate was that a judgement about what constitutes a 
worthwhile living environment is a value judgement, not a pure ‘technical fact’.’ 
(1962:22) Their work drew attention to this flaw in the professionalism of planning 
and, initially, called for planners to step away from value judgements entirely. 
In 1965, Davidoff published ‘Advocacy and Pluralism in Planning’, a text which 
takes his earlier uncovering of value judgements within the planning profession 
and used them, not to insist on a stepping away from values, but rather to take 
differences in values between different interest groups and deploy them in the 
service of a more ‘plural’ system. 
Davidoff called for planners to acknowledge their values and to advocate for them 
within the professional sphere, thereby engaging ‘thoroughly and openly in the 
contention surrounding political determination’ (1965,424) and to become 
advocates for particular interest groups within a contested planning process. He 
advocated for the ‘rationality’ (1965: 425) of a system made up of a plurality of 
plans, each of which is developed by a particular interest group to serve their own 
interests, an approach that would later, in the UK context, become a founding 
principle of the Greater London Council Popular Planning Unit (Brownill, 1988; 
Brindley et. al., 1996; Wainwright, 2003). 
By advocating dissensus over consensus in plan-making, Davidoff asserted that the 
process is a political one, and one in which a variety of voices should be heard, 
because of rather than despite their conflicting positions.  For Davidoff, a relative 
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lack of awareness of social and economic methods of analysis was causing planners 
to propose naïve responses to situations. His model did not just mean that the 
planner had to learn to assert values and seek out interest groups who aligned 
with them to ‘advocate’, it also gave the planner a pedagogical role, as Davidoff 
recognized that different groups, particularly those which are marginalised or 
disadvantaged, would not have ready access to wider narratives, skills or evidence. 
The advocacy planner thereby becomes an interlocutor between different interest 
groups, and necessarily must gain skills in pedagogy, negotiation and in non-
technical forms of communication. At the time of Davidoff’s writing, of course, this 
interlocution would primarily have taken place in the form of interpersonal 
dialogue – face to face and often one-to-one. The potential of digital forms of 
communication and discourse to aide in the planner/public dialogue could not have 
been foreseen. 
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Rejecting the professional 
The conception of the planning profession as a part of society that works change 
things for the better was challenged by the work of Robert Goodman (1936-), most 
notably in After the Planners (1972). For Goodman, and John Palmer, author of the 
book’s British introduction, ‘at best we [planners] help ameliorate the condition 
provided by the status quo, at worst we engage in outright destruction’ (1972:53). 
The call to arms is therefore clear: 
If planning is not about the redistribution of the resources or the benefits 
of an unequal society, then it can only be an instrument of bureaucratic 
conservatism. (1972:11) 
Goodman had worked as a Davidoff-influenced ‘advocacy planner’, but by the time 
of his writing of After the Planners was disenchanted with this approach, noting 
that it did not strike hard or deep enough into existing power structures (1972:63-
64, 215). 
Following Davidoff, Goodman sees language and communication as key tools for 
the public planner, and found the language of planning as then practiced a 
fundamental issue. Goodman cites David A. Wallace, former director of the 
Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority, in support this assertion:  
‘I submit that we have made a botch of urban renewal to date. By and 
large people don’t understand what we’re after – or even what we’re 
talking about. This is fortunate, for if they did, we’d all have to run for 
cover.’ (1972:99) 
Goodman highlights how language is used to convince particular publics of 
foregone conclusions following very different ‘self-serving’ aims, such as this 
example from Washington: 
‘The budding basketball star of tomorrow could be a kid who learned to 
dribble, pass and shoot because an Interstate Highway came through his 
neighbourhood. And this same youth, who wiled away hours of his life 
wondering what to do next, can now cavort on a basketball court laid out 
under a structurally modern viaduct.’ (1972:121) 
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In this, Goodman sides with Marcuse, whose Essay on Liberation had recently been 
published. The ‘counter-professional’ (1972:9) must develop new forms of language, 
counter to the ‘vocabulary of domination’ of orthodox planners. Goodman’s 
advocacy of this position for the counter-professional planner has resonances with 
Gramsci’s notion (3.1) of the intellectual’s pedagogical responsibility to, and 
connection to, the masses. The planning professional’s use of language is asserted 
as fundamental to their emancipatory potential. 
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Asserting heterogeneity, exploring power 
The work of Leonie Sandercock (1949-) and Bent Flyvbjerg (1952-) is united by 
their interest in uncovering the complexities of the planning/public relationship: 
for Sandercock, those of the communities beyond planning, and for Flyvbjerg, those 
within the system.  
Sandercock asserts the heterogeneity of the communities engaged or affected by 
planning processes, and uses this quality to argue for a planning system which can 
plan ‘for’ this heterogeneous public rather than in the abstract form used by earlier 
generations of public planner and planning theorist. She recognizes that the 
positivist or determinist approach she reads in public planning is shared across the 
social sciences generally, and that this approach not only privileges particular sub-
groups of society, but just as importantly certain kinds of knowledge, privileging 
technical knowledge over the ‘experiential, intuitive, local’ (Sandercock, 1998:5) 
and including the visual or non-verbal. 
Sandercock therefore proposes a history of urban development from the perspective 
of those that had been excluded by public planning to date. She looks back at 
Davidoff’s ‘advocacy planning’ model and its subsequent developments (via 
Friedmann et. al.), find it naïve in its conception of ‘repressive’ state planning 
‘versus’ the ‘transformative’ people, and the binary side-choosing that she sees as 
inevitable within that model (2000:434-5, see Chapter 3, section 3.2).  
Sandercock’s narratives not only draw attention to injustices and suppressed voices 
within society, they also highlight injustices and conflicts within those suppressed 
communities. Both the state planning system and the heterogeneous communities 
acting in relation to it contain both repressive and transformative potentials 
(2000:435). She therefore envisages (2000:435) a modified form of practice which 
makes this tension productive: transcending the ‘line in the sand’ of advocacy 
planning in favour of ‘crossing back and forth… blurring boundaries… 
deconstructing (“community”, “the state”) and reconstructing new possibilities.’ 
(2000:435). Such a practice relates to a wider discourse of postmodernism within 
cultural and political practices (e.g. Dear, 2000; Harvey, 1990). 
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* 
 
Bent Flybjerg’s Rationality and Power: Democracy in Practice (1998) is a sustained 
case study of a planning and policy-making project in Aalborg, Denmark, described 
as a ‘laboratory for understanding power’ (Allmendinger & Tewdwr-Jones, 
2002:60). Here, Flyvbjerg uncovers a series of relations in which ‘rationality’ is 
revealed to be malleable, and used to conceal processes which are actually about 
the exercising of power (2002:60). 
Flyvbjerg’s approach places him at odds with the ‘communicative rationality’ of 
Jurgen Habermas, that is the proposition that human rationality emerges out of 
successful communication (1998:226). For Flyvberg and Richardson, 
‘communicative rationality’ is utopian in that it assumes a ‘speech situation’ 
(2002:46) in which power relations are equal and in which a consensus has led to 
an even field of validity. For Flyvbjerg and Richardson, this approach, which had 
already had a notable impact on planning theory and practice, ‘communicative 
planning’, is based on an inadequate understanding of the mechanisms of power 
(2002:46) and is therefore unable to achieve real political change. 
In its place, Flyvbjerg turns to Foucault, whose overall project was largely 
concerned with interrogating just those mechanisms and characteristics of power: 
If the goal of planning theorists is to create a planning which is closer to 
Habermas’s ideal society – free from domination, more democratic, a 
strong civil society – then the first task is not to understand the utopia of 
communicative rationality, but to understand the realities of power. 
(2002:49) 
For Flyvbjerg and Richardson, Habermas provides a ‘final state’ of consensual 
rationality, but not ‘how to get there’ (2002:46). Habermas and Foucault agree that 
‘rationalisation and the misuse of power are among the most important problems of 
our time’  but they disagree on how to understand, and act upon, this, (2002:54). 
If ‘communication is more typically characterised by non-rational rhetoric and 
maintenance of interests than by freedom from domination and consensus-seeking’ 
(2002:48), as revealed in the Aalborg case study (1998), then it is the contextual 
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detail of those rhetorics that needs to be understood in order to gain agency and 
indeed power. Flyvbjerg and Richardson identify Foucault’s overall political task as 
to 
criticise the working of institutions which appear to be both neutral and 
independent; to criticise them in such a manner that the political violence 
which has always exercised itself obscurely through them will be 
unmasked, so that one can fight them. (Chomsky and Foucault, 1974: 171, 
cited in 2002:52) 
Such a criticism was famously made by Foucault of the workings of the ‘panopticon’ 
(Foucault, 1975). Flyvbjerg and Richardson pay particular attention to the spatial 
dimensions of the panopticon and Foucault’s exploration of it, adding that real, 
built versions of the panopticon were not only spaces of coercion but were also used 
to generate ‘rich oppositional cultures’ (Crush, 1994, cited in 2002:56). This, for 
Flyvbjerg and Richardson, points to the potential of a spatial, rather than simply 
communicative, planning theory (2002:56). 
Flyvbjerg’s work ultimately points to a fundamental weakness of rationality: that 
it is distorted, manipulated, and ultimately dominated by power (1998:227-234); a 
vital lesson for those seeking political change given that ‘in most societies 
entrenched practices of class and privilege form part of the social and political 
context and limit the possibilities of democratic change.’ (1998: 235) Understanding 
power, then, is the key to affecting change in a democratic environment, and 
Flyvbjerg therefore advocates ‘forms of participation that are practical, committed, 
and ready for conflict’ over ones that are ‘discursive, detached, and consensus-
dependent, that is, rational,’ (1998:236) - more direct, power-facing strategies, often 
built on knowledge-gathering  which ‘[lays] open the relationships between 
rationality and power’ (1998:236) and which ultimately reveals the ‘real’ power 
relations (‘what is actually done’) in a given context and how they might be 
challenged, rather than the ‘what should be done’ of the rational/modernist 
tradition. 
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Asserting mutualism 
Colin Ward’s (1924-2010) critique of public planning was part of a wider social 
critique founded in anarchism, and is significant because of its advocacy of a wider 
culture of building and built environment practices – existing within the popular. 
Ward not only advocated this culture but also, on occasion, celebrated the moments 
when statutory models were somehow able to engage with them, and also engaged 
as a practitioner in such processes, for instance during his time as Education 
Officer for the Town and Country Planning Association (fig. 6). 
 
 
Figure 6: Front cover by David Bent for the cover of an 1985 edition of the TCPA ‘Bulletin of 
Environmental Education’, edited by Colin Ward. 
 
Ward’s work refers back to a period when anarchist and ‘collectivist’ traditions 
existed within the same framework (2008:28, 1990:22) understanding them as 
tensions within a socialist project rather than as opposing positions. He was 
emphatic that, by the time of the early Welfare State, mainstream socialist politics 
was permeated with elitism and had become firmly ‘collectivist’, understanding 
society as a mass rather than as a collective of individuals. For Ward, substantial 
social and political traditions of working-class self-help and mutual aid were 
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ignored or suppressed by the politicians and progenitors of the early Welfare State 
era, to its detriment (Goodway, 2006: 324). In this, Ward’s work connects to the 
subsequent decentralising impulse of Simon Parker and the New Local 
Government Network, which Parker traces back to William Morris via 
municipalising thinkers such as Beatrice and Sidney Webb (Parker, 2015: 11). 
Ward’s anarchism understands mutual practices as existing within extant social 
organisations; practices such as mutual aid and self-help that he sought to ‘rescue’ 
from their rejection by the larger socialist project of his time. Appropriately, this 
approach was rooted in both Marxist and anarchist socialist traditions. Ward 
acknowledged that, in looking to the present, he was indebted not only to the 
writings of Gustav Landauer (2006:319, 2008:30), but also to Russian socialist 
Alexander Herzen’s rejection of grand doctrines (2006:321). 
Ward’s theoretical writings accordingly took on a fascination with examples and 
case studies, an impulse which all led to a number of highly-regarded works of 
social history. These case studies – the global ‘One Night House’ (Ward, 2002), 
plotland communities such as Bungalow Town (Hardy & Ward, 1984) the allotment 
– would often be accompanied by a parallel narrative of their relationship to official 
action. Though Ward would probably not have considered his work Foucauldian, in 
its quest for real practices, and his interest in exposing the power structures set 
against it, or occasionally, as in the case of Basildon New Town, enlightened 
enough to enable it (Ward, 1990:15-35), Ward’s work offers an approach that can be 
set alongside Flyvbjerg’s call for a ‘real’ engagement with power structures, and it 
also answers, to some extent, a call that echoes throughout this section for a 
pedagogical role for the counter-hegemonic intellectual.   
Ward’s work considers how political and community groups at various scales 
organise, and on what terms. Writing in the early 1970s, he observed an emerging 
array of groups established in response to various kinds of discrimination and 
inequality, among them ‘black liberation, women’s liberation, homosexual 
liberation, prisoners’ liberation, childrens’ liberation’ (2008:166) and observed of 
these groups: 
They don’t speak the same language as the political parties… they 
organize in loosely associated groups which are voluntary, functional, 
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temporary and small. They depend, not on membership cards, votes, a 
special leadership and a herd of inactive followers but on small, 
functional groups which ebb and flow, group and re-group, according to 
the task in hand. They are networks, not pyramids. (2008:166) 
Ward found great hope in these informal organisations. His description of loosely 
associated groups is descriptive not only of political movements like Occupy but 
also of any number and type of interest groups that organise on-line, from narrow-
gauge railway enthusiasts and popular culture fandoms through to radical political 
groups. He saw the fragmentation and plurality that such groups represent in their 
social formulations not as forms of fragmentation but as forms of organisation: 
‘fission rather than fusion, diversity rather than unity, a mass of societies rather 
than a mass society’’ (2008:67).  
If Ward was highly critical of post-war public planning, he also acknowledges its 
occasional emancipatory achievements. In ‘The Do It Yourself New Town’, 
(1990:15-35) he looked to the particular example of Basildon New Town, a clear 
product of post-war planning but, uniquely in Ward’s view, one that recognised  
popular desire & demand and sought to work with, rather than against them. Such 
an approach left Ward optimistic about the potential to grow alternative models 
within the current system, as seeds ‘beneath the snow’ (2008:23). 
Ward devoted much of his research to assembling a catalogue of such seeds. This 
body of work transcends the easy dichotomies established by early planning 
advocates of order versus chaos, planned versus unplanned, people versus planner. 
Implicit in Ward’s research is that there is a total ‘ecology’ of humans making 
decisions about their built and unbuilt environment all the time. In moving beyond 
these oppositions, Ward reveals a wider field of human practices in relation to the 
built environment, often compromised or messy, incomplete or subject to conflict 
and suppression by statutory processes. Ward’s most profound critique of the 
planning system lies in this opening up a territory of practices excluded from the 
statutory system.  
If Ward’s goal was for an anarchist society founded on mutual aid, his route toward 
this relies not on a moment of revolution but on a slowly-evolved mutual 
relationship between statutory systems and self-help. In Basildon, Ward had found 
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a complex example of such a model occurring in the midst of a new town 
development corporation. In countless other models, he found popular, mutual 
societal and building processes occurring within, despite of, and occasionally 
supported by the wider systems of the state. Ward saw such a mutual relationship 
between state and the popular as fundamental to the slow journey toward freedom 
from domination and authoritarianism (Goodway, 2006:316). 
 
* 
 
The deeper potential of ‘participation’ in planning envisioned in this section by 
successive planning theorists reveals the poverty of the ‘Localist’ era’s conception 
and ‘promise’ of participation in planning. This potential sets an agenda for the 
design of new forms of mediation that might begin to bridge the gap between public 
planning and its public. 
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3 Post-participation: Counter-hegemonic strategies 
in cultural and planning theory 
 
In Chapter 2 post-2011 English public planning was found not to have fulfilled the 
democratic potential promised of it in initial rhetoric, nor the demands toward 
citizen engagement of successive eras of planning theory. 
Building on this, Chapter 3 sets out two theoretical tools (both of which are rooted 
in a Gramscian understanding of culture as a political tool) which set out a 
theoretical space in which forms of mediation might enable a mutual relationship 
between planning and its public. 
The first (3.1) suggests that popular culture has a potentially progressive political 
agency and is also a space where power and agency can be gained in relation to 
larger political or democratic systems. The second (3.2) suggests that agonistic 
space provides a more democratic space for political debate and decision-making 
than the spaces of today’s political processes.  
Section 3.3 then applies these tools to the notion that certain forms of on-line 
platform might be able to provide such a space and agency. 
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3.1 The political agency of popular culture and popular activity 
 
This section explores the idea that popular culture is both a potentially progressive 
political tool and a site of mediation in which power and agency can be gained in 
relation to larger political or democratic systems like public planning. This idea, 
and those of the following section, is rooted in the Marxist theories of Antonio 
Gramsci (1891-1937), so the section begins with a brief discussion of these.  
As part of his substantial updating of Marxist political theory, Gramsci developed 
the idea of cultural hegemony as a way of understanding the means through which 
power is gained by class groups and, ultimately, how power might be gained by the 
proletariat in the context in which he was writing, that of the Italian Fascist 
dictatorship (1922-1945). In Gramsci’s thought, the hegemony of a given political 
class meant that ‘that class had succeeded in persuading the other classes of 
society to accept its own moral, political and cultural values’ (Joll, 1977: 8,99) 
thereby asserting leadership (1977:100). The role of the intellectual in this process, 
for Gramsci, is of vital importance, as the gaining and maintaining of hegemony is 
largely a question of education: ‘Every relationship of “hegemony” is necessarily a 
pedagogic relationship’ (Gramsci, 1971:350), and as such it is through a process of 
education – a necessarily gradual one - that cultural hegemony is achieved. In 
terms of gaining power for the currently dominated classes, in Gramsci’s terms a 
‘popular national bloc’, it is vital that the intellectuals undertaking the 
construction of a collective will through education do so in a way that is profoundly 
engaged with those dominated classes, what Joll described as the ‘test of common 
sense’ (1971:101). 
In this way, he proposed that political leadership was not simply a question of 
economic power but also of cultural and moral dominance, and established a 
terrain where cultural production - high or low, art, literature, music - can be 
conceived of as having agency within a political system, and moreover having a 
mobility within class structures. Such thinking would lead, eventually, to 
Gramsci’s strong influence over the fields of cultural and pedagogical theory, 
particularly after his Prison Notebooks were translated into English in 1971. 
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In the field of cultural theory, Gramsci’s conception of cultural hegemony allowed a 
generation of cultural theorists (among them Tony Bennett, John Fiske, George 
Rudé, Stuart Hall and Raphael Samuel, see (Bennett Mercer, Woollacott, 1986: xii-
xiii)) to explore the workings of popular culture and activity as, in Bennett’s terms, 
 an area of negotiation between [an imposed mass culture that is 
coincident with dominant ideology] and [spontaneously oppositional 
cultures] …within which… dominant, subordinate and oppositional 
cultural and ideological values and elements are ‘mixed’ in different 
permutations. (1986: xv-xvi) 
Through their work, the importance popular culture in society was revealed to 
have been underplayed. Its depictions in political discourse up to this point were 
mainly been negative or abstract, portraying ‘the people’ as either passive receivers 
of culture or unruly rebels (Bennett, Mercer, Woollacott, 1986:xi-xii).  
It was only in the 1970s and 80s, thanks to this generation of theorists, that 
popular culture’s role in social and political processes, ‘particularly those bearing 
on the production of consent to the prevailing social order’, began to be given 
serious attention by sociologists and cultural theorists (Bennett, Mercer, 
Woollacott, 1986:xi-xii). Within this discourse at least, portrayals of ‘the people’ 
accordingly became more nuanced and precise, and the notion of popular culture as 
a subject of serious study became widespread, built upon foundations laid by of 
social historians like Raphael Samuel. Samuel’s History Workshop (1966-) 
pioneered ground-up social history, including oral history, in the UK, with the 
stated aim of making the production of history a collaborative enterprise ‘that 
could be used to support activism and social justice, and inform politics.’ 
(www.historyworkshop.org.uk, Accessed 5 May 2017).  
Bennett was able in this period to retrospectively trace a lineage of practices, in the 
work of Gramsci, Brecht and Bakhtin, which produced ‘a new sense of “the 
popular” as the site of a critical and speculative intelligence’, though 
acknowledging that these practices had hitherto not impacted upon ‘cultural policy 
formulations’ of socialist political parties in the UK (1986:14-15). 
The emergence of popular culture as worthy of academic attention can be 
understood as a reaction to three related phenomena. Firstly, to the highly 
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effective use of popular narratives in the 1970s by the New Right; secondly, as an 
attempted corrective to the Left’s failure to engage meaningfully with such 
narratives since the immediate post-war years; and thirdly, as a reaction to the 
growing impact, unpredictability and dynamism of popular cultural forms from the 
late 1950s onwards. These phenomena will be considered in turn. 
The New Right gained a great deal of political ground through its use of popular 
rhetoric (Fiske, 1989:188) in a form characterised by its highly generic evocation of 
‘the people’, in some instances weaponised against a group which might more 
obviously be considered of the people too. Stuart Hall, quoting Thatcher directly, 
offered a telling example in 1981: 
“We have to limit the power of the trade unions because that is what the 
people want.” (Hall, 1981:238-9) 
Who are the people, Bennett asks? Are some of the people not trade unionists 
themselves? Is the government in this example really proposing to follow, blindly, 
the wishes of an assumed majority? 
Theorists of the 1980s therefore identified the Left’s disconnect from popular 
culture as a crucial factor in its losing not only a political but a cultural battle in 
the late twentieth century (Bennett 1986:6). The Left had not only abandoned a 
populist discourse but did not seem to realise it. The situation led Fiske, in the US, 
to propose that ‘left-wing theorists need to explore the conditions under which the 
submerged 90 percent of the political iceberg can be made to rear up and disrupt 
the social surface’ (Fiske 1989:162). 
Alex Niven, writing in 2012, found that the ‘tragic rupture’ between Leftist politics 
and popular culture was still present, and had not been addressed by New Labour 
(Niven, 2012:67-8). Hilary Wainwright, in her studies of experiments in global 
participatory democracy found that, in Manchester regeneration processes during 
the New Labour era, voluntary groups and resident’s forums were ‘misleadingly 
assumed to be homogenous’, an unsophisticated characterisation of what must 
have been combative and dissenting popular organisations in a highly politicised 
context (2003:81). If the Thatcher government made the people generic for its own 
ends, the New Labour project kept them so. 
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Alongside their calls for politicians and policymakers of the left to re-engage with 
popular culture in order to address what they perceived as the ‘ghettoisation’ of 
socialist ideas, theorists of popular culture examined the reasons underlying the 
Left’s apparent disinterest in popular desire. Bennett (1986:9), found that Marxist 
conceptions of the popular are too often limited by two apparently contradictory 
impulses which he terms ‘walking backwards into the future’ and ‘ideal futurism’. 
In the first instance, Marxist theory tends toward deploying ‘historically 
superseded forms’ as models for the future without modifying them for use in the 
present. In the second instance, theories are composed to address an idealised 
people of a ‘projected socialist future’. In both cases, a form of Utopianism takes the 
place of an engagement with how things (and people) are in the present tense, and 
the people of today are found wanting by comparison to both the past and the 
future.  
The last of the reasons behind cultural theory’s increasing engagement with the 
popular and with popular culture in the 1970s and 80s was that the culture itself 
had become hard to ignore since the technological and social advances of the post-
war ‘golden age’, a turning point in the history of which were the 1968 student riots 
in Paris and elsewhere. For Alex Niven, this period saw the popular take on an 
active role as a progressive, if not revolutionary force in political and societal 
change, largely independent of mainstream politics in the UK and elsewhere; ‘the 
voiceless… finally finding a voice’ (Niven, 2012:17). This voice, for example, had a 
measurable impact on the growth of the environmental movement, which was born 
not out of governmental policy or academic research in the traditional sense, but 
out of counter-cultural groups (2012:37). For Niven, this alternative ‘golden age’ of 
an influential popular culture was nothing more or less than a moment when 
popular desire transcended its usual subjugation by the rich and powerful. These 
movements had a real if indirect role in the adoption of ideas of ‘participation’ 
within planning law and policy (Chapter 2, section 2.1).  
But what potential does the ‘popular’ have to contribute to political change, or to 
become a political space? By turning to the work of John Fiske (1939-), a cultural 
theorist concerned with the mechanics of popular culture and explicitly with 
addresses the Left’s failure to engage with popular desire, the thesis will attempt a 
provisional answer to these questions. 
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Fiske’s notion of society, which rejects grand narratives in favour of a more 
contradictory and fundamentally popular model, forms a useful basis on which to 
understand the popular and reconnect it to mainstream political processes. For 
Fiske, the history of Western society is characterised by ‘constant conflicts in which 
all victories are partial, all defeats less than total’ (Fiske, 1989:180, a conception 
which strongly echoes both Ward and Mouffe) For Fiske, this history is revealed by 
the (then) growing discipline of social and popular history, and he particularly cites 
the work of cultural historian (and Project Gutenberg founder) Robert Darnton, 
whose book The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French Cultural 
History (1984) focussed attention upon the resistant practices of printing 
apprentices in early eighteenth century Paris. Fiske asserts that 
Our social structure, our oral culture, our cultural resources are indelibly 
inscribed with the contradictory traces of these oppressed, but not 
eliminated, social formations. (Fiske, 1989:180) 
These formations form the basis of popular culture, and draw attention away from 
the utopian impulse for ‘total revolution’ and toward a model of power 
redistribution based upon constant renegotiation and adjustment. He therefore 
distinguishes ‘popular culture’ from ‘mass culture’ – in his terms the latter is what 
is produced by an industrialised, capitalist society and the former is how people use 
or abuse that product. 
Accordingly, Fiske asserts that popular culture is not a ‘stable sociological category’ 
but instead embodies ‘a shifting set of allegiances’ (1989:25), which give it its 
resistant role in societal change. He also proposes that a function of the popular 
can be its capacity to appropriate from the powerful for political gain. Fiske defines 
this technique as excorporation: ‘the process by which the subordinate make their 
own culture out of the resources and commodities provided by the dominant 
system’ (Fiske, 1989:15). 
If we take the earlier proposition that the popular is a territory of adjustment and 
renegotiation, in a society which is also characterised by endless renegotiation, 
then Fiske’s notion of excorporation is the process through which elements of the 
dominant system enter the domain of the popular and emerge transformed. This 
suggests that any study of popular culture must look at, and differentiate, what is 
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received by people and then what is produced or used out of what is received. Like 
Stuart Hall, Fiske proposes that such a study should ‘always start with “the double 
movement of containment and resistance, which is always inevitably inside it.”” 
(1981:228, cited in Fiske, 1989:28-9), wherein resistance is ‘tearing or bleaching of 
one’s jeans’ and containment is ‘the industry’s incorporation of this into its 
production system’ (1989:29).  
Fiske asserts that this process allows for adjustments to the status quo, not merely 
a return to the balance of before. This micropolitical change must not be 
underestimated, concerned as it is with ‘the day-to-day negotiations of unequal 
power relations in such structures as the family, the immediate work environment, 
and the classroom (1989:56). He offers the example of how Madonna might be 
‘used’ by a female fan in ways that empowers the fan. This empowering can impact 
in many powerful ways on the individual fan and upon her wider society, for 
instance through an impact on the relationships within her family or in her 
working life (1989:191). Popular culture cannot therefore by strictly radical and for 
Fiske it is best described as progressive (1989:21) or, Fiske’s critics might assert, 
potentially progressive. It ‘finds in the vigor (sic) and vitality of the people evidence 
both of the possibility of social change and of the motivation to drive it.’ (1989:21) 
Fiske’s optimism with regard to the use of popular culture is partly built upon his 
definition of the wider society in which it takes place, but it is also because he is 
suspicious of the process by which radical change might happen. Building on the 
work of de Certeau (1984), Fiske asserts the importance of guerrilla tactics as 
weapons of the ‘weak’, in contrast to ‘open warfare’, which they will always lose. 
The story of the ‘use’ of Madonna is, for Fiske, one example among many of 
‘individual women, in their everyday lives, constantly [making] guerrilla raids 
upon patriarchy’ (Fiske, 1989:20).  
Critics of Fiske’s approach might assert that the products of popular culture are 
not necessarily empowering in the way that Fiske asserts, and that products of the 
dominant culture are increasingly designed to allow for a degree of excorporation 
within limits defined by the powerful. To this, Fiske argues that the nature of 
excorporation is inherently occasional and irregular. Popular culture might lie 
dormant or repressed for much of the time, but this does not limit its potential to 
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transcend this condition. ‘Resistance fighters,’ Fiske asserts, ‘are law-abiding 
citizens much of the time’. His analysis of popular culture therefore takes practices 
as its location rather than specific texts or individuals (1989:45), and asserts that 
the ongoing process of subordination and insubordination is sustained from within 
the popular (1989:169). 
Fiske asserts that popular culture should not be considered as synonymous with 
the working class, on the grounds that class is ‘not the only axis of domination’ 
(1989:46). As with Fiske’s example of Madonna though, perhaps the techniques of 
popular culture are best understood as individual acts (i.e. micropolitical), though 
sometimes united against a common dominance. This distinguishes popular culture 
from folk culture, a form which Fiske finds impossible in an industrialised society 
anyway but which, when it was possible, had the potential for ‘solidarity’ which 
popular culture does not (1989:173). Popular culture can of course, be sociable and 
therefore collective, the Madonna fan of Fiske’s example can benefit, or not, from 
engagement with others with similar uses for the ‘original’. 
Fiske is highly aware, therefore, of the limits of popular culture as a tool of political 
change, and adopts a pragmatic attitude to its use in relation to societal and 
political change. He nevertheless proposes a ‘reconceptualization of popular forces 
as an untapped social resource that can fuel… the motor of social change’ 
(1989:193), conjuring an image of a multitude of micropolitical actors, each 
individually but socially alchemising the products (or texts) of the dominant 
culture.  
 
What if, in the place of a new song or text, we considered the ‘products’ of public 
planning –A4 lamp-post notification, policy, consultation, communication with a 
duty officer, permission or denial in the form of a letter, condition, and indeed built 
structure – as cultural products, forms of media/mediation? 
Following Fiske et. al, and refusing to make political value judgements on the basis 
of the original cultural product, is it possible to imagine the popular usage and 
abusage of these cultural products having a micro-political progressive impact on 
the system itself? Does this already happen? 
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For sociologist Herbert Gans, the potential agency of popular activity in relation to 
hegemonic structures and apparata is not simply a question of recognizing the 
existence of those phenomena within a larger system of cultural production, it is 
also a question of the limits of those apparata. Considering the professionalism of 
the architect, Gans wrote in 1977: 
Other professionals [to architects] also supply only a minor portion of 
the product or service over which they claim expertise… Medical aid is 
probably still administered more often by druggists and relatives than by 
doctors, just as most counseling is done by ministers, relatives, and 
friends rather than by trained social workers or psychiatrists. (Gans, 
1977:26) 
Gans situates architectural production by architects within the realm of high 
culture, therefore constrained by an antagonistic relationship to low or popular 
culture. He proposes that this relation, like in the medical profession, is 
substantially defined by the style and approach of the practitioner: ‘Doctors often 
treat patients as collections of diseases rather than people, and , like sociologists 
and social workers, supply their services in a technical language that puts off their 
patients and clients.’ (Gans, 1977:26). 
Public planning can, in this light, be seen as the formal, professionalised ‘part’ of a 
larger system of production and discourse. The ‘discovery’ of this larger system 
offers a reconception of the processes of cultural production that has implications 
for understanding the agency of popular activity in creating and maintaining and 
shaping those processes. As with Gans’ architectural example above, English 
public planning as it stands is typified by a somewhat antagonistic separation from 
popular discourse and activity. The next section will explore models whereby this 
antagonism is replaced by mutual, ‘agonistic’ relationships. 
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3.2 Agonism in democracy and in planning 
 
Gramsci’s conception of hegemony (3.1) established a terrain where cultural 
production - high or low, art, literature, music - can be conceived of as having 
agency within a political system. This work also provides the theoretical origins of 
the idea explored in this section – namely that agonistic space provides a more 
directly democratic space for political debate and decision-making than the spaces 
of today’s political processes. This idea, most fully elaborated in the work of 
Chantal Mouffe (1943-)  & Laclau (1935-2014), has been applied to public planning 
in general by, among others, Jean Hillier and Michael Gunder. This section sets 
out Mouffe & Laclau’s broader political project before focusing in upon its 
application to public planning by Hillier & Gunder, with a focus on what issues and 
opportunities there might be for the creation of an agonistic space for planning 
discourse.  
 
* 
 
The theoretical work of Mouffe & Laclau serves as an updating of Gramsci’s 
thought to the early 21st century, in the context firstly of a dissatisfaction with 
welfare state models as they were playing out in the early 1980s (Martin, 
2013:680), and secondly of the late/liquid modernity as defined by Zygmunt 
Bauman, a period characterised by ongoing privatization, the increasing 
importance of information to the functioning of society, and the growing 
redundancy of nation states in the face of globalised issues (Bauman, 2000).  
In Mouffe and Laclau’s work, the rigidity of such categorisations as ‘class struggle’, 
and their defining role in Marxist thought, are questioned (2013: 670), in part 
because such formulations were proving to be incapable of describing or theorizing 
the emerging political movements of the time, for example feminist activism. As 
Mouffe put it in a later interview:   
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Our aim was to understand the reasons for the incapacity of Marxism to 
grasp the nature of the new social movements and to put forward a 
project able to articulate a diversity of demands, which were not class-
based. We argued that this incapacity was due to its class-essentialist 
ontology and to its economistic approach, which did not allow it to 
recognize that political subjects were discursively constructed. (Martin, 
2013:673) 
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (1985) can accordingly be understood as a post-
structuralist updating of Gramscian hegemony, broadening it to allow all manner 
of political formulations and forms of organisation to gain political agency. Hence 
the ‘radical democracy’ of the subtitle; the book is a call for a complex democratic 
space in which different political agencies can co-exist and form agonistic 
relationships towards political decision-making. In this light, the Left must end its 
search for a ‘consensus at the centre’ (2013:674) and to realise the partisan nature 
of all politics. 
Aligned to Flyvbjerg’s Foucauldian rejection of the ideal ‘speech situation’ 
(Flybvjerg & Richardson, 2002:46), Mouffe and Laclau see partisanship in all areas 
of politics, and regard the antagonisms between actors in these situations as a 
central truth of political activity, and a vital realization in the journey toward a 
powerful, and very particular form of political unity: 
Unity between agents is then not the expression of a common underlying 
essence but the result of political construction and struggle. (Laclau & 
Mouffe, 2001:65) 
In The Democratic Paradox, Mouffe set out an ‘agonistic model of democracy’ 
(Mouffe, 2000:98) in which the ideal of consensus is abandoned: 
Coming to terms with the constitutive nature of power implies 
relinquishing the ideal of a democratic society as the realization (sic) of a 
perfect harmony or transparency. (2000:100) 
Instead, Mouffe sees antagonism within political space as inherent, and proposes 
an ‘agonistic pluralism’ (2000:101) in which the aim of democratic politics is to 
create adversaries – ‘that is, somebody whose ideas we combat but whose right to 
defend those ideas we do not put into question… a legitimate enemy’ (2000:102) – 
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rather than the simple othering of a ‘them’. Mouffe distinguishes between 
antagonism (‘struggle between enemies’) and agonism (‘struggle between 
adversaries’), advocating the latter as it allows the mobilization of diverse 
passions/positions in the moving forward of a democratic project, rather than the 
simple victory or consensus of antagonism alone. For Mouffe, this principle is 
inherent to our political systems (2000:103) and therefore: 
We have to accept that every consensus exists as a temporary result of a 
provisional hegemony, as a stabilization of power, and that it always 
entails some form of exclusion. The ideas that power could be dissolved 
through a rational debate and that legitimacy could be based on pure 
rationality are illusions which can endanger democratic institutions. 
(2000: 104) 
Such a model means that the democratic model can never rest; if every brief 
consensus excludes or suppresses someone or some group, then the situation must 
be continually renegotiated or re-established, and the veils of rationality and 
morality are revealed to simply obscure the real political moment. 
Mouffe asserts that cultural production is increasingly vital to current politics 
because of the increasingly powerful means by which semiotics are used within 
neoliberal hegemony to ‘reproduce’ itself. For this reason, ‘the cultural terrain 
occupies a strategic place in today’s politics.’ (2013:686) In this context, Mouffe 
favours critical art and design practice over the transgressive, considering the 
former to have the greater potential, from an agonistic perspective, to foment 
dissensus (2013:688). 
Overall, Mouffe’s project, in collaboration with Laclau, is a call for a rediscovery of 
a popular intelligence capable of uniting the many and various political movements 
that have some kind of opposition to the dominant political forces of the day: 
‘pluralist democratic politics starts with the recognition that ‘the people’ is divided 
and that the democratic rule of the people can never be absolute’ (2013:693), and 
the creation of spaces where agonism can take place is an essential part of this 
project. 
Mouffe and Laclau’s project has clear chimes with the critiques of Sandercock and 
Flyvbjerg (Chapter 2, section 2.3) and opens up a space in which the frustrations 
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with determinism addressed by figures such as Davidoff and Goodman might 
become more operative. If the need for consensus can be meaningfully transcended, 
then a planning practice which acknowledges different voices, and indeed different 
formulations and amounts of power, is more readily in sight. 
 
* 
 
Within planning theory, the potential of agonism as developed by Laclau and 
Mouffe has been explored by Jean Hillier and Michael Gunder. 
Jean Hillier’s  work attempts a reconciliation of the Habermasian communicative 
planning paradigm with Mouffe’s assertion of agonism as a precondition of 
democracy. She shares with Flyvbjerg a dissatisfaction with the communicative 
spaces of Habermas, finding them ‘utopian’ (2002:121) and unable to acknowledge 
that ‘dissent is as important in dialogical relationships as the idea of agreement.’ 
(2002:121). 
Hillier acknowledges the roles of both planning officers and public ‘actors’ in the 
contemporary planning system; she develops a picture of both as complex, 
problematic, sometimes exclusive groups, and moreover that, via her own empirical 
research (2000), public planning officers were frequently dismissive of public 
lobbying and ‘dark arts’ in relation to a planning issue but defended their own need 
to do so, an echo of the hegemonic attributes built in to public planning practice 
already discussed. 
Planners are irritated and frustrated by citizens taking direct action. 
Some regarded it as ‘unfair’ and ‘going round the back’ of formal 
participatory processes, even ‘cheating’. Yet, these planners clearly 
overlooked the traditional practice of officers writing or summarizing 
reports to suit preferred ends, or having a discreet ‘word in the ear’ of key 
elected members such as Committee Chairs and Ministers. (2002:119) 
For Hillier, this contemporary situation enforces the need for procedures and 
processes within planning that exist ‘outside, perhaps of formal political processes 
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in which marginalised groups have voice and power’, ‘beyond consensus.’ 
(2002:120) In attempting her reconciliation, she sees three key variables as key: (1) 
the values of actors involved, (2) their perception of other actors, and (3) their 
‘outcome preferences’ (2002:125). For Hillier, a more profound (and mutual) 
understanding of the values of all actors in a planning situation enables a potential 
consensus to emerge in the case of values being discovered to be overlapping or 
commensurate, and also that, in situations where a lack of consensus need not be a 
barrier to ‘bargaining’ and similar processes of decision-making. Ultimately, she 
conceives of a situation where both ‘models’ exist in parallel and in relation to one 
another, contextual to the task, problem or question at hand, and one in which 
political/planning decisions are embodied in an institutional setting 
which offers all actors a real possibility of participating in planning policy 
decision-making and which recognizes the ultimate non-consensual 
undecidability of decisions and hence makes it possible to disagree.’ 
(2002:130) 
In such a context, Hillier argues, a momentary ‘conflictual consensus’ (Mouffe, 
cited in 2002:131) or ‘agonistic respect’ (Connolly, ibid.) may be achieved in which a 
decision, however momentary, can be arrived at. To do this, Hillier asserts, 
professional public planners will need to ‘relax their need for control and 
certainty… live with inconsistencies, contradictions…’ (Many officers might argue 
that, subject as they are to the pressures applied by liquid modernity, this is a 
world they already live in.) Hillier’s ‘model’ does not, of course, guarantee that the 
people who currently most often ‘lose’ within public planning will suddenly ‘win’, 
rather ‘[the] ambition is to realise situations in which it is not usually the 
powerless and marginalised lose,’ (2002:133), through a reconfiguration of a/the 
system such that the relations between actors are better and more mutually 
declared and understood. Her proposal is one where the ‘overt and covert’ 
(2002:133) nature of existing planning processes are acknowledged and given a 
theoretical underpinning, rather than taking place under the ‘umbrella’ of an 
apparently rational process. 
Michael Gunder’s work brings post-structuralist readings to bear on public 
planning and planning decision-making, among them Derrida, Žižek, Lefebvre and 
Lacan, the latter of whom emerges as the dominant figure in his work to date. In 
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‘The Production of Desirous Space: Mere Fantasies of the Utopian City?’ (2005) 
Gunder uses both Lefebvre and Lacan to explore what he understands as a 
dichotomy in goals between the seeking of ‘a common harmony of social vision’ and 
the avoidance of ‘exclusion of cultural and related difference in lived space’ 
(2005:173). 
In a post-structuralist context, Gunder finds Sandercock’s ambition (Chapter 3, 
section 3.2) for a planning that can embrace heterogeneous multiculturalism as a 
‘utopian impossibility’ (2005:176), particularly in the light of the application of 
Lacan’s theory of the ‘Real’ (and Lefebvre’s ‘lived space’) to planning theory. 
Lacan’s ‘Real’ can be summarised as a ‘void’ (2005:179) which exists beyond 
language and symbolism and which means that ‘we cannot clearly articulate and 
define our ideals or specific qualitative states, such as those signified by the label 
“aesthetics”, and above all what constitutes “the good”’ (2005:179). For Gunder, the 
social sciences have attempted to ‘cover over’ the Real with ‘ideological fantasies’ 
(2005:181), thereby denying the gaps and voids between different social constructs 
and worldviews, therefore ‘our very social reality, including space itself and social 
interaction is constituted and composed of ideological fantasy constructs, 
misrecognitions and misunderstandings.’ (Žižek, in 2005:181) 
Gunder asserts that planning plays a large role in the creation of this social reality, 
by hegemonic means and often on the basis of an illusion of technical or 
quantitative expertise reinforced by technology. He therefore moves on to embrace 
Mouffe’s conception of agonism as a means of structuring social reality that 
acknowledges, indeed foregrounds, the gaps and voids between different interest 
groups and accepts them within a complex political organisation. Agonism answers 
Gunder’s call for a planning ethos ‘predicated on a central awareness of the 
irreducible Real… [on] an understanding that any forced resolution always 
excludes a remainder, what cannot be articulated or perceived.’ (2005:191) 
Gunder acknowledges the level of difficulty in achieving such a ‘radical agonistic 
planning process’ (2005:193) given the currently prevailing ‘consensual 
instrumental rationality’ of today’s planning system, which for Gunder would be 
taken back to first, founding principles by such a transformation. (2005:190) 
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Writing in 2005, Gunder asserted that the implications of these proposals had not 
yet fully been worked through by contemporary theorists. In response, Gunder 
published Planning in Ten Words of Less: A Lacanian Entanglement with Spatial 
Planning, in collaboration with Hillier. This work takes the principles previously 
developed by Hillier & Gunder and applies them to a close reading of various pieces 
of planning terminology, ultimately exposing, in detail, the same theoretical 
problem as that which Gunder exposes in the wider system, though with a renewed 
focus on the language of planning, as evidenced by what Gunder & Hillier 
(following Laclau) call ‘empty signifiers’, that is, terms which give ‘coherence to a 
grouping of conflicting meanings by signifying it or giving a general label of explicit 
connation and agreement for this contested ground.’ (2009:3). In turn, Gunder and 
Hillier explore, and ultimately reveal as empty and illusory: ‘certainty’, ‘good’, 
‘risk’, ‘smart growth’, ‘globalization’, ‘multiculturalism’, ‘sustainability’, 
‘responsibility’ and finally ‘rationality’. In each case, the apparent ‘solution’ 
represented by these empty signifiers is allowed to ‘define… the problem’ 
(2009:194) rather than the other way around, a problem given Deleuze’s definition 
of a problem as something that, inherently, does not have a ‘single, simple 
solution.’ (2009:194) In conclusion, and following this step-by-step process, Gunder 
and Hillier ask: 
Should strategic spatial planning practice be about challenging the 
appropriateness of pre-determined and often universally-defined goals? 
and 
Should strategic spatial planning also be about the learning of where we 
are, where we may wish to go and what we might wish to become as a 
particular set of communities? (2009:194) 
The particular and the contextual, as well as the ‘realities’ of where we are, 
including what constitutes ‘we’ and who is excluded from it, are therefore of critical 
importance to developing a new, better form of planning, and to a renewed interest 
in language and the power relations it embodies or suppresses. 
These positions and those that proceed them in Chapter 2, section 2.3 and Chapter 
3 theorise a planning system which is more responsive to heterogeneity, dissent, 
sociability and micropolitical change, whilst also proposing a political space for 
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planning which has a mediatory, agonistic quality and which might sit between 
public planning and its public and which has the opportunity to create that same 
responsiveness. The next section uses the work of some current social media 
theorists to explore how the ideas set out so far might find application in the design 
of a digital platform that fulfils – at least in part – the promise of that space. 
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3.3 The agonistic potential of digital mediation 
 
Social media blur the distinction between public and personal 
communication. They manifest a convergence between the broadcast 
model of messages sent to nobody in particular, and personal mediated 
communication, as in email, phone calls, letters, texting, and online chat. 
A distinctive characteristic of this social media convergence is that 
moments of personal communication can now be made visible to new 
kinds of audiences and publics. (Meikle, in Ratto & Boler, 2014:375) 
This section uses the work of current social media theorists to explore how the 
theories set out so far might find application in the design of an online platform, 
and indeed might shape the character and design of that platform. 
The section serves to fold the theoretical possibilities and questions of Chapters 2 
and 3 into the research that follows in Chapters 4 to 6. It sets out a brief for a ‘real’, 
designed intervention in the mediation of public planning knowledge: a brief that is 
explored through discourse analysis of existing ‘planning’ discourse within online 
forums in Chapter 5 and through design in Chapter 6. 
* 
Chantal Mouffe’s theorising of an agonistic public space framed the preceding 
section and, through Hillier and Gunder, establishes the possibility of an agonistic 
model of planning discourse. Interviewed in 2006, Mouffe doubted the potential of 
new media to ‘realise direct democracy’ on the basis that the definition of 
democracy as defined by proponents of new media as a site of political 
transformation is too restrictive (Carpentier & Cammaerts, 2006:5), and for Mouffe 
too close to the expression of a vote, or rather the failure of political expression to 
go beyond the individual and the self-expressive (2006:6). 
Furthermore, for Mouffe, the new media of the mid-2000s represented something of 
a withdrawal from the possibility of agonism (and the idea of known adversary) 
through what has more recently come to be known as the social media ‘echo 
chamber’ (2006:6). Importantly, Mouffe saw potential for new media to be 
‘supportive to the creation of an agonistic public space’ which, as we have seen, she 
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considers necessary to the creation of democracy, but she did not see such a 
supportive role in new media as it then stood (2006:6).  
Mouffe’s position is challenged by advocates of ‘DIY Citizenship’, notably Ratto & 
Boler and their contributors (2014:13-14) for whom the risk of ‘echo chamber’ 
discourse and a retreat from agonism and spaces of dissent serves not as a 
rejection of the political potential of new and social media but as a challenge to it. 
Ratto & Boler use the work of Rancière (2014:15) to ‘rescue’ new media from this 
challenge on the grounds that the media form in questions plays a role in helping 
to build ‘DIY Citizenship’, an idea that combines new ‘modalities of political 
participation’ with ‘critical making’ (2014:3), a phrase which suggests that any act 
of making (particularly, in this context, occurring in the popular sphere or within 
popular culture) also carries with it critically-infused reflection, ‘consideration and 
awareness of the mediated and direct experiences of interacting with the material 
world’ (2014:2-3). For Ratto & Boler, the combination of active ‘making’ (loosely 
defined, and including the ‘making’ of communities as well as physical 
environments, objects, cultural products, art…) and new forms of media (whether 
corporate, e.g. Facebook, or emergent, such as discussion forums) opens up the 
potential of a ‘support for agonism’ that Mouffe proposed as a precondition for 
social media to have a role in the creation of democracy. So critical making is an 
essential presence within an online platform. 
Joel Mckim, writing in Ratto & Boler’s DIY Citizensip (2014), focuses particularly 
on the potential of new media to shift power and create new forms of participation 
(what he terms ‘doing-it-together’, 2014:291) within the fields of architecture, 
urbanism and planning, grounding these ideas (as does this thesis) in the context 
of ideas of participation present since the mid-late 1960s. In relation to planning 
and development in particular, Mckim asserts that 
In urban development, as is the case in so many other domains, online 
forums are facilitating the public’s ability to take involvement into their 
own hands. (2014:286) 
Despite this, Mckim’s analysis provides examples of both progressive/productive 
discourse facilitated by such platforms and also their opposite: the ‘potential and 
perils’ of online discourse (2017:287). Mckim characterizes the negative examples, 
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where (for example) false information and prejudiced viewpoints are used to shut 
down a previously well-received public project. For Mckim, it is a precondition of a 
progressive space that it facilitates not only rejection of ideas and proposals (the 
‘objection’ of English public planning, opposition as democracy) but also the 
positive assertion of ideas and proposals, the ‘critical making’ asserted by Ratto 
and Boler. Such a space, for Mckim, must ensure that ‘Participation is not simply a 
matter of putting a stop to problematic projects, but also a method of envisioning 
and realizing new ones’ (2014:287). As an example of this, Mckim cites the 
Betaville ‘collaborative platform’ (fig. 7), a piece of software developed by Brooklyn 
Experimental Media Centre in 2010 which ‘games’ urban development such 
multiple players can collaborate and refine proposals in a manner that mimics 
open-source software development (2014:289).  
 
Figure 7. Screenshot from ‘Betaville’, via http://gamesforcities.com, Accessed 29.12.2017. 
Though Mckim advocates this example, he also notes that it is designed for use ‘at 
points in the design process when broad participation is necessary or desirable’ 
(ibid.), without questioning the value judgements and power relations in play in 
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the decision-making around those points. Betaville and tools like it, within 
Mckim’s own formulation and certainly within Arnstein’s ‘ladder of participation’ 
(Chapter 2, section 2.3), should be considered as highly mediated forms of online-
facilitated participation. Mckim’s formulation of ‘doing-it-together’ (an approach 
shared within many authors in the collection) attempts to transcend this form of 
mediation: 
Early experiments in social media use are facilitating the formation of 
networks composed of design professionals and members of the public 
working in tandem. These emerging configurations suggest ways in 
which meaningful and sustained interactions with actual end users or 
residents might potentially occur throughout the various design stages. 
(2014:291). 
The ‘design stages’ of a project invoked here in remain problematic of course – the 
design stages that a project initiated and practiced by professionals (be it a local 
plan, a building, masterplan, a piece of public realm) will inevitably go through - a 
procedural process involving financial commitment, multiple stakeholders and 
financers, lengthy approvals and buy-in processes – is almost entirely alien to a lay 
audience. The implications of Mckim’s analysis, therefore, are firstly that 
collaboration between lay and professional ‘users’ is the right model, but secondly 
that the subject of collaboration (the ‘project’ discussed above) may have to be 
defined not just by the professional but also by the wider community of public 
users. Or, rather, the space of dialogue cannot be project-specific or entrenched 
within the parameters of the professionals’ processes. (2014:291). Mckim finally 
asserts the binary importance of achieving such a space, not just for the ‘sake of 
the public’ in the parlance of more traditional discussions about participation but 
for the sake of the designer, architect planner too, in the context of professional 
marginalisation and privatization: 
As the role of the architect [and planner] becomes increasingly 
marginalized (sic) within finance-driven urban development, establishing 
inventive participatory strategies that combine expert and popular 
knowledge may be as essential for the designers as it is for the public… a 
“do-it-together” model emerges as a more productive paradigm than any 
strict DIY formulation. (2014:291) 
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On a structural level, then, the online platform developed herein is not charged 
with ‘opening up’ a space for participation in public planning, it is instead a place 
between public planning and its public that allows such togetherness (what we 
might call mutuality) to take place. Inherent to this, it appears, is that the 
platform cannot be structured rigidly around the protocols and processes of the 
professional and the planning system, nor can it be project-specific in a manner 
defined by the professional. 
Swartz & Driscoll (Ratto & Boler, 2014:295-306) look specifically at the online 
discussion forum to explore its potential political agency, with specific reference to 
the life of an ‘off-topic’ political thread or ‘room’ within a forum (PriceScope) 
devoted to jewellery. Echoing Ratto & Boler, and Mckim’s notion of the ‘do-it-
together’, they assert that, in such spaces, ‘citizenship may be enacted through 
affinity among strangers’ (2014:297) – in the case of this forum, the making of 
collaboratively-produced but self-defined identities and ethical & political 
positions. 
Swartz & Driscoll understand much forum discourse (which they characterise as 
‘uniform but unique, ubiquitous, and invisible… produced using a handful of very 
similar software packages – but each is deeply particular’ (2014:303), and 
importantly having a distributed, decentralised structure which contrasts to the 
monolithic structures of more social media sites like Facebook) as ‘post-political’ 
(2014:298), in that traditional political formulations have been replaced by ‘social-
network markets’ and the ‘gift economy’ (ibid, citing Hartley, 1999). They assert 
however, that such a post-political space does not ‘displace engagement in state 
politics’ but instead creates the conditions through which a community might 
subsequently begin to engage in more traditional political behaviours (2014:298). 
In support of this, Swartz & Driscoll see that the collaborative generation of ideas 
and participations that they observe on PriceScope within ‘on-topic’ discussions 
about jewellery enable a mutuality when discussing political questions that might 
otherwise (and, certainly, on other types of social media) have quickly degenerated 
into antagonism. 
The experience of sustained collaboration fostered a feeling of mutual 
respect that mitigated the hostility that might have otherwise arisen amid 
a tense political debate. (2016:299) 
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This social attribute, what Hartley (1999) terms ‘cultural neighborliness’, is an 
attribute particularly (or perhaps, specifically) in online forums where critical 
making and the potential of off-topic conversation are present, i.e. there is both a 
productive aspect and a community reason for being present in such a space above 
and beyond the political matter at hand. 
Swartz & Driscoll see in the message board and online forum a potential for 
heterogeneity and discourse that transcends the more obviously ‘rising’ and 
massively popular corporate forms of social media such as Facebook and Twitter: 
Unlike messaging “platforms” provided by companies like Facebook, 
Twitter or Disqus, message board software does not require the 
concentration of data or authority within a single institution in order to 
function… As sites of sociality and diversity, as well as privacy, 
autonomy, and self-determination, they are fertile ground for citizenship 
formations of many kinds. (2014:304) 
In comparison, non-niche sites ‘are not designed for the development of collective 
intelligence and lack, for example, the ability to search an archive of past posts’ 
(2014:303). In spirit, model and in design they neither encourage nor enable 
systematic collective intelligence or discursive participation. 
As with ‘non-niche’ networks like Facebook or Twitter, no message board site or 
online forum is literally a public space, but in Swartz & Dirscoll’s conception it 
emerges as a decentralized, distributed form that is durable in the face of 
heterogeneity and political participation, attributes that suggest it as the ideal 
format or type for the kind of space this study is interested in – a proposal that is 
tested in the sections that follow.  
The final consideration to discuss here before summarizing the brief that will be 
applied in the sections that follow is that of transnationalism versus localism, a 
question that seems to be a key tension in contemporary studies of social media 
and ‘its’ politics. Here, the study refers to the work of Ratto & Boler and of Daniel 
Miller, a professor of anthropology and author of Social Media in an English 
Village (Miller, 2016). Ratto & Boler write of DIY Citizenship’s transitional, global 
qualities, rooted not only in diverse fields (politics, culture…) but also achieving 
‘neighborliness’ across geographical boundaries but through association with 
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particular subjects, fandoms, or issues (2014:18). Whilst this internationalism is 
certainly a feature of the online forum or message board, with fandoms, issues and 
enthusiasms crossing traditional national boundaries, Miller (2016:187) asserts 
that social media can also be used to express, reinforce or reconstruct locally-
specific cultural and social practices, at the scale of a community or indeed of a 
nation. In Miller’s example, which took an English village as its field of study, 
mature  usage of platforms like Facebook reveals national character traits (like 
keeping acquaintances at arms’ length whilst appearing to be open and friendly to 
shared encounters) to be reinforced through the Facebook platform. In parallel, 
Facebook was also deployed in this context as a nostalgic practice, in effect 
recreating the sense of a tidy, complete and traditional community (such, one 
might argue, as is no longer represented in the English village). 
Accordingly, Miller recommends the breaking down of theoretical barriers between 
online and offline existences in anthropological study, and asserts that social media 
in the English context, by becoming so ubiquitous, has begun to reconstruct 
national characteristics and social conventions by, for example, breaking down the 
barriers between private and public that have traditionally been so important to 
the English (2016:192). In this way social media is revealed to be closely 
intertwined with established cultural and social practices but also capable of 
transforming them.  
This discovery sets a challenge for the online planning platform: from a design 
perspective, is it necessary to choose whether to head toward a transnational model 
or toward a particular scale of association, e.g. the domain where a particular 
planning policy is applicable? Whilst Facebook and Twitter function, literally, the 
same way in many different nations and cultural contexts, the usage and practices 
they ‘contain’ are revealed by Miller to produce or modify national or local 
practices. Conversely, message boards tend to emerge from a particular context but 
become transnational as they develop, often allowing membership of particular 
cultures despite geographical boundaries. It is the latter, the message board or 
online forum, which Swartz & Driscoll assert has the necessary durability for ‘our’ 
kind of discourse to flourish and gain agency, and a greater acceptance of, and 
durability in the face of, heterogeneity, though the potential of all social media 
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forms to (deliberately or not) reinforce or challenge existing cultural and social 
traits at a variety of scales should not be underestimated. 
From this survey of recent theory concerning new media in relation to the political, 
some key issues can be derived which set a brief for the design research (Chapter 
6): 
• In order to theoretically impact upon democracy and create an agonistic 
space, new media must be able to transcend the individual and self-
expression, ‘the expression of a vote’ (Mouffe, 2006:6). 
• Productive/making practices must be present within the discourse (Ratto & 
Boler, 2014:2-3). 
• The space must contain (or, perhaps, must promote and encourage) positive 
and productive impulses, rather than simply oppositional ones (Mckim, 
2014:287). 
• The space cannot be defined in terms established by the state or the 
professional, cannot be ‘project-specific’ and the procedures, processes and 
protocols of the project cannot frame the discourse, as these are alienating 
(and perhaps hegemonic) in relation to the lay audience (Mckim, 2014:291). 
• The space must exist ‘between’ state and popular realms, and in a way that 
enables a mutual and equal relationship (if not an unproblematic, non-
agonistic one) (Mckim, 2014). 
• The space should allow for both on-topic and off-topic discussions – points 
and subjects in common in order to allow a more supportive environment to 
emerge, and thereby avoiding the casual hostilities of much online discourse 
(Swartz & Driscoll, 2014:298-299). 
• The format of the message board has the necessary durability to allow for 
heterogeneity, and its distributed nature (contrary to Facebook et al) allows 
for a greater freedom and autonomy, though still falling short of being a real 
‘public space’ 
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• Should respond, through design, to the capacity of social media to reflect, 
reinforce or reshape local & national behaviours, traits and characteristics. 
Within social media, the message board is best placed to enable a 
transnational conversation but, in the case of planning, must also find the 
structural means of achieving local relevance, i.e. the field for which the 
discussion is relevant does have spatial limits. 
Alongside the broader theoretical questions that proceed them, these key points 
are deployed in the sections that follow as a nested series of questions (all 
ultimately concerned with the efficacy of online platforms in creating a mutual 
relationship between public planning and its public) which the researcher 
hopes to address firstly through close critical discourse analysis of planning-
related discourse on extant online forums (Chapter 5) and secondly the design 
of an ‘alpha’ version of that platform (Chapter 6), as structured and set out in 
the methodology described in Chapter 4. 
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4 Research Methodology 
 
4.1 Theories applied: a brief 
 
This section forms a bridge between the review of Chapters 2-3 and the research 
which it informed. It summarises the lessons and principles derived from the 
literature review (Chapters 2-3) which set the brief for both the discourse analysis 
(Chapter 5) and the design research (Chapter 6) strands. The methodology that 
framed these strands is described in the sections that make up the rest of this 
chapter. 
 
* 
 
Chapter 2, section 2.3 discussed a broadly chronological series of critiques of public 
planning’s hegemonic character. The questions these critiques continue to raise, 
and which are of direct relevance to the design research, are as follows: 
• Following Goodman, how might the language of the popular, as 
characterized by own research into online discourse, begin to help transform 
the language of public planning such that communication between the two 
is enhanced? Can the examples in the real world of the forum of the ‘open’ 
planning professional (3.2) who has realised the importance of language to 
the ‘emancipatory potential’ of their role be further developed? 
• Can the wider, heterogeneous community revealed by Sandercock be 
revealed not only by historians or theorists working in retrospect, but also 
by forms of communication, namely the discussion forum, which brings 
them into play with and against existing communication forms? 
• Can these dialogues be used to reveal the workings of power within the 
planning system (Flyvbjerg) to a greater extent than is currently possible 
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through existing channels of communication and media forms, following 
Flyvbjerg’s assertion that focus should be on what is done rather than what 
should be done (with the forum as the ideal home for what the pragmatic 
narrative of what is, rather than of considerations of what should be) 
• Do the support communities and forms of solidarity evident on the forums 
studied make up one possible instance of the networked communities 
observed by Ward, and if so do they have the opportunity to gain agency and 
become radical or progressive? 
• Is the discourse of planning on popular media potentially progressive, i.e. an 
example of Fiske’s reading of the workings of popular culture in action? 
Taking that planning is cultural production as well as everything else that 
it is, does Fiske’s formulation, including its idea of micropolitical change, 
help us understand power and agency within the planning system and how 
shifts in power and agency might take place over time?  
• As a territory of the popular, but operating in close association with 
statutory processes, what is the potential of the discussion forum, aided by 
the design of new and better forms of the type, to aide in the creation of 
new, agonistic spaces (3.2) where dissent and the adversarial are recognised 
and present as positive forces within a democratic political process? 
All this notwithstanding, the majority of these post-war critiques – from Davidoff 
to Goodman - have attacked these dichotomies whilst failing to transcend them to 
embrace wider practices residing within the popular. Three approaches were 
therefore identified which, it is proposed, escape this constraint and open up 
planning practice to just those wider practices, and it is these which form the 
theoretical premise that the chapters that follow will explore through analysis and 
design. They are as follows: 
• Ward’s researches into popular building activity and discourse describe a 
wider system of popular activity and discourse than is acknowledged by 
public planning, whilst advocating for a planning model which engages 
those activities in a mutual relationship (2.3); 
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• Post-Gramscian readings of popular culture and popular agency suggest 
that popular activity can have a progressive impact on statutory political 
forms such as planning (3.1) 
• The agonism and dissensus politics of Chantal Mouffe et al provide a 
theoretical framework in support of such activities having agency within a 
revitalized democratic system (3.2). 
The explorations of the political potential of social media in Chapter 3, section 3.3 
have led to a series of propositions which are summarised at the close of the 
preceding section and outlined here: 
Open language – uses language in an accessible, legible and even emancipatory 
way: focus is placed on forms of language that challenge or at least do not reinforce 
power relations. 
Heterogeneity – allows or even encourages diverse users into the same space as 
the planning professional and existing regular users of the planning system; brings 
those users and user groups into ‘view’ as part of the system and has a structure & 
culture which present a welcoming, ‘safe’ space for diverse groups. 
Power-exposing – should explore, expose and/or ‘whistleblow’ extant forms of 
power. 
Community – should allow for and encourage existing and new forms of 
community and interest group within its framework, to the point where 
sympathies, solidarities and support networks can form; but moreover provides 
some means for these connections to produce/achieve things, either within the 
space of outside of it. (Ward) Furthermore should reflect the potential of new media 
to build political structures (indeed, democratic space) that transcends individual 
expression and toward communal, collaborative activity. 
Mutuality – should present a space where the professional and the lay user, and 
the ‘powers’ they represent, exist in a mutual space for the benefit of all parties, 
and where usefulness and agency runs in both directions. 
Critical Making - For the sake of building communities, sympathies etc., 
productive/making practices must be present. 
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Positive discourse – Opposition cannot be the only ‘point’ or content – the space 
must allow for, or indeed encourage or promote, positivity, propositions, strategies, 
ideas. 
Not state-defined – engaged with and in public planning and not framed by state 
or even state project-defined parameters or protocol. Does not preclude state 
origination, close involvement or the presence of these parameters/protocols but 
that they should not dominate – as such presents a ‘third’ space between public 
and private as with many emerging new media forms. 
Off-topic – should present a supportive environment that transcends locality and 
builds relationships in relation to topics, interests and sympathies, allowing for the 
on-topic and the off-topic to grow naturally and contribute to the growing of 
connections across the community. 
Transnational & Local - should enable a transnational conversation but also find 
the structural means of achieving local relevance. 
The following two key questions cannot be framed within the evaluative framework 
described above but must be asked of all the subjects of the study: 
Do the spaces of live up to, or even transcend, Fiske’s idea of how popular cultural 
forms can be politically progressive, at a micropolitical level? Could they? 
Do the spaces reflect the model proposed by Mouffe of an agonistic space in which 
dissent and adversarial discussions are acceptable and positive activities within 
that space? 
The following section describes how the study’s two research methodologies were 
established to test these propositions.
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4.2 Methodological Approach 
 
This section sets out the method through which the theoretical precedents 
established in Chapters 2 and 3 and summarised in the form of a brief in Chapter 
4, section 4.1 are to be tested through parallel research strands of discourse 
analysis design (Chapter 5) and design (Chapter 6). These two parallel and 
complementary methods are intended to work together to generate a set of 
cumulative findings regarding the contemporary potential of on-line popular 
discourse to positively impact on public planning through challenging public 
planning’s hegemonic character and addressing the current split between public 
planning and its public (fig. 8). They were established in order to simultaneously 
respond as a designer to a perceived ‘gap’ in the democratic potential of public 
planning in the present whilst also to establish fundamental, baseline data 
concerning the current popular discourse about planning that occurs today: this in 
the belief (indebted to both Sandercock and Ward) that this discourse might have 
the potential, provided with more agency through design, to build mutual bridges 
with extant public planning practices. 
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The methodology described on the following pages was chosen, and designed, in 
order to allow a clear set of findings, of two complementary types (discourse 
analysis and design) to inform each other. The first requirement in order to 
address my overarching question was to study, directly, the actual discourse that 
already takes place among lay users about the planning system and the built 
environment. This discourse is one tiny corner of the discourse which has appeared 
since the rise of new media, but it represents the closest that this discourse has got 
to impinging upon public planning practice. As set out in more detail below, a 
process of critical discourse analysis, taking the primary evidence of extant online 
discourse as its subject, was therefore selected, reflecting the need to precisely 
understand the mechanics of the discourse itself, and to frame the characteristics 
of this discourse as content that might inform how a work of design might host, 
enable or transform it. Accordingly, and reflecting the researcher’s background as a 
designer, a parallel process of research through design was established in order to 
test the capacity of design to intervene in the space between the existing discourse 
and public planning as currently practised, a ‘twin’ research methodology that, it 
was hoped, would provide the clearest possible understanding of the potential of a 
particular kind of design process (set out below and in 4.3) to add agency to the 
emergent but existing popular discourse that already existed in the popular 
domain but has not hitherto broken through to challenge existing public planning 
practice. 
At the outset, the theoretical propositions and questions regarding a form of online 
mediation that might create the mutual relationship between public planning and 
the public (summarised in Chapter 4, section 4.1) were directly applied to a 
thorough review of extant forms of online mediation that exist or under 
development for the duration of this study. This review (Chapter 4, section 4.4), 
and the limitations it reveals of the existing field, is used in parallel with those 
same theoretical positions and questions to set the terms for what the design 
research, Building Rights, should aim to achieve, though acknowledging that 
within the space of this study the conclusions from such a period of design research 
– ahead of the platform entering and existing within the wider world of social 
media – can only ever be provisional, and count as a proposal about the potential of 
design agency within the creation of spaces of mediation. Accordingly, a parallel 
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analysis of extant planning discourse on existing platforms was undertaken in 
order to draw conclusions about how online discourse regarding planning issues 
currently ‘works’ and how this might be amplified, transformed or provided with 
increased agency through design: conclusions that could not be drawn with simply 
the design product present. In terms of process, and reflecting the researcher’s 
background and ongoing practice as a designer, the initial impulse was to use 
design to explore the potential progressive impacts of the new media shift on the 
processes of public planning, but it quickly became clear in early framing 
discussions of the research that a parallel study of the already occurring shift in 
discourse happening in online spaces away from professional planning discourse 
would provide a much stronger impetus and brief for the design research. 
Accordingly, the two research strands developed in tandem, with one informing the 
other, informally at first and finally explicitly in the form set out in Chapter 7, 
wherein findings from both are pulled together.  
The following paragraphs define these two methods. 
 
Discourse Analysis 
Discourse analysis is used to explore contemporary popular discourse related to 
building activity and built environment decision-making, operating within the 
spirit and methodological framework of critical discourse analysis as set out by 
Wodak & Meyer (2009) and its assertion that online discourse such as that found 
on a ‘Mumsnet’ forum can be understood as a social practice and as a means of 
understanding the actions and ideas of the participants in that discourse. Wodak & 
Meyer’s definition, after Foucault, emphasises the primacy of power in discourse 
analysis, reading any multi-participant discourse as not only a series of power 
relations in itself but also descriptive of wider societal power relations, such as 
between a lay user and what they understand as ‘the planning system’. 
The critical discourse analysis framework given by Wodak & Meyer does not 
prescribe a single evidence-gathering or sampling method, and so that used in this 
study has been invented to fulfil the particular purposes of this study. The content 
under analysis is derived from a number of social media forums, including 
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Mumsnet, and is analysed in order to explore how the English ‘public’, at large, 
relate to and understand the planning system, and indeed the terms through which 
‘planning discourse’ is actually undertaken using social media. The purpose of this 
method is to establish a series of insights into current perceptions of public 
planning amongst the public as discussed in the public sphere, a question that has 
not been asked in research terms since 1995 (DoE, 1995), and which to the 
researcher’s knowledge has never focused on actual dialogue within the popular 
sphere. In this context the text produced as discourse on the forums studied is 
considered a primary text, a means of sampling the perceptions and experiences of 
the wider public directly. In choosing to analyse extant, freely available discourse 
on existing popular forums, the study is able to access dialogue about planning 
which is ‘primary’, unselfconscious and public, thereby avoiding the potential post-
rationalisations, self-consciousness and other pressures which would have played a 
role had interviews or other research methods been used to achieve the same ends. 
Those involved in this discourse are not participating in a study, they are simply 
engaging in online discourse as a part of their daily lives, either as a one-off event 
or as part of a sustained on-line presence. This quality to the material is a vitally 
important one, as it provides both raw, unprocessed dialogue within the public 
sphere and escapes the professional confines of planning. Though collated using 
precise search terms as set out below, many of these discourses are not per se 
about planning, or at least are not perceived to be about planning by those involved 
in the discussion. Also crucially, the type of discourse ‘text’ studied in this part of 
the study has close parallels, potentially at least, with the kinds of text that might 
be produced on the online platform developed within the design research, thereby 
allowing research findings to bridge the two methods, i.e.: 
(1) this is how popular planning discourse currently works; 
(2) this is how design might connect this to public planning and otherwise 
enhance its potential, agency and visibility. 
A key limitation of this method, as framed by Wodak & Meyer, is that it does not 
tell the researcher the meta-narratives, perceptions or motivations of the 
participants involved. A further, more expansive study (see Chapter 7) might 
explore these meta-narratives through interviews or similar methods, and might 
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yield yet richer findings about the workings and motivations of these communities, 
but the present study limits itself to the analysis of the textual discourse that these 
participants have left behind – the user-generated content of the platform. 
A further limitation of this analysis is that it explores the public planning system 
solely from the perspective of the public ‘lay’ user (potentially with the occasional 
professional or ‘expert lay’ user) and does not explore the perceptions of the public 
planning professional. This explicit focus on lay perception and experience is a 
deliberate strategy, and aims to complement existing recent research into the 
experiences and aspirations of planners conducted by Clifford & Tewdwr-Jones 
(2013). This study is used within Chapters 5 and 8 to compare the public 
perceptions which are the subject of the discourse analysis with the findings of that 
latter study. Also, the paradigm shift in discourse represented by new media (3.3), 
which this study directly addresses, has not yet tangibly intersected with 
professional planning processes, and in undertaking a study of popular discourse 
(where the shift has demonstrably impacted upon our lives as citizens in a myriad 
of was), the study aims to explore the potential impacts of the shift on the 
profession of planning by exploring the spaces where these impacts can be seen: 
outside the discipline (and crucially ignoring the spatial, bureaucratic and political 
borders and boundaries built into public planning as currently practiced in the UK) 
but within the wider ‘peopled practice’ of planning. 
The content under analysis is derived from a number of social media forums and 
will be analysed in order to gain an insight into how the English ‘public’, at large, 
relate to and understand the planning system, and indeed the terms through which 
‘planning discourse’ is actually undertaken using social media.  
As a means of understanding how the English public discuss and relate to public 
planning, the ‘sample’ herein is a purposely limited one. The aim is not to approach 
a total portrait of this relationship, but to explore closely the language and agency 
embodied or implied within ‘planning conversations’ that are 
• taking place outside of official channels (e.g. a local planning department) 
and outside commercial relationships (e.g. a paid session with a planning 
consultant); 
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• initiated or defined by lay people rather than professionals, although 
professionals (of various kinds) might form a part of conversations; 
• existing on-line, utilizing existing social media and knowledge exchange 
spaces. 
The questions asked of these documented on-line conversations, all of which sit 
under the wider ambition to establish an insight into current perceptions of public 
planning amongst the public, and how these take place as online discourse, can be 
summarized as: 
• What language is used to discuss planning issues, and what forms of 
dialogue? 
• How are questions or issues of planning framed in terms of success, failure, 
conflict or agency, and how do the ‘communities’ of the forum function in 
this framing? 
• What picture(s) of public planning emerges from this discourse?  
And lastly: 
• Could the design of the spaces in which these conversations take place be so 
designed as to increase their agency and to allow a better connection with 
professional/official contexts? 
The sampled discourse threads were each ‘read’ in relation to the above questions, 
and any phrases or fragments that seemed of value were selected and isolated. 
From this pile of fragments a series of thematic analytic paragraphs were 
composed in relation to the above questions and are presented in Chapter 6, 
section 6.2. 
The people engaged in these social media conversations are united because they 
have a personal or social relationship with public planning, and because they are 
looking to unofficial or ‘popular’ realms to aid in this relationship, whether this 
relation is a direct question, a live issue or simply a discussion. In analysing these 
conversations, then, the aim is to characterize a population that is somewhat 
engaged in planning-related discourse and/or activity, even if only for a brief on-
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line dialogue, but who, for varying reasons, are seeking debate, clarification, 
support or conflict within unofficial channels (often as well as through official 
channels). This selection also brings its own limitations, in terms of the risk of not 
including certain subsections of the population (for example, the elderly, who either 
do not have internet access or whose usage of such access is limited) though as we 
increasingly in the UK head toward internet ubiquity (88% of UK households have 
broadband access in 2017, 66% of UK citizens access the internet on their own 
mobile phone, www.ofcom.org.uk, Accessed 6.12.2017) this limitation is not 
considered problematic. 
The sites analysed are ones with a significant, UK-based user group and which 
contains a substantial amount of discourse that is either explicitly or implicitly 
concerned with ‘planning’. Significance is measured here in terms of thousands of 
daily users, membership and posting activity, using www.similarweb.com analytics 
(Accessed 23.05.2017). Twitter and Facebook, at time of writing the most 
ubiquitous of social media services in use in the UK, were considered for this study 
but rejected. For the former, corporate accounts dominate in all of the appropriate 
search terms, and for the latter, algorithmic sorting and prioritisation of data in 
relation to user preferences and ‘friendships’ made it impossible, with a desk study, 
to achieve a balanced set of conversations or threads. 
The discussion forums selected are as follows: 
Mumsnet (www.mumsnet.com, Accessed 23.05.2017). Primarily a parenting forum 
(and one that, counter to the name, welcomes male and non-parent users), 
Mumsnet claims 1.6 million unique monthly visitors 
(https://www.marketingweek.com/2011/07/04/mumsnet-launches-blogging-network, 
Accessed 23.05.2017) and, since its formation in 2000, has become, in media terms, 
politically influential, such that leading politicians have attended live webchats on 
the forum, and the site is increasingly a go-to for traditional media journalists 
seeking commentary on a current affairs story – with or without a parenting 
theme.  
Reddit (www.reddit.com/r/unitedkingdom, Accessed 23.05.2017) defines itself as 
the ‘front page of the internet’, is the 26th most trafficked website globally, and 
claims 250 million global users, with 160,680 registered users associated with its 
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United Kingdom forum. Content can be on any topic within the forum’s guidelines, 
and can be original content initiated by the user or a posting of a news article, 
social media item or other content. 
Gransnet (www.gransnet.com, Accesssed 23.05.2017) defines itself as ‘the busiest 
social networking site for the over 50s’ and is a spin-off, initiated in 2011, from the 
original Mumsnet site. It achieves 188,900 unique visitors a month.  Membership 
is not exclusive to any particular demographic, though overtly targets 
grandmothers and, to a lesser degree, grandfathers. 
Pistonheads (www.pistonheads.com/gassing, Accessed 23.05.2017) defines itself 
as the ‘UK’s biggest motoring forum’, and the forum is complemented by car sales 
pages. It is the 6th most accessed motoring site in the UK (7m unique visitors per 
month), and conversations often depart from strictly motoring-based discussions to 
wider social and cultural questions. Membership is not exclusive to any particular 
demographic but the visuals of the site have a ‘laddish’ quality that could be 
considered to appeal to a primarily male, and young, readership. 
In recognition of the gulf between ‘intuitive’ planning knowledge and recognition of 
the technical terms of planning (DoE, 1995; see Chapter 6, section 6.2), simple 
searches for ‘town and country planning’ or similar terms could not be used to limit 
the sample. Instead, the whole UK-based forum, in each case, was searched using a 
variety of search terms ([1] ‘planning’, [2] ‘town planning’, [3] ‘planning 
permission’, [4] ‘extension’, [5] ‘building’, [6] ‘houses’ [‘housing’ if ‘houses did not 
yield enough usable results]) and with conversations selected on the basis of 
number of s/posts and general post activity. Up to eighteen conversations, or 
‘threads’, were in this way identified for each forum under analysis, and this 
sample forms the set analysed in the section that follows. Clearly, some of these 
search terms are likely to yield irrelevant threads (e.g., ‘wedding planning’) whilst 
also being necessary to find threads which do not necessarily consider themselves 
planning dialogues. Reflecting the need to keep results to the present day (and the 
fact that some forums’ archives date back nearly 20 years), the sample was 
restricted to 2012-2017, therefore all sampled threads were created during the 
‘Localist’ era. 
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Research through Design 
From the outset, the intention behind this study was not only to explore the extant 
discourse concerning public planning as set out on the preceding pages, but also to 
utilise design practice to further explore and speculate upon the field through a 
process of ‘research through design’ as set out by Frayling (1993). This research 
practice consists of the design of a platform, Building Rights, to an ‘alpha’ level of 
design resolution.  
The principle of ‘research through design’ is that the act of design, as an 
explorative process, is one which yields research findings in and of itself. In order 
to escape the confines of simply providing a documentation of an inevitably 
internalised design process, the research has been set out to include as much 
dialogue as possible, both informally in the early development of the prototype 
platform (Chapter 6, section 6.2) and formally through a design charrette at the 
close of development of the prototype intended to capture users’ and participants’ 
usage of, and impressions of, that prototype intended for its further development 
outside of the confines of this research (Chapter 6, section 6.3). Charrette, in this 
context, is defined as a design workshop wherein the on-line life of the platform 
could be simulated and tested. As set out in Chapter 6, the charrette was made up 
of engaged lay users without a background in planning, supported by planning and 
architectural professionals. Methodologically, this reflects the framing of the study 
in Chapter 3, firstly that the forms of transformation under consideration are 
originate in the popular domain, and secondly that the shift in discourse 
represented by the rise of new media and new forms of online platform is 
something also taking place largely in the popular domain. This is not to say that 
the intention of the design output is not to have an impact on public planning – 
quite the reverse – but at this moment in the evolution of new media it is most 
directly useful to situate the research within and amongst the lay user and the 
popular domain. This situating also forms a direct bridge between the two strands 
of research – from the studying of extant popular discourse to the design of a 
particular space for a potential popular discourse.  
The design of the platform involved technical, aesthetic and organisational design 
decisions which were the product, largely, of collective design effort as set out in 
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Chapter 6, section 6.2. This process followed methodological principles – combining 
the design of systems with the design of the communication of those systems, 
which was first tested by myself and others in the creation of a book, SUB-PLAN: 
A Guide to Permitted Development (Knight et. al, 2009), a process which is 
described in Chapter 4, section 4.3 and which was influential on the present study 
not just for its content but for its design process.  
The brief for the design research was generated using the theoretical questions and 
positions set out in Chapter 4, section 4.1. These, derived from literature review, 
were used firstly to assess the ‘field’ of digital and online forms of planning 
knowledge exchange and mediation (Chapter 4, section 4.4). 
The design research was firstly documented for this thesis in the form of a ‘diary’ of 
the development process, following which the evaluative and participatory 
charrette yielded more substantial and discursive evidence concerning Building 
Rights Alpha’s potential and limitations.  
Following the contextualisation described in Chapters 2 and 3, and with the 
discourse analysis of Chapter 5 set out above, the purpose of the design research 
was ultimately to explore how the design of a platform – utilising a combination of 
spatial and communication design approaches – might enable the more mutual 
relationship between the popular and public planning than currently exists, taking 
the opportunity presented by the new media shift and the discourse that it has 
already generated and creating bridges between it and the extant public planning 
system, a need which is considered both timely (3.3) and urgent (Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3 sections 3.1. and 3.2). Accordingly, the brief for the design research was 
that a ‘new’ space must relate to, but transcend, the existing spaces studied in 
Chapter 5 with an explicit agenda of intervening in planning as whole. Following 
Fiske et al (3.1), it was expected that such an intervention would be gradual, 
micropolitical, and potentially but not always progressive. From observations of 
current discourse made within Chapter 5, it was clear that most popular planning 
discourse existed closely in relation to development control (can I build what I 
want, can I prevent something else being built), as this, at present, stands as the 
most tangible and significant experience of planning for the majority of lay users 
(5.2). Accordingly, the design of Building Rights was tasked with finding ways of 
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challenging this limit of engagement, although acknowledging its current 
privileged status. Through processes of aggregation and index-ability, through 
using machine learning or similar processes to build connections with extant policy 
and guidance, and through inviting in the public planning profession into the same 
space, it was hoped that, from the starting point of  ‘can I build what want’, 
popular planning discourse might ‘swim upstream’ and engage with planning in a 
wider variety of ways. If the mechanics of planning as experienced by lay users can 
be laid bare by their systematic cataloguing, debate and discourse, then there 
might be greater potential for the public at large to more fundamentally engage 
with, and challenge, the mechanics of the system. Once the impacts of planning 
policy in a particular area are better understood by the lay population, it was 
hoped, that same population might more readily take an active interest in the 
formulation of policy. This ambition was central to the design process undertaken – 
the resulting prototype was not expected to completely fulfil this ambition but its 
potential to do so was designed in to the research questions asked of it during 
design and during the final charrette (6.3), with answers to these questions 
forming the most important findings of the design research.  
 
Findings revealed during both research strands were brought together and 
compiled in order to arrive at a series of key discoveries that are summarised 
within this study in Chapter 7, before a concluding Chapter 8 explores the 
limitations of the study and potential for further research upon its conclusion. 
This section has presented the methodological approach of the research. Within 
this chapter, however, two further sections provide further context. 
The first, 4.3, describes the process of SUB-PLAN, the book and design project that 
preceded and informed the present study.  
A final methodological chapter, 4.4, located in advance of the presentation of the 
study’s primary research chapters, takes the form of a survey of the wider field of 
online platforms. 
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4.3 Informing a design research method: SUB-PLAN 
 
The methodology of this study developed out of a previous project undertaken by 
the researcher: a teaching programme, design project and publication called SUB-
PLAN: A Guide to Permitted Development (Knight, Williams et. al., 2009, see also 
Knight & Williams, 2012, and cover, fig. 9). This chapter describes the project and 
the implications it had for the methodology of the present study. 
The narrative presented here of the development and afterlife of SUB-PLAN is 
included not only because it establishes the precedent in the researcher’s own work 
for Building Rights but, more significantly, because it provided a strong case study 
for the potential role of design in transforming the relationship between planners 
and people that the present study pursues. The limitations of SUB-PLAN (as 
product and practice) also helped to frame the development of the design research 
of the present study. 
 
Figure 9. Cover of SUB-PLAN: A Guide to Permitted Development (2009). 
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SUB-PLAN was the product of a teaching programme led by the researcher, Finn 
Williams and Europa at the AA Summer School at the Architectural Association 
from 3rd  to 31st July 2009. It took the form of an interrogation, with a view to 
publishing for a general audience, of then-recently revised Permitted Development 
(PD) rights, which had been brought about following the Killian Pretty Review 
(DCLG, 2008), which had found that 97% of all planning applications were for 
householder, minor or other small scale development, 80% of which were directly 
approved by planning officers, thereby suggesting that a liberalisation of PD rights 
could have real impacts on the efficiency of public planning. 
SUB-PLAN took the new legislation that emerged from this recommendation – a 
complex and inaccessible text, and also loaded with flaws and ‘gaps’ as a result of 
its rapid development as the site for a project which would make the new 
legislation accessible for lay users, firstly through translation (fig. 10), then 
through example (fig. 11). The multiple negatives of the legislation became 
positives, and extensive design effort was deployed to find a variety of ways, 
documented in the book and in the extracts within this thesis, to communicate the 
possibilities of the legislation to a broad audience whilst also presenting an implicit 
critique of it. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Sample of then-current PD 
legislation and that same information 
‘translated’ into public-facing rules; two 
spreads from SUB-PLAN (2009). 
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Though a problematic issue for design professionals, planners and the public, the 
new PD legislation also appeared to the authors as a source of inspiration and 
opportunity, it had the potential to both liberate small-scale development and to 
open the flood gates to a developmental free-for-all. But most importantly it had 
opened up a gulf between law and public usage of that law. 
SUB-PLAN was created and published when the new PD legislation only applied to 
houses. The book pulled apart the legislative loopholes that characterised the new 
laws, and revealed huge potential in legal ambiguity, particularly as PD laws are 
based on generic assumptions about house and plot types which are rarely found in 
reality. When applied to case studies, using real residential sites and using 
architectural expertise to explore their full potential, radical domestic types 
emerged, for example in the case study of ‘Mr and Mrs Curtilage’ (2009: 41-44).  
Figure 11. The ‘Home Cinema’ narrative; 
two spreads from SUB-PLAN (2009).
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The main challenge we set to the students, other than the production of a 
publishable publication by the end of the Summer School, was to develop a piece of  
design which would form a usable, accessibly case study ready for reception by a 
general audience. As plays out again in the design research within this thesis, the 
task was to deploy architectural and design intelligence in the cause of bridging 
policy/law and public usage of that law. 
A key lesson from SUB-PLAN for this subsequent study was that the ‘expanded 
agency’ sought through the rubric of ‘Spatial Agency’ Awan et al. (2011) could be 
explored in parallel by two firmly-distinct disciplines, in that the project was 
taught by a collaboration between architects, planners and graphic designers, and 
students of architecture, working to a collective goal and with barely a moment’s 
thought to disciplinary distinctions. This experience played a large role in 
establishing that the spatial territory that SUB-PLAN had begun to explore, and 
the design methodology that underpinned that exploration, could transcend 
disciplinary boundaries. 
Once it had been published and disseminated (fig. 12), SUB-PLAN quickly became 
out-of-date by changes to the legislation, and the project team that remained in 
London  was forced to consider whether to begin a process of regular updates, or 
instead to find other ways of intervening, at a more systemic level and in a way 
that is future-proofed by design. It was this ambition that was the seed of Building 
Rights as a design project. The social and collaborative spirit of SUB-PLAN, and its 
interest in design skill applied to new forms of communication, remains in 
Building Rights, as indeed do many of its participants. 
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Figure 12. The co-authors of SUB-PLAN reading the finished book at the close of the Summer 
School, July 2009. Researcher’s collection. 
The intuitions that guided SUB-PLAN’s design and composition, as well as lessons 
learned from its development and delivery, supported the design research and 
discourse analysis that followed, in the following ways: 
Firstly, extant, ‘official’ online and electronic forms of mediation and knowledge 
transfer are inadequate (Chapter 2, section 2.1) and, in some cases, effectively 
suppress or limit the possibilities of what a lay user can ‘do’ in planning terms 
through use of language and illustrations. This intuition was borne out by SUB-
PLAN’s exposure of the ‘real’ opportunities contained within a specific then-current 
piece of planning law, as counter to the way those opportunities were presented in 
public-facing guidance published in the wake of that planning law reaching the 
statute book. 
Secondly, language is a fundamental concern for any interlocution between 
professional public planners and the wider public (Chapter 2, section 2.3 & 
Chapter 3, section 3.1), with designers potentially well-placed to propose forms of 
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language and communication design appropriate to this ‘middle’ space between 
professional and lay user. 
Thirdly, the printed form is too rapidly obsolete and inflexible as a format to 
function for any length of time as a means of interlocution. SUB-PLAN was quickly 
out of date and we were faced with the decision of either issuing regular updates to 
the book (online or printed) or seeking out other forms of interlocution with 
flexible, open-source or crowd-sourced qualities. This discovery provided the initial 
logic for an on-line platform. 
Finally, and most significantly, SUB-PLAN strongly suggested that there is a role 
for design – spatial and communication – in bridging (Chapter 2, section 2.3) 
between professional public planners and the wider public. These discoveries were 
crucial to the formulation of the methodology already set out within this study 
(Chapter 4, section 4.2) which in turn set out the two parallel research trajectories 
of Chapters 5 and 6.  
First though, and as a final methodological framing of the research, it was 
important to understand the wider field of online platforms concerned with 
mediating the planning system.
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4.4 Participatory planning tools: a survey of the field 
 
Having proposed the online platform as a means of achieving a form of mutuality 
between public planning and its public, particularly with regard to the role of 
design expertise in aiding in this ambition and to the limitations of more 
traditional, non-social published media in doing the same (both understood 
through the making of SUB-PLAN), what follows is a survey of existing online 
platforms developed in relation to global planning systems in order to better 
understand the context in which this study’s intervention might sit. The ‘field’ 
includes only on-line tools, i.e. ones that rely upon the internet for their 
functionality, either as the ‘home’ of the discourse or functionality or as the 
primary means of distribution. Reflecting the ambition of the study to explore 
mediatory space between professional and lay users, tools aimed at both groups are 
included on the condition that they rely upon some form of connection between the 
two. 
In the table that follows, a sample of 22 of the most relevant global examples is 
studied in relation to the principles that inform this study’s design brief (Chapter 
4, section 4.1) and which emerged out of the literature review (Chapters 2-3). These 
same principles will later (Chapters 5-8) be used to evaluate the design research 
and the workings of existing discourse on non-planning forums. The selection on 
the following pages is indebted to, but not limited to, research undertaken by the 
Future Cities Catapult ‘Future of Planning’ project, (FCC, 2016), which consists of 
a global study of innovations in planning with a focus on technology-led tools and 
platforms, intended to serve as a catalyst for further innovation. 
 
# Name Author/ 
Creator
Location Description (source) Open 
Language
Heterogeneity Power-
exposing
Community Mutuality Critical 
Making
Positive 
Discourse
Not state-
defined
Off-topic Transnational 
& local
SUMMARY
1 5D Smart World 
cityzenith.com
CityZenith London & 
Chicago
5D Smart World is Cityzenith’s ‘Big Data Platform for the Built 
Environment’, which offers 3D parametric models of cities with a 
wide range of real-time information—open, shared, and closed, 
as well as both static and dynamic—and provides personalised 
intelligence metrics most relevant to the users. Built 
environment professionals such as architects, engineers, and 
planners are able to navigate through the torrent of aggregated 
data, from the site context level to the individual floor level, using 
the platform’s 3D geospatial user interface and high-
performance gaming engine with advanced search and analytics 
functionalities. The BETA User Program will test the product 
with over 1,000 beta users, including urban planners. (FCC, 2016)
Primarily data 
driven, intended for 
professional use 
only, though using 
big data
N/A Intended for 
professional use 
only
No community-
generating 
function or foum
N/A N/A Is concerned with 
envisaging current 
future projects in 
relation to existing data 
and for use in BIM/CIM 
systems.
Is defined by the 
professional user 
and licencee
N/A Is currently at various 
stages of 
development and 
delivery across the 
world, so stands 
some chance of 
offering connections 
across the world 
whilst offering city-
specific sites. The 
connections made 
possible by this 
feature are not yet 
clear
Is only 'mediatory' in that 
it uses public-generated 
big data as part of its 
dataset. Its potential 
global scope is 
interesting from a 
transnational point of 
view but of limited 
interest as explicitly a 
paid service limited to 
professionals.
2 Betaville betaville.net Carl Skelton, 
Brooklyen 
Experimental 
Media Center, 
Skye Book & 
Hochschule 
Bremen.
New York Betaville is an open-source multiplayer environment for real 
cities, in which ideas for new works of public art, architecture, 
urban design, and  development can be shared, discussed, 
tweaked, and brought to maturity in context, and with the kind of 
broad participation people take for granted in open source 
software development. The Betaville platform is designed to be 
deployable by individuals, small groups (say, a project class or a 
neighborhood association), all the way up to professional 
design firms and planning offices of major cities: any group that 
is serious about offering a proposal in the spirit of a 
programmer's RFC (request for comment). In this case, the 
proposal takes the form of a 3D model set in a "mirror world" of 
the local context, with a built-in discussion forum, and provision 
for multiple iterations...  Anyone with access to a web browser 
can participate, and every contribution remains accessible. 
(http://betaville.net/)
Provides an 
interface that has 
its own 'language' 
but is not off-
putting. The 
language used 
within the interface 
by users is 
dependent on the 
scale and type of 
users involved
In principle, the 
interface is designed 
to accommodate any 
user or user group, the 
key consideration here 
is who 'chooses' to 
use or deploy the 
interface and with 
whom. The interface is 
open access, its 
'rooms' may not be
Has the potential 
to reveal power 
structures within 
a project or 
process is used 
in an open 
manner by 
professionals
Relies to an extent 
on existing 
communities as 
members of any 
given project, no 
explicit tools for 
community-
building
Has the potential 
to sit between 
public planning 
and the public 
depending upon 
how it is deployed 
and who by, and 
the rules of this 
engagement
The interface 
allows for 
proposals to be 
made 
visible/tangible.
Is concerned with 
envisaging current 
future projects.
In principle, the 
interface is designed 
to accommodate any 
user or user group, 
the key consideration 
here is who 'chooses' 
to use or deploy the 
interface and with 
whom. The interface 
is open access, its 
'rooms' may not be
N/A In principle, could 
allow connections 
between projects at 
various scales 
globally; at present 
projects are silos so 
such networking is 
not possible
A 'positive' and visually 
engaging tool, and one 
that is able to be situated 
in a variety of different 
'places' in relation to a 
project or place. 
Currently does allow for 
the formation of 
'communities' or 
friendships other than 
those targeted at the 
project under 
discussion.
3 Change Explorer 
digitalcivics.io/
Change Explorer, initially designed for wearables, is a 
smartphone app that uses location data and notifies members of 
the public when they enter an area that is subject to 
redevelopment plans. Users are then presented with a number of 
options on how they would like to interact with the information, 
e.g. be sent to a platform where one can give extended 
comments. Digital Civics trialled the application with North 
Tyneside Council, working with planners and members of the 
public, and was very successful; it demonstrated that there was 
an appetite for alternative means of engagement, and younger 
people engaged much more fully than they would have with a 
traditional consultation. The trial involved providing testers 
Apple Watches during the trial period, and the university’s 
ability to fund access to technology partly explains the app’s 
success. Change Explorer presents great potential with the 
concept of ‘push-notifying’ users with planning matters as they 
go about the city; citizens do not need to download local plans 
or read planning notices on lamp posts to be informed and 
engage. (FCC, 2016)
The interface uses 
clear, accessible 
language wherever 
possible. Language 
problems likely to 
arise as lay users 
penetrate deeper 
into a plan or 
proposal that 
interests them, but 
the 'front end' is 
very clear
Technology used 
limits the application 
of the platform to 
active users of 
smartphones or 
wearables. Early tests 
showed positive use 
by young people, a 
group often not 
reached by traditional 
participatory models,  
the appeal of the 
technology might 
partially explain this.
In practice has 
the potential to 
reveal the extent 
and charcater of 
applications and 
processes 
occurring in a 
given place, and 
in this way make 
planning matters 
(or, at least, the 
approvals 
process) more 
ubiquitous within 
society
No community-
generating 
function or foum
Does not 
challenge existing 
power structures 
other than by 
making planning 
processes more 
ubiquitous (if 
chosen by the 
user)
Encourages 
comment on 
applications by 
users but no other 
'making' feature
Does not shift the 
means or nature of 
commenting, though by 
opening up the process 
to hard-to-reach 
demographics may 
result in a more diverse 
and demographically 
rich response to 
consultation
State-defined but 
open-ended
N/A At present exists only 
within particular trial 
areas, most notably 
North Tyneside
Bringing locally targetd 
planning 'news' - 
applications and policy 
changes - into greater 
ubiquity would be 
powerful. The system 
currently lacks the ability 
to form communities 
around ideas, proposals 
or objections in more 
than the traditional 
forms.
4 Commonwealth  
Connect 
www.boston.gov/depa
rtments/innovation-
and-
technology/apps#com
monwealth-connect
Boston, 
United States
Citizen Connect is an app for smartphones that enables easy 
citizen reporting of local issues or problems, which are then 
directly logged by the City council. The project is essentially a 
crowdsourcing platform that makes the residents of Boston part 
of the reporting mechanism of the city.
Very clear language 
though does not 
involve complex 
planning 
discussion
Available and 
accessible to all 
smartphone users in 
the working area of the 
app.
Primarily a 
reporting system 
with some highly 
mediated 
feedback, 
through surveys 
for example, the 
site does not 
have strong 
potential to 
challenge 
existing power 
structures.
No community-
generating 
function or forum, 
works primarily on 
an individual basis
N/A Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
Mostly about reporting 
issues rather than 
'new' ideas, therefore 
reactive more than 
propositional.
Surveys and fields of 
reporting are all set 
by the state at the 
level of the city or US 
state
N/A Limited potential to 
transcend local 
reporting
An extremely live and 
accessible platform for 
reporting issues of 
interest to citizens, such 
as graffiti or fly-tipping; 
though with limited 
potential for engagement 
in more complex issues 
related to changing the 
built environment.
5 City Planner 
cityplanneronline.com
/site/
Agency9 Stockholm CityPlanner is a completely web-based and plugin-free cloud 
service that allows users to visualise 2D, 3D, and GIS data in a 
3D world. Users can upload 3D models, vector data, images, 
videos, documents, CAD, BIM, WMS, and more and share 
internally for project management purposes or publish publicly. 
At its core, CityPlanner is a powerful 3D rendering engine that 
supports massive 3D worlds as streaming data; this enables 
visualisation from the national level to the street level. It has 
been used by cities in Nordic countries to visualise local plans 
and infrastructure projects as well as to host consultations, for 
which participants are able to comment on speci c details of the 
3D models, whether they are of architectural designs, schemes 
of various scales, or entire local plans. (FCC, 2016)
An engaging visual 
environment highly 
influenced by 
Google Earth; 
licence-paying 
authorities or 
developers 
determine the non-
visual information 
provided
An accessible and 
engaging interface.
The terms of a 
project or 
interface are very 
much set by the 
licence-paying 
authorities or 
developers.
Limited capacity to 
build communities 
or connections
N/A Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's 
environment, 
placing 
'comments' in 3d 
space can be 
considered a 
creative act
The interface can be 
presented to 
encourage positive 
contributions however 
on a structural level 
does not promote 
positive over 
oppositional 
viewpoints
Very much set by the 
licence-paying 
authorities or 
developers.
N/A Potential to 'join up' 
models although they 
are quite specific to 
the individual 
licencee in  a 
particular context to 
potential for parity is 
limited (and does not 
likely serve the 
interests of the payer)
Highly visual and 
engaging 3D 
environment for 
observing and 
commenting upon 
developmental 
questions, however 
highly framed and 
determiend by the 
licence-payer (the local 
authority or developer 
seeking the 
consultation)
# Name Author/ 
Creator
Location Description (source) Open 
Language
Heterogeneity Power-
exposing
Community Mutuality Critical 
Making
Positive 
Discourse
Not state-
defined
Off-topic Transnational 
& local
SUMMARY
6 CitySwipe 
dtsmcityswipe.com
Downtown 
Santa Monica 
Inc.
Santa Monica, 
California
City Swipe is a new digital tool employed by Downtown Santa 
Monica, Inc., the non-profit that manages Santa Monica’s 
downtown area, to learn citizens’preferences and concerns 
about the city’s urban core. Data collected through the platform 
will inform the city planners’ work to update the Downtown 
Community Plan (DCP), which will lay out the area’s future for 
the next 20 years in terms of improved mobility, affordable 
housing, public open spaces, among others. (FCC, 2016)
Extremely 
accessible in 
language and visual 
terms (borrowing 
from Tinder, for 
example), however 
highly mediated 
content provided by 
the quasi-state 
authority
Accessible to all in 
theory, and simple to 
use.
Highly codifed by 
the 'state' 
therefore 
reinforces power 
structrues whilst 
gaining, in 
principle, much 
consultation 
value
No capacity to 
build communities 
or connections, 
response are 
highly individual
N/A Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
Positive and negative 
responses are a key 
device of the platform, 
though both are 
gestural
Highly state-defined. N/A A widely applicable 
format but currently 
with no capacity to 
transcend the local 
(and has been 
designed for a 
particular context)
A highly accessible 
platform that borrows 
from well-used non-
niche forms of social 
media; however highly 
codified and mediated by 
the local authority and 
with no potential for 
forming communities or 
discourse
7 CiviQ www.civiq.eu Dublin, Ireland CiviQ offer a suite of services that visualise the flow of all 
stakeholder’s opinions, from submission, through consultation 
and deliberation. CiviQ’s software allows the representation of 
the convergence/divergence of opinion and how this can be 
transformed during the course of a meeting or process which 
supports a more complete understanding of issues and 
therefore more effective consultations. (FCC, 2016)
Deliberately 
focuses on 
capturing streams 
of opinions, 
relations between 
opinions and lay 
languages and 
making these 
visible. Some 
dependance on 
licence-payer to 
frame issues in 
appropriate 
language
Has been developed to 
allow for the 
qualitiatve opinions of 
diverse groups to be 
visualised and related 
to each other, a visual 
format that allows for 
some dissent, 
heterogeneity and 
complexity in feedback
Is primarily a 
visualisation tool 
to allow a 'more 
democratic' and 
nuanced set of 
feedback to be 
delivered using 
otherwise 
traditional 
consultation 
methods and 
processes.
Little community-
building capacity 
though 
aggregated visuals 
give nuanced 
pictures of 
community 
responses to a 
consultation.
A stronger and 
more nuanced 
picture of 
community 
feedback is 
achieved
N/A Positive and negative 
responses are a key 
device of the platform, 
oppositions and 
propositions can be 
presented in a very of 
nuanced and complex 
ways
Resides within fairly 
traditional 
consultation 
processes though 
provides better 
quality feedback 
information than 
traditional methods
N/A The visualisation 
tools are applicable 
widely.
Resides within fairly 
traditional consultation 
processes though 
provides better quality 
feedback information 
than traditional methods. 
8 Colab Colab.re Sao Paulo, 
Brazil
Colab is a citizen-to-government engagement platform offering a 
social network for citizens focused on issue reporting (e.g. 
potholes or rubbish), urban improvement suggestions for their 
area, and public service evaluations, as well as participation in 
the decision making process. On the government side, Colab.re 
provides workflow management, customer relationship 
management and consultation tools. (FCC, 2016)
Very clear language 
though does not 
involve complex 
planning 
discussion
Available and 
accessible to all 
smartphone users in 
the working area of the 
app.
Primarily a 
reporting system 
with some highly 
mediated 
feedback, 
through surveys 
for example, the 
site does not 
have strong 
potential to 
challenge 
existing power 
structures.
No community-
generating 
function or forum, 
works primarily on 
an individual basis
N/A Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
Mostly about reporting 
issues rather than 
'new' ideas, therefore 
reactive more than 
propositional.
Surveys and fields of 
reporting are all set 
by the state at the 
level of the city or US 
state
N/A Limited potential to 
transcend local 
reporting
An extremely live and 
accessible platform for 
reporting issues of 
interest to citizens, such 
as graffiti or fly-tipping; 
though with limited 
potential for engagement 
in more complex issues 
related to changing the 
built environment.
9 Commonplace 
www.commonplace.is
UK/USA Commonplace is an online consultation platform that facilitates 
local participation from a wider audience. Commonplace can 
thus help create more compelling proposals with more feedback 
and the analysis presented through its live analytics dashboard. 
The platform helps developers drive a deeper level of 
engagement building greater trust and buy-in from local 
communities. (FCC, 2016)
Very clear language 
and clear visuals, 
highly inspired by 
Google Maps and 
similar interfaces. 
Strong, clear 
infographics result
Case studies claim 
that wider 
demographics are 
reached than 
traditional methods.
Limited scope to 
reveal power 
structures other 
than through 
revealing, 
potentially, when 
community 
feedback has not 
been followed or 
accounted for
Integration with 
other widely used 
social media could 
mean that the 
fairly non-
community 
building format 
could grow into 
groups via 
Facebook, twitter 
etc.
A stronger and 
more nuanced 
picture of 
community 
feedback is 
achieved
Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
Encourages 'likes' and 
'dislikes' in format but 
nothing strucural to 
promote positive action 
or discourse
Highly framed by the 
licence-payer. 
Discounts are 
available to 
neighbourhood 
planning groups, this 
is currently the only 
concession to 
models not 
commissioned by 
local authorities or 
developers
N/A The interface could 
be used more widely 
though the paid-for 
consultation 'areas' 
are currently highly 
siloed.
A well-structured 
consultation tool that is 
highly framed by the 
licence-payer. An 
efficient tool for 
streamlining and 
potentially opening up 
consultations to wider 
audiences.
10 Concrete Action 
www.concreteaction.n
et
Anon UK Concrete Action is a platform to provide support for architecture 
and planning professionals and communities fighting for 
housing in London. This space is for those working in building 
design, planning and construction to anonymously provide 
advance information on proposed developments, to disseminate 
planning and development knowledge to communities and 
activists, and to link professionals who are willing provide 
educational and design services for those negatively affected by 
property development. (concreteaction.net)
The site is a 
broadcasting and 
publishing space 
rather than a 
discussion one; 
content is carefully 
curated to explain 
and clarify the 
planning system 
with a view to its 
transformation
Attempts to provide 
diverse communit(ies) 
with information about 
change, particularly 
those most affected by 
housing estate 
regeneration in urban 
(mostly London) 
locations
Strong 
implicaitons for 
revealing power 
within planning 
and 
developmental 
processes, 
including 
structures for 
'leaking' 
information to 
the public 
domain
Likely to impact 
upon, and help to 
inform, community 
groups 'off-site' - 
maps record 
projects, 
proposals and 
activism
Attempts a 
corrective to what 
CA perceives as 
inequalities within 
the planning 
process that 
favours the 
developer. This 
'corrective' has 
potential to 
inform citizens 
and build 
stronger 
oppositional 
networks
Makes evident the 
formation of 
groups and 
campagins
Given its mission 
statement, content is 
primarily oppositional, 
with 'counter' 
proposals making up 
some of the strategies 
of documented 
campaigns
Created and 
managed by a largely 
anonymous group of 
designers and 
professionals
N/A Very specific to 
London, UK issues 
but the model is 
applicable in a wide 
variety of other 
contexts
A highly principled, 
activist intervention in 
the planning politics of 
the UK, strucutred 
carefully to 'counter' the 
dominant planning 
narratives of this place 
and time. Borrows from 
wider cultural forms (e.g. 
Wikileaks) and has 
potential as a valuable 
community resource, 
joining up individuals 
with wider groups and 
campaigns
# Name Author/ 
Creator
Location Description (source) Open 
Language
Heterogeneity Power-
exposing
Community Mutuality Critical 
Making
Positive 
Discourse
Not state-
defined
Off-topic Transnational 
& local
SUMMARY
11 Design Bristol 
designbristol.ning.co
m
Bristol City 
Council City 
Design 
Group
Bristol, UK Design Bristol, [an] initiative of the City Design Group, is an 
online forum for anyone involved or interested in achieving 
quality place-making in Bristol. The aim of the platform is to 
build a network of people who are passionate about the quality 
of design in the city and support them in becoming advocates for 
the future design of the city by providing information and a 
space to connect. Users can post photos and participate in 
discussions. (FCC, 2016)
Structured as a 
forum, therefore 
content is 
produced by 
diverse members 
and therefore tends 
toward lay 
language, though 
some professional 
members inc. 
planners present 
too.
Members (471 in 
November 2017) 
appear 
demographically 
diverse
The forum 
structure has the 
potential to 
reveal and 
document 
processes and 
power relations 
in relation to plan-
making and 
decision-making 
but little evidence 
that this has 
happened
Members can form 
community groups 
within the forum 
though few feel 
active a few years 
into the project, 
commenting is 
limited
The site is run by 
the city council 
but does not 
seem very 
populated by 
council officials -
it does not feel 
that officials are 
very present and 
therefore a mutual 
relationship is 
difficult
Some forums are 
concerned with 
making and 
producing things - 
including photos 
and videos. 
Communities form 
around these 
activities.
The structure of the 
forum promotes 
positive discourse.
The forum is run by 
the city council but 
officials do not seem 
to engage 
substantially with it.
Wider discourse 
about events and 
activities in Bristol 
takes place, though 
not very much. 
Perhaps if the site 
were more 
integrated with 
wider issues 
affecting Bristol's 
population it would 
be busier.
Very Bristol-speficic 
at present. The forum 
type is capable of 
building connections 
globally but no such 
tools are present on 
the site
A fairly effective use of 
the forum type to create 
a place for 
heterogenuous 
discussion of planning 
and developmental 
issues, though it feels 
that the 'scale' is not big 
enough for a critical 
mass of discussion and 
professionals are not 
very present. 
Developments 
documented tend to be 
large-scale.
12 Heritage Eye / Know 
Your Place 
www.connectingbristo
l.org/h
eritage-eye-a-new-
bristol-cit
y-council-smartphone-
app/
Bristol City 
Council City 
Design 
Group
Bristol, UK Heritage Eye is a smartphone app—the City Council’s rst app, in 
fact—that allows members of the public to conduct their own 
Listed Building survey and assess whether the structure is 
suffering from neglect or abuse. Completed surveys are 
submitted to Know Your Place for conrmation by Conservation 
Ofcers at the City Council. Funded by English Heritage and 
developed by Calvium software developers, Heritage Eye enables 
members of the public to participate in managing and 
documenting the city’s heritage as well as maintaining Bristol’s 
buildings at risk register. (FCC, 2016)
Quite technical and 
complex multi-
layered mapping, 
but with an intuitive 
app interface for 
reporting
Available for all. N/A N/A Citizens can 
propose heritage 
assets to the 
council through a 
council-managed 
process, thereby 
allowing for 
otherwise hidden 
information and 
opinion to impact 
upon the city - 
potentially.
The proposing of 
heritage assets is 
a creative act
The proposing of 
heritage assets is a 
positive discourse
The site is created 
and managed by the 
council, and offers a 
highly mediated way 
for citizens to 
propose heritage 
assets or to provide 
information about 
them
N/A Very Bristol-speficic 
at present. The forum 
type is capable of 
building connections 
globally but no such 
tools are present on 
the site
A straightfoward citizen 
crowdsourcing 
information app builds to 
a complex and 
fascinating digital map 
of the city. Content tends 
toward the passive and 
historical but ability to 
propose or report assets 
is positive & productive.
13 Infastructure 
Mapping 
Application 
maps.london.gov.uk/i
ma/
Greater 
London 
Authority
London The Infrastructure Mapping Application for London by the 
Greater London Authority aggregates all infrastructure related 
layers into a single platform: demographics (population, 
employment, skills), development (commercial, residential), 
context (Opportunity Areas, borough boundaries, Greenbelt, 
environment data, etc.), and infrastructure (transport, energy, 
water). It offers a number of filters that add depth and nuance to 
the data: scale (from Greater London down to borough level or 
user-drawn polygons), time (from 2015 to 2050), funding certainty 
(from ‘speculative’ and ‘in business plan’ to ‘secured’ and ‘out to 
tender’). It offers real-time data with notications, as well as 
charts, graphs, and analytics in addition to the interactive map. 
The overlay of datasets in the interactive map serves to save time 
spent researching disaggregated information and inform 
complex decision-making. (FCC, 2016)
Highly technical 
and aimed at a 
professional user, 
but open-access to 
guests and those 
with a log-in, 
allowing citizens of 
London to engage 
with the 
transformation of 
the city
Open to all but content 
is complex and aimed 
at professionals
If used openly by 
local authorities, 
has the potential 
to reveal urban 
transformations 
in a live and 
nuanced way
N/A N/A N/A N/A The site is created 
and managed by the 
GLA as an 
information resource.
N/A A site-specific model 
that could apply 
elsewhere easily.
A positive local 
government statemenet, 
placing public 
information in the public 
domain, though still in 
technically complex 
terms. Much mapping 
and big data systems are 
paid-for only services so 
this intervention by the 
GLA is notable for 
providing free public 
access.
14 Making Policy 
Public 
makingpolicypublic.ne
t
Centre for 
Urban 
Pedagogy / 
Various
New York Making Policy Public is the Center for Urban Pedagogy's (CUP) 
series of foldout posters that use graphic design to explore and 
explain public policy. Making Policy Public is published four 
times a year. Each poster is the product of a collaboration of a 
designer, an advocate, and CUP. The website forms an 
aggregate where full quality downloads of each 'issue' are freely 
downloadable. (www.makingpolicypublic.net and further notes 
by author)
Strong, clear 
commitment to 
clear visual and 
written 
communication, 
using curated 
graphic designers 
and illustrators
Clear commitment to 
working with diverse 
communities and 
exploring issues or 
concerns of those 
communities. 
Yes; 
interventions 
always take place 
in the context of 
a perceived 
injustic or 
communications 
failure and are 
targeted to 
intervene in that 
context
Have the potential 
to form offline 
communities 
around an issue 
through the 
design process 
and through the 
public life of the 
document
An intervention 
between public 
and policy.
N/A Interventions always 
take place in the 
context of a perceived 
injustic or 
communications failure 
and are targeted to 
intervene in that 
context.
Develops 
independent of the 
state but connects to 
policy in direct, 
legible ways
N/A, non 
discursive
A site-specific model 
that could apply 
elsewhere easily.
Though indexed online, 
a fairly analogue 
platform but one of 
profound relevance to 
this study, in its 
commitment to 
excellence visual and 
verbal communication 
and focus on neglected 
areas of policy in the 
name of political justice.
15 MappingGM 
mappinggm.org.uk
Greater 
Manchester 
Combined 
Authority
Manchester, 
UK
The Greater Manchester Spatial Framework Development Sites 
Map collates sites identified by the 10 Greater Manchester 
districts for development (future housing land supply, industry 
and warehousing land supply, and of office land supply) and 
sites submitted by residents, businesses, land owners, and 
developers during the Winter 2015/16, Spring 2016, and Summer 
2016 Call for Sites. Users are able to overlay road, water, and 
railway networks layers to better understand the suitability of the 
sites for development. Furthermore, on the same platform, users 
can submit additional sites that are not already included in the 
map by drawing their boundaries and providing requested 
information. The interactive map serves as a single, live platform 
for information on potential development sites in Greater 
Manchester.
A complex one-
stop mapping 
system, with effort 
made to frame 
complex language 
accessibly.
Open to all but content 
is complex and aimed 
at professionals
If used openly by 
local authorities, 
has the potential 
to reveal urban 
transformations 
in a live and 
nuanced way
N/A N/A N/A Has been used to seek 
community views on a 
recent local plan, 
though it is not known 
to the researcher 
whether the map format 
had an impact on the 
nature of responses.
The site is created 
and managed by the 
city council as an 
information resource.
N/A A site-specific model 
that could apply 
elsewhere.
A good attempt to locate 
mapping information 
about a place in one 
clear format, though not 
as rich or accessible as 
Know Your Place (12).
# Name Author/ 
Creator
Location Description (source) Open 
Language
Heterogeneity Power-
exposing
Community Mutuality Critical 
Making
Positive 
Discourse
Not state-
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Off-topic Transnational 
& local
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16 Open Architecture 
Network N/A project 
closed
Architecture 
for Humanity
Global Open Architecture Network was a free online, open source 
community dedicated to improving global living conditions 
through innovative and sustainable design. Open Architecture 
Network was formed after one of its founders, Cameron Sinclair, 
won the 2006 TED Prize from the Technology Entertainment 
Design conference. The prize awards each recipient 'one wish to 
change the world'. The Beta Version launched at TED2007 on 
March 8, 2007. Shortly after the launch AMD announced the 
sponsoring of the 2007 Open Architecture Challenge, an open 
design competition to develop technology facilities in the 
developing world. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_Architecture_Network, 
Accessed 3.12.2017)
Primarily 
professional (or 
activist) facing, but 
uses clear language 
in this context.
Primarily professional 
(or activist) facing.
Not observed. Grouping of 
discussions and 
knowledge into 
'projects' and 
'themes' allowed 
communities and 
alliances to form 
around specific 
goals and 
ambitions. Strong 
evidence that 
these were 
mobilised and of 
real impact.
Many projects 
involved 
collaborative 
working (on 
platform and off) 
between various 
parties including 
the state, 
individuals and 
the private sector
The primary 
content of the site 
is made up of live 
projects and 
proposals and 
narratives of their 
conception and 
delivery.
The project-focussed 
organisation means 
that most content is 
positive in its intent, 
even when discussing 
setbacks or issues.
Some projects may 
be framed by state 
processes and 
protocols but the 
platform itself 
remains independent 
of such framing.
Some off-topic 
discussion in 
relation to carefully 
set-out themes.
The site aims at being 
a global community.
The project has closed 
since the bankruptcy of 
its parent organisation. 
While functioing, the site 
allowed substantial 
global information 
exchange and discourse 
in relation to projects: 
the community  
connected designers 
and activists with each 
other rather than 
connecting people to 
planning systems.
17 Open Planning App 
thecreativeexchange.o
rg/pro
jects/open-planning
The Creative 
Exchange
Lancaster, UK Open Planning is a smartphone app developed as a project with 
The Creative Exchange, one of four Knowledge Exchange Hubs 
funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council and a 
collaboration between Lancaster University, Newcastle 
University, and the Royal College of Art, combining expertise in 
designing experiences, digital prototyping, and communication 
innovation. The app displays current planning applications on a 
map, and users are able to access relevant information, respond 
to the applications, leave comments and discuss with other 
residents, share on social media, as well as receive notifications 
for applications in their areas of interest. The app, built by Red 
Ninja Studios, has been tested using data from Liverpool City 
Council and volunteers from social enterprise Engage Liverpool. 
However, a challenge has been to secure planning information in 
a consistent format. Being able to receive planning data as APIs 
from local authorities would enable the app to display a live feed 
of information, but councils present planning data in different 
formats, which are held by third parties. (FCC, 2016)
A simple app that 
uses a fairly 
accessible interface 
to spatialise and 
map planning 
applications for a 
lay audience usage
Available for all. Not observed. Not observed. Not observed. Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
N/A The multi-party 
development of the 
project puts it in a 
good position in 
relation to its diverse 
intended users and 
sitting 'between' 
people and planning.
N/A A site-specific model 
that could apply 
elsewhere 
A good design 
intervention in how 
planning applications 
are brought to the 
attention of citizens. Is 
focussed purely on this 
part of the process.
18 Smarticipate 
www.smarticipate.eu
Horizon 2020 
Programme 
of the 
European 
Commission
London, 
Hamburg, 
Rome
Smarticipate aims to develop a platform, that will be trialled in 
London, Hamburg and Rome, enabling interested citizens to 
support the decision making process by presenting them with 
digestible data on proposed urban developments. Users will be 
able to alter proposals directly and crucially they will also 
observe the potential impacts of these changes. (FCC, 2016)
Prototype uses 
quite technical 
language: target is 
committed or fairly 
expert lay users
Target is committed or 
fairly expert lay users
Intention is to 
make big urban 
data open 
access, thereby 
'levelling the 
playing field' in 
terms of data and 
intelligence. This 
intention is 
currently being 
tested.
Prototype allows 
any user to edit or 
manipulate 
proposals and 
provides feedback - 
how this might 
allow discourse or 
communities to 
form is not clear at 
present
Not observed. Prototype allows 
any user to edit or 
manipulate 
proposals and 
provides feedback.
The encouragement of 
the public to 
manipulate models and 
proposals could be a 
good tool to build 
understanding of how 
proposals came into 
being and their 
reasoning, and 
encourage creativity in 
relation to the built 
environment.
The prototype is 
being developed by 
three urban local 
governments across 
Europe and this is 
likely to remain the 
model.
N/A The research 
programme is 
intentionally trans-
national; its findings 
have not yet been 
published.
A live project with a lot 
of promise, as a step on 
from other 3d city 
models in that 
manipulation of 
proposals is easier and 
more intuitive, with more  
potential for play and 
manipulation.
19 Smellymaps 
goodcitylife.org/smelly
maps
GoodCityLife Cambridge, 
UK
The SmellyMaps project by Goodcitylife.org, a global group of 
researchers and practitioners interested in the emotional and 
sensorial layers of cities, maps urban smells by collecting social 
media data, using geo-referenced picture tags from Flickr and 
Instagram and geo-referenced tweets from Twitter. Applying Big 
Data, SmellyMaps categorises every street according to its smell 
- the five odour profiles being emissions, nature, food, animals, 
and waste - and demonstrates an innovative method of 
assessing a city’s assets and needs and utilising such data to 
inform planning policies and urban design interventions, such 
as air ow manipulation, provision of green space, and creation 
of pedestrian-friendly streets. (FCC, 2016)
Very 'lay' language 
as a deliberate 
challenge to 
prevailing 
descriptions of 
urban places.
Uses popular social 
media to generate its 
information, with 
public access to the 
results.
Adds nuance to 
descriptions of 
urban scenes, 
does not 
challenge 
broader 
transformations
N/A N/A Contributions are 
not conscious as 
such.
Adds nuance to 
descriptions of urban 
scenes, does not allow 
discourse.
Not state-defined but 
intended primarily for 
usage by 
professional 
planners
N/A A site-specific model 
that could apply 
elsewhere 
Use of social media to 
generate data is an 
effective tool.
20 Stickyworld 
/info.stickyworld.com/
UK Stickyworld is a service that allows clients to publish multi-
media participatory websites for engaging with citizens or 
stakeholders. Stickyworld seamlessly supports media such as 
photos, videos, maps, 360 panoramas, and pdfs, so that projects 
and schemes are communicated as visually as possible, 
enhancing understanding and encouraging more accurate and 
meaningful feedback. Participants can add comments on the 
project in general or on a detail, zooming into a specific area of a 
map or a photo and ‘sticking’ their comments where applicable; 
they can also choose to be alerted via email so that they are kept 
in the loop throughout the lifecycle of the project. Organisers are 
able to generate reports on engagement metrics, deliberate 
results, and inform the participants about the decisions and/or 
next steps. Stickyworld offers mobile as well as web interface, so 
that people can use it on-the-go. It essentially brings the familiar 
social-media-type experience to the world of consultation and 
engagement, so that demographics currently missed in the 
traditional consultation process (town hall meetings, responses 
collected via phone, post, or email, etc.) are captured and the 
process is managed more efficiently—minimising administrative 
costs (e.g. manual processing of consultation responses) and 
generating data in the process. (FCC, 2016)
Stickyworld 
provides a forum 
for consultation 
and stakeholder 
engagement, with 
content provided by 
the customer of the 
forum. Feedback is 
likely to be diverse 
and applied to that 
'official' content
Open to all and 
provides an easy 'one-
stop-shop' for 
consultation 
processes, though not 
one that specifically 
allows for or targets 
diverse communities.
Limited scope to 
reveal power 
structures other 
than through 
revealing, 
potentially, when 
community 
feedback has not 
been followed or 
accounted for
Could have the 
potential to build 
communities of 
opposition or 
support around a 
particular idea, but 
such community 
building is not 
built in.
The space and its 
primary content 
are framed by the 
licencee.
Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
Positive and negative 
responses are a key 
device of the platform, 
oppositions and 
propositions can be 
presented in a very of 
nuanced and complex 
ways
The space and its 
primary content are 
framed by the 
licencee.
N/A A site-specific model 
that could apply 
elsewhere 
An efficient model for 
making more 
streamlined, nuanced 
and efficient consultaton 
and engagement 
processes. Does not 
intervene further.
# Name Author/ 
Creator
Location Description (source) Open 
Language
Heterogeneity Power-
exposing
Community Mutuality Critical 
Making
Positive 
Discourse
Not state-
defined
Off-topic Transnational 
& local
SUMMARY
21 The Plymouth Plan 
www.theplymouthplan
.co.uk
Plymouth, UK A Local Plan that is not a pdf document, but a separate 
interactive website... Citizens can easily access the website and 
browse the Local Plan as it is relevant to them, as they are able 
to  alter the document based on their status (resident, business, 
investor, etc.) and their interests (economy, arts and culture, 
living and housing, etc.). Created in partnership with a local 
gaming company, the website is visually attractive and 
interactive. Users are able to express their support for policies or 
share them on social media. Furthermore, there is a tab that 
plans to track the progress of the plan, as the Council is 
brainstorming ambitious ideas to use near-live datasets to 
monitor what is being delivered in accordance with the plan. The 
Plymouth Plan 2011-2031 goes above and beyond the standard 
offering by most local authorities, which is local plans uploaded 
onto the council websites in pdf format. (FCC, 2016)
Effort was made to 
make the Local Plan 
content more 
accessible than 
normal, partly 
through language 
and engaging 
visuals and partly 
through the use of 
an interactive 
website rather than 
a static PDF. The 
interactive content 
has reduced as the 
plan moved toward 
the Planning 
Inspectorate.
The Local Plan is more 
accessible than most. 
Intention was to 
generate more and 
better consultation on 
the local plan. It is 
unclear whether this 
goal was achieve and 
whether the 
demographic of 
respondents has 
shifted.
Limited scope to 
reveal power 
structures
Intention was to 
generate more and 
better consultation 
on the local plan. 
It is unclear 
whether this goal 
was achieve and 
whether the 
demographic of 
respondents has 
shifted.
Not observed. Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
Not observed The space and its  
content are framed by 
the state and by due 
process.
N/A Hypertext version of a 
local plan has far 
greater potential for 
cross-planning 
authority working and 
for comparative work 
across borders to be 
undertaken.
An example of good 
practice in Local Plan 
communication and a 
step towards local plans 
that can be understood 
as API and therefore 
find equivalence across 
planning authority 
borders.
22 UrbanPlanAR 
urbanplanar.com
Heriot Watt 
University
UK UrbanPlanAR seeks to revolutionise communication and 
engagement within urban planning and design by creating a 
mobile augmented/hybrid reality platform for architectural 
visualisation. It enables real-time in-field visualisation of a 
proposed development from any location using 3D data and 
augmented reality on mobile tablets. In other words, a user can 
stand in front of a development site that is yet to be demolished 
or developed, hold up his mobile tablet, and visualise the 
proposed development seamlessly integrated in 
augmented/hybrid reality. The solution will implement state-of-
the-art urban location tracking and integrate technology to 
enable a smooth work ow with Building Information Modelling 
(BIM). Such information taken on-site will better aid contextual 
understanding and decision-making by planners, developers, 
and communities. (FCC, 2016)
Uses AR to 'place' 
complex 3d models 
into users' views 
using tablets or 
smartphones.
Launching 2017, the 
public access of the 
system is not yet 
established though is 
likely to be a paid-for 
service
N/A N/A N/A Encourages 
critical evaluation 
and observation of 
one's environment
N/A A private service for 
use by local 
authorities, 
designers, 
developers
N/A A site-specific model 
that could apply 
elsewhere 
The software applies AR 
technology to the 
visualisation of buildings 
and projects that do not 
yet exist. Currently in its 
infancy, the early visuals 
of this in practice are 
quite crude, though the 
ability of the user to 
define the perspective 
and view is, in 
participatory terms, an 
improvement on fixed 
views.
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This survey of the ‘market’ of online platforms for increasing participation in 
planning suggests strongly that there is no platform that answers the theoretical 
grounding set out in Chapters 2-3. More crucially, the survey has yielded a number 
of strategies and design ideas that have potential relevance for the design research 
of Chapter 6: 
• Change Explorer’s intention of making planning application knowledge 
ubiquitous  
• CitySwipe’s ‘borrowing’ of popular social media formats such as the ‘side 
swipe’ 
• CiviQ’s nuanced, subtle and data-rich form of qualitative data-collection – 
explicitly set out to intervene in the democratic potential of planning. 
• Concrete Action’s connection and mapping of causes, campaigns and 
issues, position outside of official channels and clear, non-partisan 
explanation of planning processes. 
• Design Bristol’s deployment, though at too limited a scale, of the ‘forum’ 
type, though limited by its apparent lack of connectivity to actual public 
planning processes (a form of echo chamber). 
• Making Policy Public’s commitment to working with disadvantaged 
communities and with contentious policy areas for social good. 
• Open Architecture Network’s use of ‘projects’ and themes, which draws 
it close to the ideas of DIY Citizenship explored in Chapter 3, section 3.3. 
• Smarticipate allows manipulation of proposals by all users, even if only to 
reveal the impossibility of change. 
The vast majority of the platforms studied are concerned with the efficiency and 
‘ease’ of the participation process, and with applying new media and new 
technologies to the planning system more or less as it stands. Such an approach is 
reasonable in the circumstances and perhaps any of these, used in a more 
widespread or systemic way, could have real impacts in terms of efficiency and 
value. 
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Several of the platforms explore the potential of big data to enhance our 
understanding of spaces, one of which makes explicit use of social media and other 
online spaces to generate its data. The majority of these keep the results of this big 
data behind a paywall, and in effect slide important knowledge and evidence about 
the nature of the built environment into the private sector away from the public 
planning department. 
 
* 
 
This section has explored the field of online platforms currently under development 
or in use, and establishes a potentially unique territory for the intervention 
proposed in this study and explore through design research. It has learned from 
those existing platforms a range of potential design strategies and ideas but also a 
range of limitations within the ambition, scope and positioning of these platforms, 
all of which is eventually deployed within the design research described in Chapter 
6. But before that, the parallel research strand of discourse analysis of extant 
online planning discourse is presented in Chapter 5. 
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5 Public planning and popular activity today: 
A study of popular on-line planning discourse 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter explores contemporary popular on-line discourse related to building 
activity and built environment decision-making. Following the methodology set out 
in Chapter 4, the discourse under analysis is derived from four online platforms 
and is analysed in order to explore the means through which ‘planning discourse’ is 
actually undertaken using social media and online discourse platforms. 
The structure of this chapter is divided into the questions ‘asked’ of the selected 
threads (which are collated in Appendix 2), set out according to the method set out 
in Chapter 4 and then further sub-divided into sub-themes, which are picked out as 
key findings for discussion in Chapter 7. 
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5.2 Popular on-line planning discourse: a study 
 
What language is used to discuss planning issues, and what forms of dialogue? 
 
Technical language 
It might be worth you investigating something called ‘permitted 
development’. It is legislation that allows small extensions or 
outbuildings to be built without the need to apply for permission. 
(Thread 2.4.2) 
Of the threads focusing on direct issues or question posed by the thread starters 
(‘OPs’), which made up 56% of the sample, 78% deployed various forms of planning 
technical language beyond those in common currency, for example ‘consented 
scheme’, ‘core strategy’, ‘lawful development’. Of these, 78% used such terminology 
with some accuracy or demonstrated the understanding of those terms through the 
context in which they were used, 94% of which took place in the words of posters to 
the threads and 39% in the OPs. Question posers displayed a lack of use of 
technical terms compared to other posters, most of which were relying on their own 
past experiences of the planning system (as citizens mostly, but also in some cases 
probably as professionals, though usually undeclared). In general, discussions grew 
increasingly ‘technical’ in their language as they developed. In some cases, the 
nature of the terminology became a discussion point. In general, technical 
language was successfully used as a means of giving and receiving appropriate, 
precise advice; in clarifying the OP’s situation and offering potential ways forward. 
In this sense and in this context, technical language is not as such a barrier to 
effective communication (contrary to DoE, 1995, Chapter 2, section 2.2) as it 
frequently has an enabling and clarifying role, but it can take time, in the space of 
a conversation, to become effective in this role, and the studied group does not 
allow for those excluded from the dialogue for any reason, and it remains likely 
that technical language continues to play a role in creating a space between public 
planning and its wider public. 
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Generally, technical language was used in the context of more colloquial dialogue, 
this suggesting that the situation and framing of the technical language is more 
significant than the use of that language. 
 
Description 
The house is 3 metres longer at the back. So although it was built 
originally like this it (sic) effect is equivalent to a two storey extension of 
3 metres over ours… The proposed extension is a single storey tapering 
tiled roof with two skylight windows starting at a height of 3.8 metres and 
sloping to 2.3 metres. It is 4 metres long. The entire back of the extension 
opens to the air by folding glass doors. (Thread 1.1.2) 
Threads were typically characterised by their posters’ ready ability to use and 
understand construction-related technical terms, e.g. ‘box dormers’, ‘foundations’, 
‘overhanging’, with posters frequently engaged in subtle and nuanced dialogue 
about particular spatial questions, for instance in defining (or arguing) the 
character of a street. 
Substantial amounts of thread content were spent in describing, and interrogating 
the precise spatial character of the question or issue posed. In many cases, the OP 
went to some length to explain the particular situation, but gaining a precise 
picture often took a long series of question-and-answer discussions. In some 
threads, photographs and in some cases drawings were used, mainly by OPs and  
depicting either the actual scenario or comparative examples, though posters were 
typically reluctant to post anything that would reveal their precise location, for 
fear of such a posting affecting their situation away from the forum. Spatial 
descriptions were often sophisticated and detailed. 
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Colloquial and conversational language 
‘Aaaaand another objection… Neighbour four doors down saying it will 
affect their privacy in their garden, there will only be velux windows at the 
back. Seriously wtf are people thinking?’ (Thread 1.1.1) 
The language used, in the vast majority of cases, was colloquial and anecdotal, 
with even apparently ‘professional’ posters speaking in a conversational manner, 
mostly in familiar and friendly terms. In this spirit, many colloquial abbreviations 
were used, (for instance, ‘WTF’ – ‘what the fuck?’) to express dismay at a particular 
situation. 
 
On-line conventions 
FWIW, I'm the only SH tenant in a row of 4, my house and gardens are 
the best kept by far (with the exception of 1 neighbour who is on a par) 
My NDN's front and back gardens are an eyesore, as are the windows - 
broken vertical blinds and never been cleaned (young, healthy, working 
family so I know they are capable of keeping things tidy if not pristine). 
The only time I've sat outside my house on a sunny day (with a cup of 
tea) has been to keep an eye on my DD who was playing out with the 
other children, who's (sic) parents were also sat outside chatting. 
(Thread 1.6.1) 
Forums generally have developed their own abbreviations for common usage. 
Forums such as Mumsnet have developed their own abbreviation culture, (‘DC’ = 
‘darling child’) and these are deployed to aid the discussion of planning issues, for 
example ‘NDN’ = ‘next-door neighbour’. Such on-line conventions can be seen as a 
counterbalance to the technical language of the planner, a code residing in the 
popular domain of the forum and with its own signifiers of exclusivity and 
community, and one linked to emerging language paradigms such as the emoji and 
the ‘textspeak’ of SMS messaging and Snapchat. 
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Narrative 
We got refused, I’m absolutely heartbroken. We can’t afford to move and 
the poisonous man across the road has won. (Thread 1.1.1) 
Many threads dealing with very specific planning-related queries or issues became 
- over the course of days, weeks, or months – complex narratives as issues, 
processes or projects unfolded. Posters and OPs frequently displayed strong 
loyalty, not only to the thread itself but also to the wider process playing out. 
Strong emotional investment in particular questions was displayed. 
 
Discussion as learning 
Thank you for the explanation, cream and jam. I fully approve of green belt 
laws. Funny how councils sometimes flout them for their own ends, but 
that’s another issue. (Thread 3.3.3) 
Thanks for the replies, everyone. I now understand a lot more about how 
it works. (Thread 4.1.3) 
The ability to learn, on an anecdotal or conversational level, from peers and from 
the occasional professional, provides an experience of visible pedagogical value to 
many OPs; typical ‘issue’ conversations often begin with very little knowledge of 
the wider issue at stake (although with detailed experiential knowledge of the 
particular situation from an individual point of view) and a more precise and 
educated conversation emerges over time. 
In this way, forums such as those studied provide an informal learning 
environment. 
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How are questions or issues of planning framed in terms of success, failure, conflict 
or agency, and how do the ‘communities’ of the forum function in this framing? 
 
Getting away with it / others getting away with it 
If you employ private building regs inspector and show them plans of 
what you have done not what was approved then is it possible to get 
away with it unless a neighbour etc makes a complaint? (Thread 1.1.3) 
It is honestly not worth the potential angst, just to get one over on the 
planning authority. (Thread 1.1.3) 
If we were to not pay tax, start a family-wide fight or rob several houses 
there would be a legal uproar, but the council will let travellers get away 
with it because it's their 'culture'. (Thread 2.1.3) 
I believe that if you build it and get away with it for long enough you get 
retrospective consent. (Thread 2.3.3) 
Depends if there's a fine to pay. Can't say I'm well informed but I can't 
imagine that they would just let him get away with it. (Thread 2.5.1) 
Could there be a loophole where he says [that, rather than a private toll-
road] it's a car park  with one space and the entrance is here and the exit 
is however many miles away? (Thread 2.5.1) 
Sounds like you didn't get a completion certificate from the building 
inspector? If that is the case it would seem like you are still building and 
therefore you might get away with your current permission and just demo 
and start again. (Thread 4.3.3) 
An extremely common occurrence, both in threads concerned with direct personal 
queries and those concerned with wider social/developmental questions, is the idea 
of ‘getting away with it’, either on the part of the OP or some other individual or 
group. Depending on the context, ‘getting away with it’ is either implicitly 
celebrated as achieving something beyond the gaze of the professional/state, or 
decried for the same reason but focusing on the impacts on others. Managing to 
build something that is perceived to need permission without seeking such a 
permission is both celebrated and criticized. In such discussions the planning 
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authority is portrayed as something to be eluded or avoided through stealth, 
cunning or deceit. Negative assessments are often used in relation to legally 
‘exceptional’ communities and ethnic groups such as Travellers, who are decried for 
achieving things in relation to planning that are not possible for the ‘us’ of the 
thread to achieve. In both versions, public planning is imagined as something large 
and unwieldy, avoided by dexterity. This echoes the ‘guerrilla’ tactics of popular 
culture as envisaged by John Fiske, (Chapter 3, section 3.1). 
 
Development control/development management are planning 
The majority of threads studies concerned ‘live’ issues or queries that were being 
experienced (or considered) by the OP and other posters. As such, it is the 
development management ‘side’ of the planning system that is most often 
discussed, indeed other aspects of planning (plan-making, most significantly) are 
barely discussed at all. When these things are mentioned, it is never as an activity, 
with development plans or policies discussed as ‘found’ documents or data. No 
posters discussed having an influence on planning questions outside the scale of 
the application (and no posters mentioned engagement in Neighbourhood Planning 
activities), although some threads dealt in general terms with large-scale questions 
that would certainly be of relevance at the scale of plan-making or infrastructure. 
It can’t be certain whether there is generally a wider understanding of how such 
things as Local Plans come into being, and the knowledge is considered irrelevant 
to the conversations at hand, or there is little knowledge within online discourse of 
this aspect of public planning. 
 
Policy as language game 
Tomorrow is decision day for our build and our batshit crazy neighbour 
has managed to squeeze in one more objection, that makes 7 in total 
now. In all it comes to 45 pages as to why we shouldn't add another 
bedroom to our house. In his latest gem he's stated that we must not be 
allowed to damage or remove any of the shrubs in our front garden. He's 
absolutely fucking crazy! (Thread 1.1.1) 
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If you sound like you are throwing every possible barrel-scraping 
objection into the discussion then your ‘better’ objections will be 
drowned out and you will come across as a ‘NIMBY’ (Thread 1.1.2) 
Your objection  should focus on planning issues – overdevelopment, 
poor design, conservation area or out of keeping with the area etc rather 
than the effect in (sic) your view or the value of your house as neither of 
those are relevant to planning decisions.(Thread 1.2.2) 
Reflecting (DoE, 1995)’s notion of an ‘internalised’ understanding of planning 
processes amongst the public, the threads point to a widespread understanding 
that, when it comes to the point of an objection, appeal or decision-making 
moment, it is only policy-derived points that can be officially considered. 
Discussions of points of policy, regardless of the situation, tend toward generic 
points (over and above the specifics of local policy, for example) with OPs directed 
toward national-level policy and advice far more frequently than to local-level 
planning policy (most frequently the Planning Portal but also Planning Aid, and 
never the NPPG site, www.gov.uk/government/collections/planning-practice-
guidance). When local level policy is referred to, it is more often to supplementary 
guidance such as housing design guides than to core policies. 
Only one thread (2.1.3) dealt explicitly with a core strategy or local plan, and this 
was a thread dealing with the use of land by travellers: 
Beyond the familiarity with the need for policy-based objections or advocacy, there 
is widespread understanding that policy-based objections can be used as a 
smokescreen to ‘real’ objections. Seen from both ‘sides’ of an argument, the 
relationship between an individual or community’s real concerns, and how policy-
based statements can be developed to reflect those concerns, is a subtext of many 
threads. When such a practice is being enacted by ‘another’ in the wider issue, it is 
generally condemned as ‘mad’, unreasonable or irrational, but when it is being 
enacted by thread protagonist, it is treated as a natural, normal occurrence. The 
posters in the studied threads are generally au fait with using policy-based 
arguments as tools to achieve their aims, regardless of whether those arguments 
are true, justifiable or valid. This in effect is a complex ‘language game’ on the part 
of the public, a widespread ability to work creatively with received policy to achieve 
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one’s own ends, in the process destabilising the policy terms that are being 
manipulated. 
 
Undeclared professional expertise 
I've had planning expiry issues which were resolved by a good Planning 
Consultant, and some off forum advice from our resident expert. (Thread 
4.3.3) 
If you're not a planner I'll eat my hat. (Thread 1.1.1) 
The undeclared presence of apparently professional planners is a frequent 
occurrence within the threads. It is often unclear from posts whether the 
apparently professional advice is coming from a lay-poster with experience of the 
issue at hand, or from a professional source – unclear because such information is 
rarely offered freely. Though it is hard to tell what percentage of such posters are 
simply experienced and which are professionals, the ubiquity of informed 
responses, using technical language that points to a broad professional knowledge 
of the system, suggests strongly that some professional planners who are members 
of these forums (none of which are primarily concerned with planning at all) are 
willing to offer their (somewhat or entirely anonymous) advice and expertise within 
the space of the forum as a natural part of their membership or posting activity on 
that forum.  
Though tensions can arise from differences between professional points of view and 
what other posters are seeking to do, the character of posts that are likely to be 
from professional posters is typically generous, practical, frank and open-minded to 
the needs of the poster, as in the example above (4.3.3). None of the threads 
descends into an aggressive exchange between ‘planner’ and ‘public’. Such dialogue 
points to a model of planning knowledge exchange which eludes the adversarial 
character identified in (DoE, 1995) and which is far more discursive and frank, 
answering, in part, the need for a more discursive and cooperative dialogue 
between lay and professionals in the field. 
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Relationships, metanarratives, sympathy and solidarity 
We were the neighbours that objected. Twice. Their plans were 
ludicrous though. (Thread 1.1.1) 
Though many of the conversations describe a ‘them and us’ relationship (OP vs. 
planners, OP vs. neighbours, OP vs. travellers), the ‘communities’ that grow 
around and within the thread are far more discursive and interpersonal in their 
character. Affiliations and points of agreement shift and adjust as narratives 
develop, and strong, emotive discussions emerge out of apparently everyday 
planning queries, such as those related to the minutiae of extending a home. The 
longest and most involved examples of this are ones where a strong emotive, 
personal metanarrative is present, for example a change in circumstances due to 
disability or childbirth. Such situations can draw out sympathy and understanding 
in the forum community and build strong support structures around a particular 
OP. This emotive engagement can often drown-out or silence dissenting voices. In 
the example above, which took place in a conversation initiated by an OP 
exasperated by the objections of their neighbours, one of the neighbours appeared 
in the thread to express their point of view, but received no engagement or replies, 
reflecting the strong, sympathetic community that had already grown around the 
OP. 
The potential of personal narrative to build interest and sympathy is strong, and 
can lead to complex engaged support groups following issues or projects over a 
period of several weeks or months, sometimes also on a blog or other space beyond 
the confines of the forum. Such support groups, in their present form, provide the 
OP (and later readers of the forum with similar problems) with a useful support 
structure, sounding board and indeed sounding-off space separate from, but 
engaged with, the planning issue they are experiencing beyond the forum.  
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From the specific to the general 
Your terrace looks not unlike mine, built in 1981. I kept the two reception 
rooms separate and sometimes regret it. However, the front room is quite 
close to the road and I prefer to sit and watch TV (or surf the net) in the 
back room which is quieter. (Thread 3.4.3) 
In my experience the inspectorate are generally pretty good, they apply 
policy properly and make good objective decisions. Just because the 
appellant doesn’t like the decision doesn’t mean it’s flawed. (Thread 
4.1.3) 
General threads tend to stay general in their content, with specific examples used 
by posters as part of a wider discussion. Issue-based threads, however, tend to 
move from a specific single issue to a more general (and more widely useful) 
discussion, with posters to the OP drawing on their own experiences or projects to 
offer advice and commentary. Many threads deal with boundary issues and party 
walls, for example, including proposed buildings on or overhanging boundaries, 
and threads on such topics frequently naturally expand into more general 
discussion about such issues.  
It is impossible to gauge how many threads are ‘useful’ to users who ‘find’ the 
thread at a later date and simply use the information there present, directly or 
indirectly, in their own lives, without comment or intervention on the thread itself, 
but the fact that all the sites studied are indexable by search engines means that 
threads (particularly well-named ones) are highly accessible to users with no stake 
in the original conversation or indeed commitment to, or membership of, the forum 
in which that conversation takes place. There are obviously risks in re-using advice 
given within a particular context outside of that context, but in longer threads the 
presence of multiple, often conflicting examples can provide a usefully general 
overview of a problem that could be of use to an ‘outsider’ using that thread later. 
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Planning and the free market 
I presume these new houses will be reasonably priced so the average Jo can 
afford them? £150k for a 3 bed would be reasonable. (Thread 4.2.1) 
If you want your home to be surrounded by open land, the only way to do it is 
to buy that land yourself. (Thread 1.1.1) 
Some [objections] are rather personal, with 2 of them saying that if we want 
more space we should move house. (Thread 1.3.3) 
The relationship between ‘planning’ and the free market is a subtext across a large 
number of threads. ‘Planning’ is understood (in both a positive and a negative 
light) as having an impact on the workings of the free market, and the latter is 
often turned to as an alternative space in which to achieve personal planning-
related wants. For example, a common response to people seeking to extend their 
houses is a call to ‘move’, with posters expressing disapproval that another poster 
has bought a somehow ‘unfit for purpose’ dwelling and is then seeking to modify or 
expand it, rather than simply moving to a ‘fit’ dwelling. In dialogues of ‘us’ versus 
‘the planning system’, the free market, implicitly or explicitly, is often a third agent 
in the discussion, as a challenge to the authority of planning and as an alternative 
route to achieving a desired outcome. 
 
Money and financial risk 
Has anyone ever built something that planning had refused and how 
likely are they to actually come and check? Obviously if they do you risk 
having to take it down at potentially huge cost but in all honesty how 
often do the planning authority actually check after a build? (Thread 
1.1.3) 
We did tentatively ask the council about it and they basically have a 
blanket response which is "you need to submit a full planning 
application". 
This we were told involves full site plan; plan of house; plan of area in 
question and full elevations of each to be drawn up; about £1k for survey 
and drawings plus the planning application and photos costing about 
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another £400. 
That's probably about the same price that I can do the work for so it'll 
double the price and quite possibly to be told that it doesn't need full 
planning anyway. Local council seem to be quite lazy, I guess it's only 
other peoples (sic) money they're wasting so no biggie for them! 
So, my question is..... would you say "feck it" and just do it without even 
asking? (Thread 4.3.2) 
Affordability, and financial risks associated with development, are a very common 
discussion point in issue-based threads, and often a key decision-making factor for 
individuals, whether, for example, they are considering the right process for 
extending their home or the costs associated with appealing a decision they do not 
agree with. 
It is common for financial considerations to outweigh considerations that would be 
considered primary by professionals considering the problem. Whilst planning 
departments and on-line services such as the Planning Portal are clear about direct 
costs associated with particular services (e.g. pre-application advice for the former, 
or the cost of acquiring digital mapping), there is little to no discussion in such 
‘official’ forums of wider cost implications associated with undertaking a planning-
related activity. Many OPs and posters reported advice received from planning 
officers that explored, in detail, the spatial implications of, for example, choosing to 
use a ‘Permitted Development’ route rather than applying for planning permission, 
but OPs and posters did not generally seem well equipped to make decisions on a 
financial basis following this advice, with cost implications becoming an ongoing 
doubt and a concern. 
Costs associated with planning (advice, certificates, fees) are often characterised 
within threads as an ‘option’ or debatable necessity, with the implicit sense that 
money is better spent building than gaining permission to build, though such 
positions are usually countered by disapproval from other posters. The disparity 
between popular and official discussion about planning in terms of personal finance 
and financial risk is wide, and franker discussion of the financial impacts and risks 
of different routes and processes might improve public perceptions of the ease of 
navigating the planning system. 
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What picture(s) of public planning emerges from this discourse? 
 
Across the full range of threads in the sample, 83.1% of threads presented a 
predominantly neutral or contested view of ‘the planning system’, with either no 
value judgements offered or, in the case of some being offered, being balanced by 
contrary positions, though most of these instances presented no value judgements 
at all. In these instances, either the planning system is discussed in terms that do 
not consider it something to be questioned or critiqued, or not discussed at all. In 
the substantial majority of cases, even when posters are describing a stressful or 
challenging planning-related scenario, the system itself is taken as a ‘given’. 
15.5% of threads presented a predominantly negative view of the planning system 
and 1.4% a predominantly positive one. Among the negative threads, the primary 
criticism presented within discussions (8.5%) was in relation to perceived poor 
communications or inconsistency. The following post is an exemplar of this 
perception, though of course it also draws attention to the fact that poor 
communication may also reside in the individual’s exchanges with their local 
planners: 
We wanted a loft conversion, called the town planning department to be 
told it could be done under permitted development and no planning 
permission was required, so we started work. Two weeks off finishing, 
the council wrote to us after someone complained stating that we do 
need planning permission as we are in an Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty. We have stopped work but have spent about £15k so far… the 
bottom has fallen out of my world, the DS’s are sharing a room, we have 
a half-finished loft and may have to put it back to how it was, which we 
can’t afford… If the council had originally said we needed planning 
permission, we would have requested it before we started any work, but 
they said we didn’t need it. Now we do. (Thread 1.2.1) 
At the scale of the individual in society the most ‘present’ issue with the planning 
system as it currently stands lies in terms of communication, knowledge and 
discourse, and in perceived failures in relation to these. This relates strongly to the 
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earlier findings of (DoE, 1995). This study’s finding that councillor pressure on 
officers was a damaging influence is also borne out by one poster: 
And there’s no accounting for Planning Committees, who are capable of 
making some very random and ill-informed decisions, in my experience 
(though the appeals system is supposed to overcome the worst of 
these). In my experience, it’s the elected Members on the Planning 
Committees who are often the most obstructive and least balanced in 
terms of considering new development – Planning Officers are usually 
reasonably unbiased, but these days are little more than box-ticking 
functionaries. (Thread 4.1.1) 
Among positive threads, the planning system’s objectivity and rule-following were 
held up as virtues by many posters, often in response to other posters for whom 
planning was not providing the results or advice they desired.  
The planning system is in place to make objective decisions (admittedly, 
this doesn’t always happen) particularly when there are diverse opinions. 
(Thread 1.3.3) 
Planners stick to the rules. They don't have time to say ‘I’ll bend the rules 
here a bit for this person’ or ‘I’ll make a new rule for that one.’ Maybe they 
also have to be seen to be doing their job so a refusal followed by a bit of 
discussion and change to plans for that they have. This is just my 
experience. Some people my DB believe that planners have a vendetta 
against them. Why would they give themselves that hassle? (Thread 
1.3.1) 
This objectivity and need to make ‘tough’ decisions was understood by many 
posters as representing a substantial professional challenge: 
One thing the TV program (sic) [The Planners] shows is that there are 2 
sides to every story and the Council is stuck in the middle – at the end of 
the day they are there to make a tough decision and if the show is 
anything to go by (clearly on disputed applications) there will always be a 
winner or a loser. What is interesting is how much of it comes down to 
opinion about something – such as whether it is good or not or whether 
its bad for the area. (Thread 4.1.1) 
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It was also understood in several threads that the local authority planner is not 
only in a challenging situation politically but also in terms of increasing pressure 
due to local authority funding cuts and an increasingly time-pressured and skills-
shortage beset profession (Chapter 2, section 2.1): 
[Planners] simply can't keep up with the caseloads though there also 
seems to be huge number[s] of planners employed part-time which is 
even more ridiculous. Generally I’m finding any Capita run planning 
department to be a total shambles. Perhaps 1, maybe 2, of the local 
authorities I deal with are providing what I would deem a good level of 
service, Other (sic) are as bad as clients requiring legal action for non-
communication/non-determination. (Thread 2.2.2) 
Where the objectivity of the planner is doubtful, posters are quick to question the 
public planner: 
My wife went to see the planners in a drop in (sic) session, and asked 
why they wanted to build over the land, she said it was “a beautiful area”, 
to which he responded “we’ll have to agree to differ, I’m afraid, I find it 
anything but beautiful”. Should the town planner express such views in a 
public meeting, or are they supposed to be unbiased? (Thread 4.2.3) 
Perhaps the general lack of negative comments about the planning system, despite 
the many difficulties, conflicts and frustrations experienced by posters reflects a 
widespread general belief that planning/planners are working, in constrained 
circumstances, for the greater good, the ‘valuable public service’ identified in (DoE, 
1995). 
This understanding chimes closely with the self-image of public sector planners as 
surveyed for Ben Clifford and Mark Tewdwr-Jones’ The Collaborating Planner 
(2013). Here, 98.3% of public sector planners rated ‘a sense of making a difference 
to people and places’ as either ‘Very Important’ or ‘Important’, making it the most 
popular of the statements regarding motivation that they were supplied with. 
Further, the idea of ‘public service’ underlined this ‘sense’ for a large number of 
respondents (Clifford and Tewdwr-Jones, 2013:205, 206, 209). For some public 
planners in Clifford and Tewdwr-Jones’ study, working in the ‘private sector’ is an 
equally professional and ‘honourable’ discipline, albeit one with other goals, 
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whereas for others the private sector represents a compromise to the ideals of 
planning and to the ‘greater good’: 
“As the planner, unless you’re in the public service, at the end of the day, 
the dollar always wins.” (Interview in 2013:214) 
Such a split chimes with the popular perspectives shown in the threads of this 
study. In general, it is recognized that ‘planning consultants’ will serve their client 
whereas ‘planners’ will be working for ‘public service’ and the ‘greater good’. 
The threads studied present a picture of public planning in which its values and 
ideology are widely understood and supported. Moreover, the challenges that 
public planning faces, from ideological challenges, funding cuts, neoliberalism (as 
defined by Harvey, 2005), even local-level political manoeuvring, are also widely 
understood, and the ‘challenge’ of being a planner is treated sympathetically. 
Though the rules of the ‘planning game’ are perceived at times to be biased, 
weighted, or unfair, thread posters also demonstrate a wide variety of game-
playing tactics of their own: a willingness to play the system, to use language 
creatively to achieve a desired outcome, to support the ‘underdog’ or ‘entrepreneur’ 
who has somehow slipped through a ‘proper’ system and achieved something ‘good’ 
anyway, to use the space of the forum to create emotional support and learning 
networks and to build community networks around ideas or problems. 
The relationship between people and planning revealed by the forums is a complex, 
often unwieldy and frustrating one, characterised by misunderstandings, wasted 
time, financial anxiety, neighbourhood disputes, inconsistency of advice, processes 
that feel ‘unfair’ or unsympathetic, inaccessible professionals and an overwhelming 
focus on the control/management aspects of public planning to the exclusion of 
everything else, thereby denying the rationalisations, research and debate that has 
fed into the policy ‘in play’ and seeing only a ‘gatekeeper’ to development. But 
despite all this, importantly, the relationship exists, and across the threads a sense 
is gained of people – totally inexperienced, somewhat experienced, very 
experienced, ‘new’ professionals and old hands – engaging with planning as a 
pliable, ownable, plastic process, something to be ‘played’. 
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Could the design of the spaces in which these conversations take place be so 
designed as to increase their agency and to allow a better connection with 
professional/official contexts? 
 
None of the forums studied in this section are about planning or indeed more 
loosely about the built environment. They are on-line spaces of exchange, dialogue, 
discussion and community in which conversations which touch directly or 
indirectly upon planning matters make up a tiny percentage of the wider exchange 
and are incidental to the purpose of each forum. 
In the case of Reddit, the subjects of debate are as wide as the community deems 
fit, as the site makes no editorial statement about content, allowing the dynamics 
of internet-based information transfer, as defined by its millions of regular users, 
to frame what is discussed and what is important. Mumsnet, Gransnet and 
Pistonheads all have their own particular theme (parenthood, grandparenthood, 
motoring) around which their communities gather, though on each of these forums 
the central, loosely defined theme acts as an anchor to a dazzling variety of other 
subjects and concerns. Planning takes its place among these subjects within the 
sphere of general discussion (‘gassing’ in Pistonheads-speak) or in defined areas of 
discussion such as ‘Property’, ‘House and Home’, ‘Legal and Money’. 
These forums, in their current form, are ‘useful’ to people engaged in planning-
related issues in a variety of ways. The space of exchange they provide is both a 
particular space that achieves particular things (e.g. the way that projects or issues 
cluster together under the umbrella of an initial exemplar project or query, such as 
a side extension under Permitted Development, or the way that similar experiences 
at the scale of a country can co-exist in a single space and build both knowledge 
and solidarity around an issue) but it is also reflective of wider public attitudes to 
planning. As the methodology states, this picture is a partial one, but as this study 
has explored, it is a picture which suggests that the public attitude to planning is 
less adversarial, and more complex and multifaceted than is typically presented. 
Indeed, the scenarios played out in many of the threads studied point to a more 
complicit, agonistic and playful relationship between people and planning than is 
taken for granted. The evidence is that there is a latent potential in the way 
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planning issues are discussed and acted upon within the forums that, might have a 
transformative impact on the way that public planning is practiced, in the UK and 
elsewhere. 
What would it take for the qualities of exchange found on the forums to have such 
an impact? What would need to change about the forums, or what new forum type 
would need to emerge, for such an impact to be possible? What design questions or 
principles can be pulled out of the threads studied? The following themes 
summarise lessons learned within the research set out in this section: 
Define terms and allow for critique 
Time spent getting to the heart of an issue or question is often focused on agreeing 
or defining terms, and indeed there is a lot of potential for terms, when defined, to 
be defined inaccurately or in a way that interprets them in a particular way and 
from a particular point of view. Taking into account the fact that use of technical 
terminology is generally useful in defining an issue, question or discussion, an 
evolving glossary within the forum, which automatically hotlinks technical terms 
used to a generally-agreed definition of the term would be extremely useful. Such a 
glossary would need to be user-editable, so in a wiki format or similar, and would 
need to be variably time- and space- specific. As an example, some terms may be 
particular to a particular local authority area, a particular special kind of land 
designation (e.g. Conservation Areas or Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty) and 
so on, so terms could and should be linked to geographical areas and/or to emerging 
forms of mapping technology, for instance the London Infrastructure Map 
(maps.london.gov.uk/ima/, Accessed 31.05.2017) or Howard 
(howard.urbanintelligence.co.uk Accessed 31.05.2017), a tool by Urban Intelligence 
which aims to standardize and spatialise planning policy from national to local 
levels. Time-specificity would also be important as the meaning and scope of terms 
can shift as law and policy change. 
Use of terms, whilst becoming more defined, should also be subject to user critique 
and discussion. Each term could include a meta-dialogue about its meaning, 
significant challenges to which could trigger a formal update of the term’s 
meaning. There is always a risk that technical language that it can remain a force 
for exclusion. 
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Standardise & visualize description 
Forum posters displayed some sophistication in describing particular spatial 
situations, although a lot of time was spent in pulling out the exact details of a 
situation that would enable a meaningful or accurate response. Whilst it would be 
wrong for a new service to disregard the value in these complex descriptions, it 
would be beneficial for some standardizing tools to be deployed to enable much 
more efficient analysis of the problem at hand. A series of quick ‘tick boxes’, for 
example, might quickly define the policy applicable in a given circumstance (such 
as the site being located in Green Belt), whilst a series of project-dependent 
quantitative values (e.g. size of plot) would also speed up the discussion process 
toward meaningful and accurate responses. 
Use narrative and human interest 
Popular engagement with planning at the level of a forum appears to depend on 
sympathy with the OP or other posters, and is certainly dependent on there being 
enough interest in the content of a post to engage with it, whether once or 
repeatedly. This connects to findings by HM Cabinet Office’s ‘Good Law’ initiative 
(Bertlin, 2014) which hypothesized that narrative structures for legislation, as 
opposed to series of single, short ‘staccato’ sentences, are more readily engaging 
and understandable by audiences of those laws. 
The narrative and personal stories inherent to most posts are central to this 
interest, as they play a key role in generating sympathy, intrigue, debate, outrage, 
and so on. The ‘liveliness’ of any forum is dependent on all of these things and any 
planning-focussed forum should take care not to suppress or ignore the potential of 
narrative and human interest in the name of a more systematised, automated or 
quantitative model, if the popular is to maintain or enhance its agency in relation 
to the planning system. Could it be that the narrative forms of the forum could 
unlock new ways of presenting planning law and policy?  
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Make learning systemic 
The threads studied often constituted spaces of informal learning. There is 
potential for such learning to become more systemic and to further address the 
perceptions identified in (DoE, 1995) that engagement with planning processes did 
not generally lead to greater understanding of those processes. Forum threads 
already seem to address this, with ‘learning’ and ‘finding out’ being very common 
themes across threads, not to mention the learning possibilities at a wider scale 
due to index-ability, which means that users from outside the forum can be 
brought straight to the debate via search engines. The use of an evolving glossary 
(see ‘Define terms and allow for critique’, above) would also be of use in this regard. 
Reveal plan-making 
As already discussed, the plan-making side of the ‘development plan/development 
control’ model of public planning is largely ignored by forum posters. When 
development plans and related policies are discussed they are not treated as 
authored, evolving and interpretable documents, but characterized as if they are 
unchanging and ‘unbendable’, and planners in the development control ‘side’ are 
simply using them neutrally to attempt an objective decision. It is likely that little 
understanding exists within the wider public of how law and policy are created and 
on what basis, despite the formal consultation processes that are currently built-in 
to the public planning system. 
Assuming that such a system will continue into the future, it would be beneficial to 
reveal and connect to policy and to the evidence bases underlying it. In a more 
automated and tech-driven planning environment, such as that currently 
advocated in the UK by the government-funded Future Cities Catapult ‘Future of 
Planning’ project (FCC, 2016), this policy is likely to be more standardized and 
more ‘open’, though current projects to undertake this task do so on a commercial 
basis. As a challenge to the popular sense of the neutral or apparently-objective 
planner, it would be highly beneficial to reveal, for study and critique, not only the 
policy that informs decision-making but also the evidence and rationalization 
underlying that policy. 
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Allow expertise to be defined 
Reflecting the complexity and size of their user groups, the studied forums each 
had their ‘resident experts’. Many of these experts ‘declared’ their expertise 
informally within threads as a way of ‘backing up’ their advice or commentary, 
whilst many others did not, coming across as unusually well-informed lay users. It 
may be that individuals remaining undeclared maintained this status in order to 
avoid any comeback or responsibility for advice given, or to reveal any bias or 
personal connections. 
Whilst this anonymity appears to be of importance to many users, all of which are 
on the forums not primarily as experts or professionals, for those who are willing to 
declare their expertise or professional experience, these attributes could be more 
formalized. Firstly, the potential to declare an expertise within a member profile 
would be useful, in ways that are searchable to other users. Secondly, peer review 
of (thumbs up, thumbs down) of responses, provided by users and perhaps 
weighted to the opinion of the OP, would help to build evolving, peer-reviewed 
expertise assessments based upon a user’s discussion activity. In this way, a forum 
could not only form a space for existing, self-proclaimed experts to offer expertise or 
advice, but also one where individual expertise and quality of response can be 
developed over time in a peer-reviewed way. It may be that, in this way and in 
principle, a serial lay house-extender could become a greater ‘authority’ on issues 
associated with Permitted Development (for example) than any present local 
authority officer, policymaker, or private planning consultant. 
Allow the specific to become general (scales of space and time) 
As has been discussed, threads that begin with a specific issue to the OP, they 
often ‘snowball’ to incorporate a cluster of related projects, both ‘new’ ones seeking 
similar advice or sharing opportunities, and ‘past’ projects which can be learned 
from in multiple ways. Taking into account time and locational specificity, there is 
potential here for person-specific conversations to become systemic in the form of 
case studies or as ‘pinned’ threads around which anyone with situations deemed 
similar can gather. This can be a question of aggregating and peer review, tagging, 
and it might also be a question of data fields at the beginning of the post allowing 
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posts to be automatically (or via a moderator) sorted into particular sub-groups, 
e.g. ‘rear extensions (PD)’, ‘registering an Asset of Community Value’) 
Reveal money & financial risk 
Reflecting the gulf between forum threads, where financial considerations 
(particularly financial risk) are often a or the primary concern of an OP or other 
posters, and more formal spaces of planning dialogue, where financial 
considerations are less foregrounded, it would be beneficial if, where appropriate, 
case studies could be developed showing quantifiable risks associated with 
different routes through a particular process. 
Create critical bridges to ‘official’ planning spaces/agents 
Much forum conversation is concerned with discussing parallel discussions that are 
taking place between posters and professional ‘agents’, from planning officers to 
consultants and architects, and seeking second/third/multiple opinions on these 
other discussions. Dissatisfaction with advice received from local authority 
planners, or perceptions of inconsistency and discontinuity of advice, was the most 
common complaint in discussions. 
Allow peer review and crowd review 
In three of the four forums studied, threads ‘float’ in terms of visibility in relation 
to the amount of posting activity they generate. Whilst this is one measure of 
‘thread success’, it is fairly clumsy when it comes to evaluating the quality of a 
thread’s contents, as a whole or in constituent parts/posts. Reddit, however, like 
Yahoo! Answers (uk.answers.yahoo.com, Accessed 31.05.2017) and StackExchange 
(stackexchange.com/, Accessed 31.05.2017) uses upvoting and downvoting (of 
threads and of individual posts) to organise information and allow not only threads 
perceived to be of good quality to ‘float’ within searches or lists, but also posts 
within threads to do the same. 
Summary 
There are many ways by which the existing discourse that occurs on forums such 
as those studied could be enhanced by design such that they gain real agency 
within planning. 
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This section, through discourse analysis of a wide variety of online discourse 
concerning planning, has revealed a complex picture of existing planning 
discourses, and a far more nuanced, complex and playful relationship between the 
public and public planning than might be expected. It strongly suggests that, 
within the sphere of popular online discourse at least, there is a ready field of 
potential protagonists in a public planning system more open to such discourse 
and, moreover, that existing online platforms of the kind studied here are already 
hosting, making visible and enabling a supportive, critical and diverse community 
of such protagonists and, following the ‘logic’ of the online forum, in a way that is 
accessible by others, including professionals, and therefore capable of becoming 
systemic. 
In Chapter 6, the parallel strand of research by design is described, before the 
findings from the two research strands are summarized and brought together in 
Chapter 7. 
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6 Building Rights: A design research process 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the design research process of the making of Building 
Rights Alpha. 
The initial design process, which spanned from 2012 to 2016, is documented in 
section 6.2. At the close of this process, when it was finally realised that the 
prototype platform could not in itself provide enough evidence to satisfactorily 
conclude the study, two parallel methods were embarked upon, as detailed in 
Chapter 4, section 4.2. The first was to use a ‘charrette’ workshop, and a number of 
invited non-planner participants, to ‘speed up’ the process of populating the 
platform and simulate its public use over a period of time, findings from which are 
set out in section 5.3.  
In the context of this study, and as a piece of design, the primary ambition of the 
design research was to explore the extent to which the design of new forms of 
communication, discourse and socially-distributed knowledge could establish a 
mutual relationship between public planning and the public, in the context of an 
unprecedented transformation in the relationship between the public and the 
media as represented by social and new media.  
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6.2 Building Rights Alpha: process 
 
The design research process began with a series of case studies, in the tradition 
established by Ward (2.3) of other forms of building practice and built environment 
decision-making, which were exhibited at Grist, the RCA ‘work in progress’ 
exhibition in February 2012 (fig. 13), and documented in a post by Geoff Manaugh 
on BLDGBLOG (www.bldgblog.com/2012/02/making-planning-popular/, Accessed 
31.05.2017). 
 
Figure 13. ‘Making Planning Popular’ at the RCA WIP show, February 2012. 
 
Early intentions for Building Rights at this stage were that it should be a 
comprehensive database of planning knowledge, and one in which present day 
solutions, policies and approaches would be related to the ‘lost’ approaches 
uncovered in these early researches. The first design responses to this ambition 
immediately seemed too fixed and cumbersome to ‘host’ the kind of heterogeneous 
and complex communities (2.3) that the site needed to be able to contain. In these 
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early designs, attempts were made to connect current planning processes and 
policies up with longer-term processes that other societies (in time and location) 
had used to ‘decide the future of the built environment’, and the Grist show 
reflected this interest. Over time, however, and as a combination of literature 
review (Chapter 2-3) and the design research, it became clear that the ‘other’ to 
connect public planning to was not another time or place but the more ‘present’ and 
(as had become clear in the research described in Chapter 5) very active 
community of today’s public, as represented in extant online platforms. 
 
Figure 14. Early mock-up by the researcher, July 2012 
The need for the site to have a strong, engaging identity, and a desire to learn as 
much as possible from the learning that accompanied SUB-PLAN (and to 
reproduce its collaborative design model, see Chapter 4, section 4.3), meant that 
Europa, the graphic design company of Robert Sollis and Mia Frostner, were asked 
to contribute to the project, in tandem with designer and web specialist Afonso 
Martins. 
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Through dialogue with Europa and Afonso, it quickly became clear that the 
somewhat static approach of the early mockups (fig. 14) would not achieve the 
required systemic, evolving model that the project required, nor would it enable a 
live testing of the kinds of discourse represented in existing forums. 
The design research process therefore became the creation of an alpha-level (that 
is, a working prototype fit for internal testing, ahead of wider beta testing by the 
public) discussion forum, not a fully-resolved design that would answer all the 
demands of my wider research but one that would allow participants in the testing 
of the site to explore its possibilities & limitations and propose design changes. 
The intention became to develop and test the Alpha version of Building Rights in 
readiness for various stages of public dissemination, with a design charrette (6.3) 
to be held toward the end of the research to pull together all learning to date, 
summarise what had been achieved and set the brief for further development of the 
project beyond the confines of this study. (6.4, 7 -8). 
Through discussion with Europa and Afonso, the model offered by sites like 
StackExchange, based upon peer review of questions and answers, with posts 
framed by question, appeared to be the most appropriate starting point. From 
spending time on forums like StackExchange (which is a niche site targeted at 
programmers, www.stackexchange.com/, Accessed 6.12.2017) they appeared to 
combine the discursive potential of the ‘open thread’ forum with the more 
structured logic of the ‘question and answer’ format. The intuition here was that 
this latter format might enable aggregating, theming, grouping and localizing of 
‘questions’ thanks to the common format, and would also provide a natural closure 
for discussion topics as and when (if ever!) a definitive ‘answer’ to any discourse 
was provided. 
Different ways of building such a site were evaluated, and it was subsequently 
proposed that, rather than starting from scratch, using existing engines and 
modifying them would be the best approach (following the ‘uniform but unique’ 
model celebrated by Swartz & Driscoll, Ratto & Boler, 2014:303, see also Chapter 
3, section 3.3) A review of these engines was therefore undertaken, following which 
the design team selected OSQA (Open Source Question and Answer, fig. 15), an 
open-source and free to use system developed by DZone software as a free version 
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of their more complex, enterprise-facing Answerhub software. OSQA offered a 
customizable system that seemed able to cope with the likely challenges of the 
‘Alpha’ project – and one that could grow in scale and complexity beyond the Alpha 
stage through ‘converting’ to the paid Answerhub. 
 
Figure 15. OSQA in its ‘original’ form, without any recoding or redesign applied. 
The following chart (fig. 16) defines the ambitions for the structure and 
organisation of Building Rights Alpha with direct reference to the functionality of 
OSQA, and was the map followed by the design team in developing the alpha 
version of the project. 
Figure 16. Building Rights organizational 
and relational diagram.
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By late 2012 a series of mockups had been developed by Europa and myself and 
were used in a series of over 25 public or academic lectures from 2012 to 2016, each 
of which presented a public opportunity to test the site’s principles with an 
audience. A number of key questions emerged from this extensive series of public 
appearances, which are summarised below and taken up in the following section: 
‘What are the legal ramifications of the site, and the responsibility for 
bad advice? What happens if bad things happen as a result of bad advice 
on the site?’ 
‘Could it become more local in its scope and have regional or local 
groups in order to achieve more local relevance?’ 
‘The text-based presentation is clear and legible but visual information is 
limited to uploading drawings or photographs. Could a more visual 
approach [such as a sketchup-like applet] add to the functionality?’ 
 ‘What do planners think of this? Does it take away planners’ 
agency/jobs?’ 
 
Figure 17. Launch Event, Victoria & Albert Museum, June 2014. Image courtesy Victoria & Albert 
Museum, used with permission. 
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By April 2014, a working ‘Alpha’ prototype existed and a launch event (fig. 17) had 
been held at the V&A Museum in London. This event was held as part of the 
Victoria & Albert Museum’s ‘It’s All Yours’ Friday Late event, at which a short talk 
introducing the project to over a hundred guests was given, and then attendees 
were invited to take part in a ‘planning pub quiz’, produced in collaboration with 
Europa, a deliberately light-hearted fun means of reinforcing the idea of planning 
as a discursive, public and cultural practice – the ‘game’ that discourse analysis 
would suggest it often resembles within popular discourse. 
The OSQA software had proven very capable of customisation, and the ‘default’ 
identity and graphical layout of the interface had been transformed into the one 
developed by Europa in the earlier mockups (figs. 18 & 19). The layout proposed 
aims at total clarity and simplicity, with clear fonts and structuring. Reflecting the 
political aims of the project, a ‘fist’ logo had been developed by Europa, but this 
logo, and the accent colours of the page that matched it, were designed to appear as 
a different colour with each log-in, emphasising that the ‘politics’ of the project 
were emphatically not affiliated with a particular political party and gently 
emphasising the idea of the site as something outside of such concerns. 
Borrowing from StackExchange, but with a much more stripped back design, the 
Alpha site begins with a large search box that allows searches across the full 
history of question threads, and then lists all questions by ‘popularity’, an 
algorithmic combination of activity and peer-reviewed ratings, by which threads 
and posts can be upvoted or downvoted by users. The site also uses a membership 
system whereby anyone can access all sites, including search engine indexes 
(allowing entry to the site via a question, rather than the site page, another lesson 
pulled from StackExchange and other sites like Mumsnet), but asking a question 
requires membership of the forum and up/downvoting requires a set number of 
‘reputation points’ accrued through participating in the forum and responding to 
others, except in the case of OPs wishing to up or downvote responses to their 
original question. In this way, the site is accessible and indexable to all, but 
rewards involvement and only allows users with a certain ‘reputation’ or above to 
fully impact on the working of the site. As well as the simple submission of 
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questions and answers, the system also allows for, in a hierarchical format, 
commentary on each main post to happen, therefore metadialogues can take place 
as branches from the main discussion, multiple times within a question. This 
represents an early ‘test’ (using a format borrowed from StackExchange and built-
in to OSQA) of using meta-narratives to frame and peer review content. 
The site was ready for the final design charrette by December 2016. This charrette, 
documented and analysed in the following section, became the final ‘purpose’ of 
Building Rights Alpha: as a space online where the design team and invited 
participants could stage a series of discourses which would yield findings about the 
site as it is and as it could be. 
Figures 18-19. Screengrabs (2014) of Building 
Rights Alpha in its first working iteration, by 
Europa and David Knight.
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6.3 Building Rights design charrette 
 
The Building Rights design charrette (fig. 20) took place over a day on 17 
December 2016 at the space rented by the Evening Class group in Aberfeldy Street, 
London. Evening Class (www.evening-class.org/about , Accessed 31.05.2017) is 
made up of a group of young professionals who all come from a graphics and 
communications design background, and none of them have any direct or 
professional experience of spatial design, architecture or planning. They therefore 
formed the perfect ‘closed-door’ testing group for the site as they are highly design-
aware but not versed at all in planning. 
The charrette was hosted by the researcher and attended by project collaborators 
Europa (Robert Sollis and Mia Frostner), Afonso Martins, Evening Class members 
Alexandra, Dina, Nicola, Oliver & Olya, Holly Lang (a graduate of ADS2, ‘my’ 
teaching unit at the RCA School of Architecture, and now part of the planning 
team at the Greater London Authority) and Catarina de Almeida Brito, an 
architectural assistant at DK-CM and another graduate of ADS2, serving as 
facilitator and photographer. We therefore had a room of 11 people, three of which 
(the researcher, Holly and Catarina) had a measure of professional knowledge, 
derived from their practices as architects, architectural trainees and planners. A 
further two professionals, Michelle Warbis (GLA) and Robert McNicol (London 
Borough of Southwark) were unable to attend at the last minute, so there was less 
professional expertise in the room than had been hoped for. 
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Figure 20. Building Rights design charrette, December 2016. Photograph by Catarina de Almeida 
Brito at DK-CM. 
 
The idea of the charrette, explained in a short introductory lecture, was for the 
whole room, using laptops and smartphones, to intensively ‘use’ the site for two 
half-hour sessions, each of which would be followed by a discursive ‘review and re-
design’ session in which any design or organisational queries, problems or ideas 
could be shared with the group and posted on a large wall in the space. In the 
introductory comments, the accessibility of existing ‘official’ online forums such as 
the Planning Portal and the National Planning Practice Guidance site to Mumsnet, 
one of the four forums studied in Chapter 5. This presentation demonstrated to the 
participants, on an anecdotal level, how Mumsnet, emphatically not a planning 
knowledge resource, provided tangible, accessible and relevant information to the 
search terms provided to it than the ‘official’ sources (fig. 21). The point here was 
not that Mumsnet is a better planning resource than the official national sources, 
but that various aspects of its design and organisation, and indeed of its particular 
type of community, brought lessons in terms of how knowledge exchange about 
planning might take place within Building Rights or indeed other similar systems. 
Figure 21. ‘Asking Mumsnet how to build an 
extension, compared to Planning Portal and gov.
uk’. Accessed 03.12.2016, images sourced from 
researcher’s presentation during the charrette.
planningportal.co.uk planningguidance.communities.gov.uk mumsnet.com
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Coloured paper was provided to participants to record their thoughts whilst using 
the site, and they were encouraged to post these sheets on the wall as they were 
created, with every user free to move their and other’s sheets in order to cluster 
them together into themes or sympathetic relationships. Further clustering and 
moving took place collectively at the end of each half hour session. To provoke this, 
a number of questions were presented to the group. These were as follows: 
How is the website working? (best things, worst things) 
What would make communication easier? 
What could be quicker or easier? 
How will the next person with a similar question benefit from this 
conversation? 
What are the legal implications or potential pitfalls of this conversation? 
How could design improve the discussion? 
What is missing? 
The two sessions were themed in order to provoke different ways of using the site. 
The first, ‘home improvements’, asked participants to: 
Think of your current home. 
Think, in real terms, of how you would like to improve, alter or extend it. 
What procedure do you need to follow to fulfil your idea? What 
permission do you need? Who or what could get in your way, cause a 
delay, alter your plans? 
What might you not have thought of? E.g. protected trees, a gas main, 
your neighbours, local heritage...  
This session reflected the vast majority of issues and queries studied in Chapter 5, 
section 5.3, but it was also important to test the site’s capacity to deal with more 
community-minded projects and queries, so the second session, ‘community service’ 
was themed along those lines: 
Think of your local community. 
Think, in real terms, of its current issues & opportunities (e.g. my local 
pub is threatened, independent shops are closing, I wish there was a 
playground) 
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How can you and/or your community tackle your issue or opportunity? 
What are the hurdles, processes? What might get in your way or offer 
you additional support? Who do you need to talk to? What are the 
pitfalls? 
What might you not have thought of? E.g. protected trees, a gas main, 
your neighbours, local heritage...  
The two half-hour sessions played out as planned, with participants encouraged 
not to talk during the period but to channel all of their ideas queries or frustrations 
either into the site, or into the accompanying sheets of paper. Reflecting the 
intensity of the session, they were asked not simply to ask their question and await 
replies, but to use spare time within the allotted time period to explore other 
threads, commenting and peer-reviewing as they saw fit. Those of us with planning 
expertise were also asked to both ask and answer. 
Within the two sessions, 31 questions were asked (or posts initiated) and 26 
answers or responses posted, with a large number of meta-comments also posted 
and 75 ‘paper’ comments posted on the wall. A sample of the threads generated is 
included in Appendix 1. 
At the close of the event, conversations about the site continued, focused on points 
raised on the wall and involving some final moving and clustering of ideas around 
points of commonality (fig. 22).  
A large number of technical, accessibility and visual issues and opportunities were 
identified, and these are also included in Appendix 1, with a number of more 
conceptual queries emerging as follows: 
• It should be possible to form local groups within the site, still existing in 
the overall site but also within smaller groups/communities. Could the 
virtual communities of the forum link to physical communities in the 
real world? [In this way, spaces for activist groups, neighbourhood 
planning groups, campaigns etc. could exist] 
• Where appropriate, questions or threads should link to planning policy, 
particular consultations etc., in order to form connections with external 
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attempts to engage communities (e.g. the production of a local plan). 
Planning authorities should be able to be present/visible/connected. 
• Types of development should be somehow clustered together, 
transformed into case studies or similar. ‘House extensions’, 
‘Neighbourhood Watch’, etc. 
• Frustration was expressed that many of the replies/answers to questions 
were, in effect, ‘talk to the council’, with users expressing frustration 
that there aren’t other resources ahead of this (and also, in many cases, 
not having enough information about whom to contact and how). It was 
discussed that this is perhaps a weakness of a site without much history 
or back-content, in that the inevitable most responsible answer is to 
engage with the local authority in a given instance, in that past 
precedence does not yet exist. 
The charrette was overambitious in terms of how much we could collectively 
‘populate’ the forum in the space of such a short time, and accordingly the amount 
of content generated was disappointing. However, the exercise was very fruitful in 
generating a substantial number of very relevant points about the further 
development of the project, as summarised above, and much more than I had 
anticipated. These points became a series of findings that, in combination with 
discourse analysis of existing non-niche forums, close the study in Chapter 7. 
Overall, the participants were highly engaged in, and positive about, the ambition 
of the project and taking part was considered enjoyable. Although a primitive 
online space, Building Rights Alpha in the somewhat artificial context of the 
charrette had provoked a short but sustained burst of community dialogue 
concerning planning and, more importantly in the context of the wider study, had 
generated a series of lines of enquiry about how such a platform might refine itself 
to fulfil the ambitions set for it in the literature review (Chapters 2-3). 
In the following section I summarise the findings of the design research and 
imagine, on that basis, the next iteration of its design. 
Figure 22. Charrette wall at the end of the 
session. Photograph by Catarina de Almeida 
Brito at DK-CM.
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6.4 Building Rights Alpha: review and design research summary 
 
This review of the design research process draws not only on the design process 
itself but also on the theoretical contextualization of the project outlined in 
Chapters 2-4 and on lessons learned from the parallel study of existing on-line 
discussions in Chapter 5. This review is grouped under a series of headings derived 
from public exposure of Building Rights Alpha from 2012 to 2016, our own internal 
design development conversations, and issues arising out of the final design 
charrette, as summarized in the preceding chapter.  
 
Legal Responsibility and ‘Bad Advice’ 
This is a practical point but one that came up repeatedly during public 
demonstrations and lectures about the project (Chapter 6, section 6.2), with 
audiences keen to know not only how the legal rights of the originator of advice, 
commentary or experience might be protected, but how the site as a whole might 
protect itself. 
Following a survey of comparable sites, most notably those studied in Chapter 5, 
the most commonplace approach is to adopt an ‘at your own risk’ stance that places 
all responsibility for content in the hands of the user that generated that content, 
leaving copyright or ownership over the material in the hands of the user but 
asserting an ongoing, or in-perpetuity, right to use this material by the owner of 
the site. In this way the management of the site has perpetual usage and overall 
charge of the content generated and stored on the site, whilst not claiming 
responsibility or ownership for the advice offered. Mumsnet asserts copyright over 
the site and its general content, but places copyright to ‘User Content’ with the 
user (https://www.mumsnet.com/info/terms-of-use, Accessed 31.05.2017). 
StackExchange adopts the same approach to what it calls ‘Subscriber Content’, but 
utilises the ‘Creative Commons Attribution Share Alike’ license in relation to the 
StackExchange company’s rights to use content posted on its services. 
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The value and ambition of Mumsnet, to take one extreme example, has not been 
reduced by concerns of the impact of poor advice on new parents and their children. 
If the right legally-observed terms of use were in place, there is no reason why 
Building Rights or a similar service could not adopt the same strategy successfully, 
in a way that enables both individual users, commercial companies and public 
sector organisations to post as ‘freely’ or not as they choose, whilst acknowledging 
that the latter two organisations are likely to require their own protocols and 
strategies for public communication on-line, responsibility for which would also 
need to exist outside the forum. 
 
Local Relevance 
The majority of planning-related discourse is necessarily tied to a particular space 
and time, whether a particular spatial situation or a particular legal and policy 
context. One of the critical failings of PD legislation (Chapter 4, section 4.3) was 
that in describing general situations, the legal text of the legislation opened up 
huge spatial possibilities or problematics in relation to the specific, particular 
situations where ‘generalised’ definitions had nothing to say, e.g. when a house 
doesn’t ‘face’ the road with its main elevation. In the English public planning 
context, specifics of site and policy context remain of primary importance. 
For advice and discourse regarding planning issues to take on direct agency, in 
principle it should wherever possible be tied to its location. In practice though, 
many posters in the studied threads consciously obscured their location in order to 
not jeopardise their ‘projects’ or to accidentally expose themselves. In response to 
this, it seems clear that Building Rights must encourage as much site specificity as 
possible within its information processing (allowing users, for example, to specify 
the relevant planning authority, or the types of land designation that are 
applicable) without enforcing such things. 
The possibility of allowing a potentially national-level independent resource like 
Building Rights to place projects in space and time, and to organise their relevance 
to each other by land designation or local authority (to take two examples only), is 
currently limited, and subject to concerns about a non-governmental service 
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gaining a mass of data about the populace in an unregulated context that could 
lead to abuse of that data, although there are many new technologies emerging 
which are explicitly targeted, from a technological point of view, at both mapping 
out, and ‘levelling out’ planning policy across statutory authorities, though the 
usefulness of such services in this context may be reduced by their commercial (i.e. 
chargeable) nature, and calls for greater regulation or legal scrutiny over services 
such as Facebook and Instagram are on the increase, suggesting a growing 
maturity in relation to social media as a ‘public’ form of data. Real, systemic local 
(inter-)relevance, in policy terms, can only really be achieved by connecting 
discourse up to smart data mapping, though the cultural qualities of localness 
must also be considered – can a platform such as Building Rights challenge, shape 
or reinforce local approaches and characteristics as suggested by Miller (2016) 
whilst retaining the important ‘blindness’ to political boundaries that the forum 
format offers? 
The other aspect of locality, asserted within the design charrette, was the 
possibility of local interests, moments of consultation or engagement growing up as 
communities within the framework of the site. It may be, for example, that a local 
authority seeks to use the site to expand the consultation that takes place around 
an emerging Local Plan. Or it may be that a local group, opposed say to the loss of 
a local community amenity, might gather and seek further support and advice 
through the community. In the former example, existing ‘official’ definitions of 
locality are primary, as they would be when considering the relevance of different 
levels of policy or in different extant statutory authorities. In the former example, 
those ‘official’ definitions of locality may not be primary, or indeed might be 
challenged by the group in question. It seems clear that locality, in a space such as 
Building Rights, must be something that can be determined using existing, 
officially-designated place definitions, but must also be definable in new terms, 
that associate with popular perceptions of place rather than with the lines of the 
map, and which challenge the current ‘irrelevance’ of territories just outside the 
boundaries of a given statutory area. 
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Typological Clustering and the snowball effect 
If agency for aggregating discourse appears to increase with spatial specificity, 
then it seems that typological specificity is also of use. The tagging, visually or via 
text, or questions, problems and projects, is an easy way of clustering types of 
issue, of relating ‘new’ issues to ones that already exist within the database (‘Users 
also asked’, ‘Similar projects’). For this to work, and allow easy navigation, it is 
important for the system itself to know relationships between projects (something 
only possible via tagging, which should be editable by the poster but also by 
moderators and perhaps by the system itself as technology allows), but also to 
make this clustering visible. At present, the interface simply places ‘most popular’ 
questions up top, and makes searching of the site a primary navigation tool – a 
limitation unless the system has a particularly sophisticated search algorithm 
which can account for misuse of terms, or indeed no or little understanding of 
terms on behalf of the user. But what if it were possible to organise the whole 
database typologically, in the format of a file structure for instance? In this way, a 
‘clicking through’ of content might enable users to gain access to relevant 
information in a way that further undermines the need to ‘know the right word’ 
before advancing to meaningful discourse. 
Typologically clustering, in this way, provides a strong chance for the agency of 
popular discourse, as already carried out on-line in non-specialist forums and as 
played out in Building Rights Alpha, to become more systemic, for knowledge to 
‘snowball’ through the simple intervention of clustering relatable knowledge and 
case studies together. If each ‘new question’ on existing forums were to pick up 
from where a relevant past question left off, or reframe it with new knowledge or 
opinions (challenging the status quo of ‘I’m sure this question has already been 
asked, but’ or ‘I recall a thread about this, but I can’t find it’, both of which 
appeared in threads studied in Chapter 6), the quality of accessible discourse and 
information would be significantly increased. Particular realms of expertise, 
gathered around particularly common questions, challenges or opportunities faced 
by individuals and communities could come into being. 
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Visualising Building Practices 
Within the design charrette, the possibility of using better visualization tools was a 
key topic of conversation. Within the studied forums (Chapter 6), people frequently 
resorted to such means in order to: 
• Enhance the poster’s description of a particular situation  
• Enhance the posters’ description of their intentions 
• Provide visual examples or case studies of relevant other projects 
• Demonstrate the results (usually successful in the eyes of the poster) of a 
project at its cessation. 
 
Figure 23. ‘Self-authored’ image of extension under discussion, likely produced in Microsoft Word 
of similar widely available software. Sourced from threads studied (see Appendix 2). 
Such visualisations took the form of photographs taken by the poster, photographs 
or imagery found on-line as examples, and drawings, including those produced by 
consultants paid by the poster or ‘on the other side’ or drawings created by the 
poster (figs. 23 & 24). 
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The role of provided images, whether photographs, sketches or scaled drawings, 
was usually very useful in building understanding of the topic being discussed or 
problem being faced. The forums under study used simple image upload or image 
referencing HTML in order to allow posting of images, but the usefulness of these 
images, in addition to demands for more visual means of communication from 
charrette participants, suggests that a particular tool for visual communication 
should be developed. This tool should allow scalable information to be posted as 
well as material like photographs, and for any user involved in the discussion to 
‘draw’ on this material, perhaps associating colours with users in the manner of 
collaborative editing of documents in Office software like Google Docs. Such a tool 
would allow an on-line equivalent of the (1) ‘sketching over drawings’ which is a 
mainstay of pre-application dialogue and (2) the ‘gesturing with a pointer’ which 
nowadays frequently accompanies application descriptions at planning committees 
and enquiries. Crucially, reflecting the wider ambitions of the project, the space of 
the drawing should be allowed to be a place of conflict and adversarial positions, a 
layering of drawings that preserves visual clarity. Could particular layers of 
drawing (as owned by different users) be subject to peer review in the manner of 
text responses? 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Selection of images from threads 
studied. Included here are posters’ own photos, 
screengrabs of maps & plans, and third party 
images.
skip_1
JustinP1
DrC
JackReacher
jamesc_1729
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Here it is useful to refer back to the theoretical demands placed on the proposed 
online platform by this study’s exploration of the political potential of social media 
in Chapter 3, section 3.3: 
• In order to theoretically impact upon democracy and create an agonistic 
space, new media must be able to transcend the individual and self-
expression, ‘the expression of a vote’ 
-Building Rights Alpha, deploying the Q&A format as a modification of the 
‘forum’ model, allows the same discursive dialogue and practice to emerge 
as happens on traditional forums such as Mumsnet et. al.. Community-
building tools must be present in subsequent versions which enhance this 
offer. 
• Productive/making practices must be present within the discourse  
-The kinds of queries and ongoing projects/challenges studied in many of the 
threads in Chapter 6, and to a lesser degree those rehearsed in the design 
charrette, are inarguably creative projects in the same manner as the 
jewellery projects of Swartz & Driscoll (2014, Chapter 3, section 3.3). They 
build up very similar communities of support, critique and solidarity to 
those present in the space of the forums explored in that study. It seems 
clear that visual/spatial tools would be invaluable to enhancing this process. 
• The space must contain (or, perhaps, must promote and encourage) positive 
and productive impulses, rather than simply oppositional ones  
-Again, this is only ‘answered’ by Building Rights Alpha in as much as it 
borrows so much of its structure from extant online forums. As can be seen 
in Chapter 6, the oppositional nature of much traditional public/planning 
discourse is simply not present and/or no longer the dominant form of 
discourse in the new world of online discourse. 
• The space cannot be defined in terms established by the state or the 
professional, cannot be ‘project-specific’ and the procedures, processes and 
protocols of the project cannot frame the discourse, as these are alienating 
(and perhaps hegemonic) in relation to the lay audience  
-Building Rights Alpha began life as a ‘free’ service (to its designers as well 
as its users) not withstanding a monthly hosting subscription. Again 
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following the lead of other successful online platforms, there is no reason 
why this non-state, non-profit model cannot grow with its users. A key 
question here is in finance, and how the potentially huge demands on server 
space might be paid for.  
• The space must exist ‘between’ state and popular realms, and in a way that 
enables a mutual and equal relationship (if not an unproblematic, non-
agonistic one) 
-Building Rights Alpha uses its own ‘ranking’ system, quite apart from 
professional status, rankings and relationships. It also allows users to 
declare, or not declare, their ‘real world’ associations and skills. It thus, in a 
manner that could be refined, provides a space that allows discourse to 
happen between apparent equals. 
• The space should allow for both on-topic and off-topic discussions – points 
and subjects in common in order to allow a more supportive environment to 
emerge, and thereby avoiding the casual hostilities of much online discourse  
-Here Building Rights presents a problem, as it is perhaps unlikely to foster 
a ‘parallel’ community of discourse in connection to, but thematically 
disassociated from, the main topic of discourse that would bring people to 
the site. 
• The format of the message board has the necessary durability to allow for 
heterogeneity, and its distributed nature (contrary to Facebook et al) allows 
for a greater freedom and autonomy, though still falling short of being a real 
‘public space’. 
-The testing of Building Rights Alpha strongly suggests that, modified to 
allow for the ‘Q&A’ format, the message board has the right discursive 
functionality for positively addressing the question of this study and 
providing a space for popular discourse to thrive. 
• Should respond, through design, to the capacity of social media to reflect, 
reinforce or reshape local & national behaviours, traits and characteristics. 
Within social media, the message board is best placed to enable a 
transnational conversation but, in the case of planning, must also find the 
structural means of achieving local relevance, i.e. the field for which the 
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discussion is relevant does have spatial limits. 
-See above for a discussion of local relevance and the challenging, shaping 
or reinforcing of local characteristics. 
 
* 
 
This section has described a series of related processes which created, tested and 
then analysed a prototypical space for exploring the potential of an online platform 
in relation to the mutualisation of public planning and the public. The key finding 
from this perhaps is that there is a definite role for design skill – spatial and 
communications – in refining a space for the particular mutual relationship 
envisaged within this research to exist in. The description of a planning or spatial 
problem, the application of generic Q&A formats to a very particular local and 
disciplinary realm, the aesthetics of such a space, these all present very clear and 
challenging design problems which, it seems, require communications design skill 
and spatial expertise to imagine and solve. Building Rights Alpha confirms the 
agency of design in this field. 
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7 Summary of Findings: Design and Discourse 
 
This chapter pulls together the findings from the two strands of research into one 
place and to explore their relationship to each other, and ends with a discussion of 
the limitations of the study. It also returns the study to the findings of (DoE, 1995, 
& Chapter 2, section 2.2), the most recent formal research that explores the 
popular perception of planning and which provided a key benchmark for the 
present study. Key points from (DoE, 1995) are returning to because, following this 
research, they have retained or strengthened their relevance to how the 
relationship between public planning and the public might be bridged. 
Here, whilst perceiving ‘competent’ planning officers to be readily accessible, public 
respondents in DoE (1995) were dissatisfied with the ‘manner of discussion and 
negotiation’ in those conversations and in others they witnessed as part of 
planning procedures, mainly development control. The terms of discussion were 
often seen to be alienating, dogmatic and failing to represent a problem-solving 
position. The public were aware of, and suspicious of, the closed-doors pressure put 
on planning officers by elected members, and sympathetic to the pressure this put 
on public planners. There was a desire to open up the discourses around planning 
processes and decision-making and to remove (or at least reveal) hierarchies, to 
foster ‘other practices’ (1995:93) that allow and encourage co-operation, openness of 
dialogue, and negotiation. 
The content of the on-line discourse analysed within the present study suggests a 
public that continues to be ready for this new, more open relationship, and to be 
enacting it within the social circles of online forums, often including professional 
protagonists. In their current form, on-line forum discussions serve as an 
environment in which a parallel planning discourse, which planning professionals 
participate in but do not define or administrate, can thrive, and the research 
suggests that this is most-often a highly positive and supportive environment for 
its users. 
If the discourse and knowledge exchange of public planning is to open up in the 
manner called for back in 1995 (and still, this study suggests, of fundamental 
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importance to the survival of a relevant, democratic, public planning system) then 
these existing forums present some key lessons for how it might do so: 
 
Language 
The first lesson is one of language, identified by Goodman et.al. (Chapter 2, section 
2.2) as a key failing in the connection between planning and its public(s) and by 
Hillier and Gunder (Chapter 3, section 3.2) as a tool for challenging the 
neoliberalisation of the current system. For Goodman, the professionals’ use of a 
highly codified and, in public terms, obscure technical language represented a 
barrier to dialogue. This may continue be true at the scale of wider society, but to 
the engaged participants in on-line forums the use of technical terms, to a fairly 
high level of sophistication, is widespread and common. This suggests that 
technical language itself may not be the problem, which is good news as to the 
professional planner this language is of critical importance not only, as is argued 
within this study, to reinforce ideological or hegemonic relations, but also to ensure 
the defensibility and legal standing of their processes. Instead of sweeping away 
technical language, the online discourse studied suggests that more can be 
achieved through the following means: 
• Greater definition of technical terms upfront and with public(s) contributing 
to that definition, such that their meaning can be established (and, ideally, 
challenged) by all participants 
• Situating technical language in more colloquial or informal ‘lay’ idiom, what 
could be called a conversation, rather than framing it in legalistic phrasing 
(something that occurs naturally through the ‘particular’ space of the online 
forum 
• Use of narrative, or the emotional engagement of the ‘ongoing’ project or 
story, to engage people in planning discourse 
The language of online discourse, which is close to the front line of emerging 
linguistic paradigms and has its own highly codified terms and abbreviations, 
presents an ‘alternative’, counter-discourse to the equally codified language of the 
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professional planner. In this sense, technical language might serve as a bridge 
between the professional and the lay, a common pool of meaning that is owned by 
‘both’ parties. As discovered during the development of Building Rights, key terms 
can become useful tools for grouping and clustering themes, issues and ideas, and a 
key role for a service platform in this context may be its capacity to aid in the 
making these linkages. 
Allowing common themes, issues and ideas, to connect together – either through 
the particularity of the theme or geographically – was a strong call made by 
participants in the Building Rights charrette as a way of achieving solidarity, 
wider relevance and agency; even at this early stage in development it appeared 
clear to participants that a ‘snowball’ effect was important in future versions of the 
platform, allowing specific issues to become general and achieve more widespread 
relevance. Platforms such as Building Rights, going beyond the non-planning 
spaces of existing forums, seem ideally placed to allow this clustering of knowledge 
to become a vital resource to the wider public, and to allow more people to start 
from a position of experience and agency in their own engagements with planning. 
 
Agency 
The online discourse revealed the public to be engaged in a complex, ‘gamed’ 
relationship with the planning system; using policy wilfully, operating 
opportunistically in relation to existing power structures and rule systems, and 
aware of the way that professionals – corporate applicants, local authorities, 
consultants – work in similar ways to serve their own ends and goals. The wider 
public is typically not working from a system of financial or hegemonic power in 
this context though, and as such ‘gaming’ the system, what Fiske might 
understand as the ‘art of the weak’, becomes a vital tool in their hands. The 
operations undertaken in this way, and the discourse that accompanies them, can 
be understood to be as much a part of planning as the formal discussions of the 
planning committee or the local plan consultation. Recognising that the wider 
heterogeneous public use and abuse of the extant public planning system is as 
much a planning practice as the public system is a key stepping stone toward an 
improved system, and has the potential to break down the pseudo-rationality of 
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much current planning discourse. If a platform can be developed which fosters and 
creates agency for these wider practices, in the manner which Building Rights has 
the potential to do, then the antagonistic nature of much discourse, often 
characterized by different groups speaking in entirely different terms, has the 
potential to be transcended in favour of an agonistic space in which all voices have 
agency. Such a process, standing outside the statutory system, could play a role in 
facilitating the transformation of the public planner to the ‘open’ model called for 
by Hillier et. al (Chapter 3, section 3.2), by revealing and giving a long-term 
presence to the voices and discourse that openness needs to be directed toward. 
The charrette indicated that the current ability of online forums to engender a 
space of support and solidarity, to complement the literal solving of problems or 
addressing of issues, can be a strong support to this approach, allowing the 
formation of local or theme-based cultures of mutuality and support that transcend 
policy, political boundary and professional barriers. 
 
The design of an agonistic space for planning discourse 
Building Rights Alpha was a first attempt at creating a space, closely related to the 
forums studied, but which might contain particular design elements that have the 
potential to build the agency of popular planning discourse with a view to 
positively influencing extant public planning practices. This study has revealed a 
few of those design elements, some of which are present already but all of which 
would be fundamental to its subsequent development. These can be summarised 
as: 
• Define the terms of debate. Technical language is only a barrier if  used as a 
tool of exclusion, and can serve as a bridge between professionals and lay 
people; 
• Colloquial language and forum codification are useful, not only for 
pragmatic reasons of ease of use but also because they engender a specialist 
environment and a community of familiarity. If a discourse culture can be 
built, on-line, around existing building and planning practices then it will 
contribute to the visibility and agency of those practices; 
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• Use moderation and new media technologies to cluster discourse around 
themes or localities, as a further tool in building associations, solidarity, 
and allowing specific, ‘small’ problems to achieve wider relevance, toward a 
substantial, indexable knowledge base that allows more people to not ‘start 
from scratch’. This snowballing appears to have a strong chance of making 
popular planning discourse more tangible, visible and systemic, a more 
visible and collective form of dissent sitting alongside, and challenging, the 
extant system. 
• Reveal plan-making. Public knowledge of the creation of planning policy, 
and the reasoning or evidence behind planning decision-making, is 
inadequate. Calls for greater access to senior figures and councillors are an 
aspect of this inadequacy. How to enable greater knowledge of plan-making 
is not something that BR Alpha was able to tackle, but it is likely to involve 
working in tandem with other initiatives concerned with revealing (and 
standardizing, not in itself unproblematic) planning policy. 
• Understand that, for individuals and the wider public, money and financial 
risk are key concerns in many engagements with planning, and should not 
be suppressed in planning discourse in favour of pseudo-rational 
discussions, particularly given the current political climate of austerity and 
increasing private-sector influence over public planning departments. The 
economics of planning is of vital importance whether in the form of fiscal 
policy, developer contributions or a family’s annual budget. 
• Allow peer review and make it easy. Participants in the charrette strongly 
supported the use of peer review to organise, evaluate and reflect upon the 
discourses in which they were involved. That said, the current form of these 
tools within Building Rights Alpha is inadequate, and the rules of their 
application are too obscure. In forum terms, the ‘uber’ user who rises to a 
position of responsibility, notoriety or influence within a forum (not unlike a 
‘power seller’ in eBay, Uber Star Ratings or any number of social reputation 
systems) is a powerful force in a community, and of tremendous use to that 
community as can be seen in the presence of such users, over sustained time 
periods, in many of the threads studied. 
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• Through privacy settings provide a space of safety for sharing lessons, 
narratives and queries, in which processes of ‘getting away with it’ or 
excorporation are not threatened by their scrutiny by ‘official’ or 
professional users. In this way, most fundamentally, a platform such as 
Building Rights should not be a state service (as initially questioned in 
Chapter 3, section 3.3) but should sit outside the state, in proximity to it. 
• Acknowledge the ‘gaming’ nature of planning as practiced by all parties, not 
just the public. Such a nature is inherent to an agonistic, renegotiated 
political space and should be acknowledged as a legitimate space of 
planning discourse and knowledge exchange, and a counter to the apparent 
rationality of most current, hegemonic planning discourse. 
 
Planning and People: A mutual relationship 
The forums studied revealed that, in sometimes surprising circumstances, there 
exists an expert group within diverse knowledge communities that is ready to 
apply their expertise in informal and unremunerated ways to help other forum 
users, both directly and indirectly. Indeed, almost every thread that led to a long, 
complex chain of conversation relied in part on expert voices (both lay and 
professional) to keep up momentum.  
The forums also revealed a lay community that ultimately is sympathetic to the 
existence and ambitions of public planning and which seeks, primarily, 
improvements to that system’s ability to communicate above all other 
considerations. In short, a mutual, supportive and subtle dialogue between people 
and planners already exists, just not in the spaces where we would traditionally 
look for it. 
In a context where public planning’s agency to trial new forms of communication 
appears limited, the workload of the typical local authority planner is under 
pressure like never before, and much innovation in the world of planning is centred 
upon creating more systematic, automated and efficient forms of date analysis and 
decision-making in the context of increasing automisation of the industry (Frey & 
Osborne, 2013), it feels appropriate that it should be popular forms of discourse 
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that lead the way in improving lines of communication between public planning 
and its public(s). In embryonic form, Building Rights, building on the evidence base 
gathered from existing forums, suggests a tool that can be part of this 
reconnection. Beginning with popular discourse and incorporating expert voices 
along the way, the model posited by Building Rights is not a process of gradually, 
incrementally ‘educating’ the public in how planning is done within the extant 
institutional and statutory framework, it is instead an exercise in bridge-building, 
a snowball-like model whereby a knowledge of planning and building practices 
emerges which is distinct from, potentially counter to, but engaged with, extant 
statutory models. This demands a public engagement with planning which extant 
discourse on unrelated forums would strongly indicate is already in existence, most 
significantly at the scale of the direct, local, personal planning problem but 
certainly not limited to this. It will also demand a change in the culture of 
planning, but not one that is unprecedented or un-latent in the culture as it stands 
(Campbell & Marshall: 2002:108). 
Not to mention the survival, in various forms, of the ‘greater good’ represented by 
public service as identified by Clifford & Tewdwr-Jones (2013). If this greater good 
were reconceptualised as a system in which both public planning and its publics 
are involved as active participants, very much following the reconceptualization of 
the professional and the popular posited by Fiske and Gans (Chapter 2, section 
2.2), in which new forms of culture are formed out of the culture provided by the 
dominant, then a new space might be created, not of consensus and agreement, but 
of democratic dissent and adversarial, agonistic relationships understood as a 
positive process of decision-making and the production of political meaning. 
Public planning’s democratic potential is, it would seem, of vital importance to both 
practicing public sector planners and to the public(s) they serve. This democratic 
potential is currently limited, not only by the array of forces currently weighing 
against the possibility of planning as a democratic practice but also by the powerful 
dichotomies, hegemonic structuring and binary assumptions that deny the 
reciprocal relationship between a people of a society and the decision-making 
frameworks that frame the future of that society. If planning is to emerge as a 
discursive, democratic practice, and one capable of living up to the ‘promise’ of 
participation, and the demand for direct-democracy implicit in much social media 
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discourse, then a reconceptualization of its relationship to wider society seems 
necessary, and there should be a strong role for carefully designed communication 
tools in the playing out of the reconceptualization, building on the firm foundations 
apparent within the building discourse and building practices that already exist 
within the popular. 
Can the planning system, or part of it, be reconceptualised as an ‘open’, agonistic 
political space in which the role of the public is as vital as the role of the trained 
professional? As both an academic subject and as a profession, public planning has 
its own rules, customs, practices and communities. It is fruitless to attempt a 
reconstruction of these from scratch to align to emerging new media paradigms; far 
better, this study suggests, to allow the mutual advocacy of planning expressed by 
both public planners and the public at large to build connections between the two 
groups. The theory and practice of social and new media would suggest it has a 
paradigmatic capacity to assist with those connections. 
Can the emerging paradigm of the ‘collaborative’ planner be fulfilled or expanded 
upon by exposure to the popular? The public planner on an online forum such as a 
developed Building Rights becomes a more complex and collaborative professional 
than the current norms of the profession allow for. Not simply the interlocutor or 
advocate of a group, company, community or local authority but instead a person of 
knowledge, skills and principles who deploys those things in a variety of ways in a 
variety of contexts. Their knowledge would be of use in a greater variety of 
situations and their role in democratic society would be more visible, seen 
collectively. Whilst the practice of the planner has not been the subject of this 
study, the picture of the ‘public’ that emerged from Chapter 5 suggests that the 
antagonisms presented in the media (Clifford, 2006) are artificial ones and that 
there is a latent mutuality in our society between the public planner and the public 
that might finally be exploited through new media. 
Can the paradigm shift represented by the ever-increasing significance of social 
media be captured to aid in these transformations? To an extent, the discourse that 
is already happening on-line is playing a role here. A parallel discourse of planning 
– not always well-informed, not always satisfactory, always playful, adversarial, 
discursive and complex – is already happening. The discourse of new media and 
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the online platform does not follow the codified practices of public planning as 
currently practiced in this country. The unlocking of discourse that they represent 
will be brought to bear on the practice of planning as traditional forms of 
engagement, and the mechanics of Localism will appear ever more slight and 
unsatisfactory in comparison to the and visibility substance (progressive or not, 
‘good’ or not) of popular discourse. This study suggests that this exposure and 
‘bringing to bear’ need not be antagonistic in character but has every chance, aided 
by design, of becoming agonistic: complex, discursive, heterogeneous, impactful, 
informed. 
 
Limits of the Research, New Questions 
Building Rights is an incomplete project. Even if it were at a stage in its design 
where it could be described as finished, it would take a long period of intense public 
usage before anything approaching a final conclusion about its worth could be 
established. The researcher intends to take Building Rights on this journey upon 
the completion of this research. 
The fact of Building Rights’ incompleteness was for a time the clearest limitation of 
the study, and led in the end to a very particular interdisciplinary methodology in 
response. The development and testing of the platform does not ‘prove’ that 
Building Rights is the tool to help improve the relationship between people and 
planning. What it has generated, instead, is a series of insights which suggest that 
a tool like it is precisely the kind of intervention that could make a profound 
impression not only on the relationship between people and planning, but on 
planning itself as a practice, as suggested in the preceding section. 
The more profound of the questions asked by this research are about the precise 
mechanics of how popular planning discourse might gain agency and traction 
within the current public planning system. It appears that the same algorithmic 
potential that promotes bridal wear to engaged women and Viagra to aging men 
might also be the key to forming connections across the landscape of popular 
planning discourse: the trick will be in allowing issues and narratives to ‘snowball’ 
and connect across society and into policy. This is how change will become 
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systemic. Ten thousand people gathered in a thousand community centres in an 
effort to save a cherished local amenity – imagine if their expertise, failures and 
achievements could be shared? A deeper study of the learning processes that 
happen in the analogue world would be useful here – what might on-line spaces 
learn from the village hall and the public house. 
This study’s analysis of extant forums limits its scope to the content left behind on 
online platforms by their users. As suggested within Chapter 4, this does not allow 
us to explore the motivations, characters and sociological formations that lie 
behind and around the threads studied. A subsequent study might explore these 
meta-narratives through interviews or similar methods, and might yield yet richer 
findings about the workings and motivations of these communities. 
 
* 
 
The study herein into the language and culture of on-line forums when discussing 
planning was initially conceived of as one way among many of understanding the 
popular response to public planning. But it also stands as evidence of the existing 
mutual relationship between people and planning. People are happy to engage with 
planning, on their terms: collectively, and in creative, even devious ways. And 
there is widespread respect for the ambition and challenge that public planning, in 
principle, represents. The opposition of ‘planning vs. people’ is revealed to be a 
false one, and its place a much more nuanced and complex relationship is revealed. 
The questions that emerge from this have a broader relevance than what they can 
teach an online platform, and point to reconceptualization of planning that might 
aide its durability in the face of the current neoliberal onslaught. How might other 
‘spaces’ of planning, from the committee chamber to the public forum and the 
meeting with a duty officer be reframed by this understanding, or superseded by 
other forms? And, further to the idea of forms, if planning as currently practiced 
can be understood to ‘result’ (at least partially) in a particular type of place and 
architecture, what new forms of place and architecture might emerge were the gulf 
to be bridged? 
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The public planner’s response to popular discourse, contextualized within the wider 
rise of populism as a political force, should also be explored, building on the earlier 
work of Clifford & Tewdwr-Jones (2013) and others, partly but not only as a means 
of establishing the degree of willingness to be as ‘open’ as society demands and as 
the theories of Gunder, Hillier and Mouffe strongly advocate. The belief in the 
public planner that has informed this study is derived in part from studies like 
(2013) but also from a deeper personal belief in the potential of the public planner 
to take on new forms of agency and openness – a belief that should be tested 
further, possibly internationally, in the form of a sociological exploration of the 
planner’s conceptualization of, and experience of, the wider society in which they 
operate. 
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8 Conclusion 
 
 
There appears to be a consensus that planning must command public 
legitimacy and that this must mean direct democratic accountability. 
(TCPA, 2017) 
 
The findings of Making Planning Popular strongly suggest that there is a crucial 
role for design in capitalising on existing transformations in popular planning 
discourse. The research has set out a range of parameters derived from extant 
popular discourse about how this might best be achieved. Building Rights in its 
current iteration is understood not as the final resolution of this goal but as a 
prototype through which the design of such a tool has been substantially defined. 
Its own limitations, and the potential revealed in its testing, form a brief for 
further research and further design.  
This study is the first such work to explore popular online discourse concerning 
public planning, the first to explore popular perceptions of public planning within 
social media and online discourse, and the first to test the role of the designer in 
expanding the significance of that discourse in the transformation of the built 
environment. It takes place at an exciting, challenging moment when new forms of 
discourse and knowledge exchange are already reshaping political institutions and 
have the potential to go further. In the context of planning as in the wider political 
sphere, the agency of the popular is as worrying as it is exhilarating, and since the 
outset of this study a range of political transformations have occurred which have 
seen rejections of existing forms of political power, whether in the emancipatory 
form of the Occupy movement or direct democracy or in the – far more widespread 
– rise of populism as manifest in the success of figures such as Le Pen, Trump and 
Farage. These transformations are happening around the world. Though this 
study’s contextualization of the ‘popular’ as a political force can’t keep pace with 
these current events, they have emphasized the need to find progressive, 
emancipatory forms of popular activity, and the ways by which that activity might 
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gain agency in the current world. This is not a populist lip service to the worst 
excesses of public opinion, which more closely resembles the participatory rhetoric 
of the current era, instead it is a genuine opening up of the discipline and its 
processes to wider society – its actions and its discourse – and the assertion of the 
relevance and agency of that wider world. Thanks to the discourses studied, which 
are purposely cross-society, this study strongly suggests the progressive potential 
of the popular to impact upon public planning. This brings risks as well as 
opportunities; global issues such as fake news and the challenges of anonymity and 
data protection have become mainstream after the majority of this study was 
conducted, and these issues must necessarily impact upon the design and character 
of spaces and platforms that might learn from or build upon Building Rights. The 
need for influence and reputation to be connected to tangible identities whilst 
protecting the practices and autonomy of individuals and groups is a more 
apparent one than it was during the design of Building Rights Alpha, however 
much these things were considered during that process. Indeed, the work of Fiske 
et al (3.1) is a reminder, from before the paradigm shift of new media, that the 
culture of the popular can only ever be potentially progressive, it is not an obvious 
good in itself, a reminder that the design of the spaces and protocols in which such 
things reside and gain agency is of vital importance. The discovery in Chapter 5 
that there is widespread sympathy for public planning among the public – 
transcending the problems of the day – is a key one here as it suggests that the 
trajectory for a better engagement between public planning and popular discourse 
has the potential to be progressive – a multidirectional process of knowledge 
exchange and understanding-building between state and popular - at a moment 
when such a thing is of vital importance to planning (1.1) albeit one that the 
profession has not yet connected with. In terms of influence and contribution to 
knowledge, it is hoped that the research will contribute this ultimately political 
understanding to the emerging field of digital service design in planning: we must 
build tools that connect people and public planning, not simply streamline existing 
systems using new technologies. The latent ‘open’ planner described in, for 
instance, the work of Clifford & Tewdwr-Jones (2013) and evident in the work of  
(for instance) Damon Rich, Finn Williams & Pooja Agrawal and many others, 
strongly suggests that the importance of public service remains strong in the minds 
of a very large number of public sector planners, and that there is a professional 
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desire for a revitalised public planning discipline to re-engage with its publics and 
emerge transformed. It suggests that there is a strong will toward this among the 
planning profession, even if such a will is not currently evident in the structures of 
the planning system itself.  
The study of existing forums, originally intended as supporting research for the 
design process, took on greater importance once the design research process was 
underway. Its findings ultimately suggest that a diverse public community around 
planning already exists, in the interstices between dialogues across a range of 
popular forums. This community involves a mix of lay and professional users, and 
is a mutual, supportive, critical and engaged environment in which planning issues 
are discussed and negotiated, and where the people involved in those issues are 
supported, critiqued, advised. These are communities with very strong codes, rules 
and social structures, and as extant spaces they provide a clear template for tools 
aimed directly at public planning, chief among them the presence of diverse users, 
moderators and, crucially, a feeling of community in which sympathies can be 
shared over the medium and long-term, personalities remembered. For many years 
the researcher has anecdotally described Building Rights as ‘mumsnet for 
planning’, but in the terms outlined above such a thing already exists. The task for 
future incarnations of Building Rights, or similar platforms, will be to make a 
place where that wider community can exist within direct proximity to planning. 
Of course, neither Mumsnet nor its cousins in this study set out to be a place for 
increasing participation in planning nor where planning-related discourse might 
play out, but, as part of the de-siloing that we witness all around us, they have 
become just those sorts of space. It could be seen as a limitation that, as a space 
that is specifically interested in questions of planning, Building Rights might not 
become the kind of popular space studied within this research. But this does a 
disservice to the potential of public planning: few lay people are interested in 
planning per se, but huge numbers of us care about the future of our built and un-
built environments: with passion and knowledge, and in many cases in ways that 
occupy a great deal of non-work time and energy. In reframing planning questions 
as the larger, collective effort that our built environment demands, we stand a 
chance of transforming this care and effort into something systemic. It may be that 
a further development of Building Rights is able to provide such a reframing, but 
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even if that does not occur, the profession of public planning should, this study 
concludes, open itself up to the wider world of discourse and agency represented 
(but not limited) by the online discourse studied herein. In today’s neoliberal 
austerity, such an opening-up might be public planning’s greatest chance of 
continued relevance and agency. 
Not only does the online forum represent a potentially progressive space for 
planning discourse, but it also represents a language and a manner of discourse 
that the profession could benefit from in radical ways. The language and idiom of 
forums is a bridge between professional and lay user that builds trust, honesty, 
frankness. It is far from an unproblematic space but a problematic space, along 
agonist people by adversaries rather than enemies, is precisely what is required. 
New media has the potential to finally live up to the demands of Goodman 
(Chapter 2, section 2.2) and many subsequent voices for the language of planning 
to be radically transformed from the outside in order to increase its democratic 
potential. This outside space, thanks to the paradigmatic shift in our 
communication models represented by social and new media, has never been more 
visible or more tangible (3.3). 
Such a space, something archived and enduring, stands the chance of becoming 
what we might recognise as a heterogeneous, federated community but one with 
agency in the present, rather than awaiting the subsequent attentions of the 
historian. It also has the potential to reveal, through aggregation and the weight of 
a period of communication, the working of power within the planning system (2.3), 
and to reveal precise targets for intervention. In both senses, aggregated discourse 
along the lines described here might form an increasingly tangible, unavoidable 
form of the ‘real’ – what is, rather than what should be. The forum is the natural 
home of the real and of the specific, the natural enemy of the rhetorical ‘shoulds’ of 
hegemonic planning practice. 
It will require the participation of the planning professional, but the online forum, 
combined with a particular (and present) form of politically-engaged design 
practice, stands a real chance of providing an agonistic space in which dissent and 
adversarial relations play out. 
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This study has left the researcher keen to explore this question in greater depth 
and in other contexts: globally, for instance, or in other venues. Should we be 
undertaking a sociological study of the planning committee chamber? Or of the 
duty planner’s phone line? Can we find, in other political arenas, more developed 
and tangible examples of the impact on social media on established political and 
decision-making structures, and bring them to bear on the democratic potential of 
public planning? 
As this research drew to a close, the Town and Country Planning Association 
announced the Raynsford Review of Planning, with the stated aim of exploring: 
‘how the Government can reform the English planning system to make it 
fairer, better resourced and capable of producing quality outcomes, 
while still encouraging the production of new homes.’ 
(https://www.tcpa.org.uk/raynsford-review, Accessed 4.9.2017). 
The position and provocation papers that helped launch the review acknowledged 
the gulf between planning and its public as a key issue in the capacity of planning 
to produce ‘quality outcomes’ (TCPA, 2017). The use of vocabulary such as ‘direct 
democracy’ in these papers supports the assertion of this research that, whilst the 
rhetoric of engagement and participation has been a presence in planning theory 
for as long as anyone can remember, it might very soon be time for planning and 
its public to come face to face. 
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Is the market run by the council? If so it might be time to put pressure on them!
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How do I do this?
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We recommend WebFaction (http://www.webfaction.com?affiliate=osqa) for OSQA hosting. For under
$10/month their reliable servers get the job done. See our step-by-step setup guide (http://wiki.osqa.net
/display/docs/Installing+OSQA+on+WebFaction).
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BUILDING RIGHTS (/)
I want to build a decent community noticeboard on my estate in Camden, can
someone offer advice? (/questions/59/i-want-to-build-a-decent-community-
noticeboard-on-my-estate-in-camden-can-someone-offer-advice)
I want to build a decent community noticeboard on my estate in Camden, can someone
offer advice?
I am curious to see if this would help improve the social dynamic of the estate I live in. It
is ex-council, some of it is private some of it is still social housing. There is an old
unused board that must've been introduced by Camden council at some point but it is in
a band spot and is dingy. Would the council fund this? Who should I contact at my local
council to find out more information?
While i'm here, does anyone know of any good examples of successful public
noticeboards?
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There are some really good ones on Hampstead High Street. Timber boxes with glazed
fronts and they're absolutely jammed with notices.
Not a technical answer but if you're going to do this I reckon you should try and form a
community group to collectively be responsible for it. If its just you then it would be a real
burden to manage and might not reach out to people so well.
Noticeboards that are big might need planning permission, weirdly, or rather
adveritising consent which is a type of planning permission. If its an estate, there's likely
to be a tenant organisation or someone in the council responsible for estates that you
should take to.
Collectivise!
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Thanks David, Really great advice! 1
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I want to build a tree house (/questions/27/i-want-to-build-a-tree-house)
Do I need planning permission to build a tree house as a guest bedroom?
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I'm assuming the tree is in your back garden!
Its possible to build a new building in your garden (up a tree or not) without needing
planning permission, by conforming to 'permitted development' - the type of project is
called an "independent structure".
Your local council might have a design guidance booklet for small residential projects
which could help you.
I reckon the biggest challenge will be making sure the project doesn't unreasonably
overlook your neighbours.
The other thing is that the new building can't be a separate home, it has to be 'ancillary'
to the main house.
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Local residential development complaints (/questions/57/local-residential-
development-complaints)
I wasn't notified of how hideous a local housing development was being built until the
scaffolding with visuals of it came up — can I still complain? Can I stop it?
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If they're already building it then its safe to assume that they have planning permission.
The only way to intervene in the situation is if they're building something which is
clearly different from what they have permission for - you can find their planning
application on your local council's website and usually view all the documents. If you
look at all the 'Conditions' the council put on their approval that may give you some
tools - if they're building something thats not what they have approval for, the council
can intervene.
But if its what they have permission for, you're fucked...
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Kill the developer, that will slow the process down...
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Nasty. Downvoted.
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Sorry David! Please give me my points back!
Honestly though, how can locals become aware of (and challenge) these developments before
they are started? Is there a public forum with this information available or is this what BR is
intending to be?
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Anything that needs planning permission can be commented upon, and the local council is
obliged to put up notices as part of the planning process, with documents about the
application available online or at the council offices. That is currently the big 'public' moment
to comment on application (positively or negatively) but your comments have to be policy-
based, e.g. you can't say you don't like it, you have to say its wrong to put commercial
premises in a residential area for example. Trouble is, people don't necessarily know anything
about how to comment like this, which is tragic.
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Wayfinding (/questions/68/wayfinding)
I live in an ex-council estate with a lot of building looking the same and sharing the same
street name, therefore it's difficult for people to find the building they are looking for.
How can we add some wayfinding or maps to the area?
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@OliverLong_ (/users/31/oliverlong_) asked a similar question about community
noticeboards. In principle there's nothing to stop you but obviously whoever owns the
wall may object (whether its the council or an individual or whatever) so its best to
engage with them. Signs count as advertising hoarding if they go over a certain size,
maybe maybe check your local council's advertising consent hoarding. If you kept it
small (and on the right walls) you could probably do a whole wayfinding thing without
needing permission.
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Thanks for your answer.
I don't want to do it myself – I would like the council to do it and pay for it. Don't people have
the right to know where they are going?
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I don't think they have the right literally, at least not in the UK. But the council should be
interested in helping its citizens/users getting around. Does the council still manage the
estate? If so they will have a contact you can talk to about improvements.
In the meantime, I'd join any group campaigning for the right to good wayfinding @mamamia
(/users/30/mamamia)!
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We recommend WebFaction (http://www.webfaction.com?affiliate=osqa) for OSQA hosting. For under
$10/month their reliable servers get the job done. See our step-by-step setup guide (http://wiki.osqa.net
/display/docs/Installing+OSQA+on+WebFaction).
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Summary of issues raised during Building Rights Alpha Charrette 
Policing & moderation 
• Not enough clarity about what to do if a question is suspected to be 
spam/trolling/not genuine 
• If I as a moderator delete an accidental repeat post, is the original poster 
informed? What happens to the post? 
• I reported a comment as inappropriate – what happens now? Is my 
assertion checked by a moderator or does a discussion ensue? 
• Should there be a charter? Or a more explicit statement about the purpose 
of the site and what is expected of members? 
• Who ultimately decides the best answer? If it's the moderator or the 
question-asker, this should be made clear. Maybe there are different kinds 
of best answer for different people/contexts? 
 
Layout and graphics 
• ‘No questions like this have been found’ appears too big 
• Profile picture is currently a ‘gravatar’ (en.gravatar.com/, Accessed 
17.12.2016). Gravatars are good but only certain kinds of tech-savvy user 
would have or want one of these at present. Choice of avatar should be 
more open, e.g. Twitter, Instagram, Facebook. 
• Calendar layout is confusing 
• My questions should be highlighted to enable me to see and return to 
them easily 
• Can the ‘Ask a Question’ button be relocated to below the Captcha 
images? 
• It should be possible to ‘sort’ questions in different ways (most recent, 
most relevant, most popular) 
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